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HIGHER ADELES AND NON-ABELIAN RIEMANN-ROCH
T. CHINBURG, G. PAPPAS, AND M. J. TAYLOR
Abstract. We show a Riemann-Roch theorem for group ring bundles over an arithmetic
surface; this is expressed using the higher adeles of Beilinson-Parshin and the tame symbol
via a theory of adelic equivariant Chow groups and Chern classes. The theorem is obtained
by combining a group ring coefficient version of the local Riemann-Roch formula as in
Kapranov-Vasserot with results on K-groups of group rings and an explicit description
of group ring bundles over P1. Our set-up provides an extension of several aspects of the
classical Fro¨hlich theory of the Galois module structure of rings of integers of number fields
to arithmetic surfaces.
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Introduction
In this paper we initiate an adelic theory of Galois module structure for arithmetic
surfaces which extends many aspects of the corresponding theory for ring of integers of
finite Galois extensions of number fields. Adelic methods have played an important role in
the classical theory of Galois module structure ([20]); the starting point is Fro¨hlich’s adelic
description of the class group of finitely generated locally free modules for the integral group
ring of a finite group. Here, we introduce into the picture the higher dimensional adeles of
Beilinson and Parshin, certain “adelic Chow groups” defined using these, and also a host
of other constructions, some of which are inspired from the theory of loop groups. Our
main result is an adelic Riemann-Roch theorem for group ring bundles over an arithmetic
surface; this can be used for the calculation of equivariant Euler characteristics of arithmetic
surfaces with a finite group action.
To explain further we need to introduce some notation. Let Y be a projective regular
arithmetic surface over Z; i.e. the structure morphism Y → Spec(Z) is projective and flat of
relative dimension 1 and Y is regular and irreducible. Suppose that G is a finite group. By
definition, an OY [G]-bundle E of rank n on Y is a coherent sheaf of (left) OY [G]-modules
which is locally free on Y , i.e. there is a finite affine Zariski open cover Y = ∪i∈IUi,
Ui = Spec(Ai), of Y such that E|Ui is the sheaf that corresponds to a free Ai[G]-module
of rank n. To such an E we can associate a projective Euler characteristic χP (Y, E) in the
Grothendieck group K0(Z[G]) of finitely generated projective Z[G]-modules as follows (see
[8]). Consider the Cˇech complex C•({Ui}, E) obtained from E and the cover {Ui}; one can
show that C•({Ui}, E) is a “perfect” complex of Z[G]-modules, i.e. that there is a bounded
complex (P •) of finitely generated projective Z[G]-modules P j and a Z[G]-map of complexes
P • → C•({Ui}, E) which induces an isomorphism on cohomology groups. Then we define
χP (Y, E) =
∑
j
(−1)j [P j]
where [P j ] stands for the class of the module P j in the Grothendieck group K0(Z[G]);
this is independent of the choice of the cover {Ui} and of the complex P
•. Recall that by
Swan [57] all finitely generated projective Z[G]-modules are locally free. This gives a rank
homomorphism rank : K0(Z[G]) → Z whose kernel Kred0 (Z[G]) can be identified with the
class group Cl(Z[G]) of finitely generated locally free Z[G]-modules studied by Fro¨hlich.
If G is abelian, we can consider E as a vector bundle over the scheme Y × G∗ with
G∗ = Spec(Z[G]) the Cartier dual; the class group Cl(Z[G]) can be identified with the
Picard group Pic(G∗). In this case, versions of the Riemann-Roch theorem for Y ×G∗ → G∗
(such as the Deligne-Riemann-Roch theorem of [15]) can be used to calculate the element
χP (Y, E)−χP (Y,OY [G]
n) in Cl(Z[G]) = Pic(G∗). This basic observation together with the
theory of cubic structures eventually leads to a satisfactory theory in this case, especially in
the crucial case when the bundle E is obtained from a tame cover X → Y ([48], [12]; see also
below). When G is not abelian, the above do not apply. A new method is developed in [51].
However, we will see that the adelic point of view also gives a framework for developing a
sufficiently fine theory that can be used to calculate the classes χP (Y, E).
Indeed, it is our point of view here that the bundle E can also be described by adelic
transition matrices as follows, where “adelic” is meant in the sense of the higher dimensional
adeles of Beilinson and Parshin. Recall that a (non-degenerate) Parshin m-chain of Y is an
ordered m-tuple η = (ηi1 , . . . , ηim) of points of Y with i1 < · · · < im, such that ηik lies on
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the Zariski closure of the previous point ηik−1 and with the codimension of the closure of ηi
in Y equal to i. Since Y is of dimension 2, we have m = 1, 2 or 3. For every such Parshin
chain η, one can define the “multicompletion” OˆY,η = OˆY,ηi1 ...ηim by successively taking
localizations and completions of OY starting from ηim (see Proposition 1.2). For example,
if η is a 1-chain and η is a single point, OˆY,η is the completion of the local ring of Y at η.
In particular, for the generic point η0 of Y we have OˆY,η0 = K(Y ), the function field of Y .
If η = (η0, η1, η2) is a 3-chain, then OˆY,η0η1η2 is a finite direct sum of two-dimensional local
fields. For each point ξ of Y , we can pick a OˆY,ξ[G]-basis eξ = {e
h
ξ }
n
h=1 of the completed
stalk Eˆξ. If (η0, η1, η1) is a Parshin triple, and 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 2, then we can compare bases at
ηi and ηj and write
eηi = ληiηj · eηj , with ληiηj ∈ GLn(OˆY,ηiηj [G]).
The matrices ληiηj are “adelic transition matrices” for the bundle E . We say that E has
elementary structure if we can choose bases as above such that the corresponding transition
matrices ληiηj , regarded in the infinite general linear group GL(OˆY,ηiηj [G]), belong to the
commutator subgroup E(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) generated by elementary matrices.
By an “adelic Riemann-Roch theorem” for E , we mean a formula that allows us to cal-
culate the Euler characteristic χP (Y, E) starting from the adelic transition matrices {ληiηj}
and which involves suitable “adelic characteristic classes” of E .
Our main result gives an adelic Riemann-Roch theorem for bundles E that have elemen-
tary structure, under some technical assumptions on Y and G. (We give a more general
result in the Appendix when G is trivial.) In particular, for this we will assume that the
group algebra Q[G] splits in the sense that we can write
(0.1) Q[G] =
∏
i
Matmi×mi(Zi),
where each Zi is a commutative finite field extension of Q, i.e. a number field. However, a
number of the results in the paper are true for arbitrary finite groups G. Also, in addition
to our standing hypotheses on Y , we assume:
(H) All the irreducible components of the fibers of the morphism Y → Spec(Z) are smooth
(therefore also reduced) and furthermore, the fibers at primes that divide the order of the
group G are irreducible.
To describe the Riemann-Roch theorem we need to explain several important ingredients:
We first have the adelic Chow groups CHiA(Y [G]) for i = 1, 2. We define
CH2A(Y [G]) :=
∏′
(η0,η1,η2)
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) ·
∏′
(ζ,ξ)K2(OˆY,ζξ[G])
♭∏′
(ζ,ξ)K2(OˆY,ζξ[G])
♭
as a quotient of a suitably restricted (adelic) products of K2-groups of multicompletions,
where the indices range over all Parshin 3-chains and all 2-chains respectively. (See §2.b,
2.c for details.) Similarly, we set
CH1A(Y [G]) :=
∏′
(η0,η1)
K1(OˆY,η0η1 [G])
K1(K(Y )[G]) ·
∏
η1
K1(OˆY,η1 [G])
♭
.
These definitions are interesting even when G is the trivial group. If G = {1}, CH1A(Y [G])
∼=
Pic(Y ). In the case of the trivial group and when Y is a projective smooth surface over a
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field this second adelic Chow group agrees with the one considered by Osipov in [46]. Osipov
shows that, in this geometric non-equivariant case, his second adelic Chow group agrees with
the classical Chow group CH2(Y ) of codimension 2 cycles up to rational equivalence. On
the other hand, recall that by Fro¨hlich’s classical results we have a canonical isomorphism
Cl(Z[G]) ∼=
∏′
pK1(Qp[G])
(K1(Q[G])
∏
pK1(Zp[G]))
♭
.
This isomorphism allows us to identify the class group Cl(Z[G]) with the first adelic Chow
group CH1A(Spec(Z)[G]) of Spec(Z).
The second ingredient of our Riemann-Roch theorem is a pushdown (Gysin) homomor-
phism along f : Y → Spec(Z)
f∗ : CH
2
A(Y [G])→ CH
1
A(Spec(Z)[G]) = Cl(Z[G]).
This is constructed by assembing homomorphisms
f∗η0η1η2 : K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])→ K1(Qp[G]),
where p is the characteristic of the closed point η2, which are obtained using either the clas-
sical tame symbol or Kato’s residue symbol. Showing that these homomorphisms produce
a pushdown f∗ between the adelic Chow groups is a subtle affair that among other ingre-
dients involves using various reciprocity laws. For the most part, the needed reciprocity
laws can be shown via reduction to the case G = {1} by using the splitting (0.1) together
with Morita equivalence. Then they follow by work of Parshin, Kato or more recently Liu
[36], see also Osipov-Zhu [47]. However, the hardest part of the argument is proving that
the denominator in the definition of CH2A(Y [G]) maps to the denominator in the Fro¨hlich
description of Cl(Z[G]). This involves checking that certain symbols are “determinants”,
i.e. that they belong to Det(Zp[G]). This is a genuine integral group ring problem and its
proof uses in a crucial manner the central extension (0.2) which we will describe below (see
also Remark 4.2). By the way, extending the results of this paper to the case that the group
algebra Q[G] does not split is a very interesting but highly non-trivial problem that would
involve a study of the groups K1(D), K2(D), for certain division algebras D. For example,
we expect that this involves new corresponding reciprocity laws.
Finally, the third ingredients are the adelic Chern classes c1(E) and c2(E) of E . The first
Chern class c1(E) is defined for an arbitrary OY [G]-bundle E : It is given as the class of∏
(η0,η1)
Det(λη0η1) in CH
1
A(Y [G]) where λη0η1 are adelic transition matrices as above and
Det(λ) stands for the class of a matrix λ ∈ GLn(OˆY,η0η1 [G]) in K1(OˆY,η0η1 [G]). The second
Chern class c2(E) is only defined when E has an elementary structure. Recall the Steinberg
extension
1→ K2(OˆY,η[G])→ St(OˆY,η[G])→ E(OˆY,η[G])→ 1
with E(OˆY,η[G]) the elementary subgroup of the infinite general linear group GL(OˆY,η[G]).
To construct the second Chern class, we choose lifts λ˜ηiηj of the transition matrices ληiηj
to the Steinberg group and consider
z(λ˜)(η0,η1,η2) := λ˜η0η2 · (λ˜η0η1)
−1 · (λ˜η1η2)
−1
as an element in K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]). By choosing the lifts λ˜ηiηj carefully, we can guarantee
that the Steinberg cocycle z(λ˜) := (z(λ˜)(η0,η1,η2))(η0,η1,η2) is “adelic”, i.e. lies in the nu-
merator of the right hand side in the definition of CH2A(Y [G]) (See Proposition 6.5). Then
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the Chern class c2(E) is given as the class of the element z(λ˜) in CH
2
A(Y [G]). (A similar
construction was given by Budylin [6].)
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 0.1. Assume that Q[G] splits and that Y → Spec(Z) is a regular arithmetic
surface that satisfies (H). Then, if E is an OY [G]-bundle of rank n with elementary structure,
we have
χP (Y, E)− χP (Y,OY [G]
n) = −f∗(c2(E)).
Let us remark here that if E has an elementary structure, then c1(E) is trivial; this
then explains the shape of the identity above. Indeed, in this case of relative dimension 1,
this agrees with the shape of the classical Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch formula for vector
bundles of rank n with trivial determinant (see for example [15]).
Interesting examples of bundles E for which one can apply the Riemann-Roch formula
are provided as follows. Suppose that q : X → Y is a finite flat G-cover of the arithmetic
surface Y ; one can see that if the ramification of q is tame and F is a G-equivariant bundle
on X, then E = q∗(F) gives a OY [G]-bundle on Y . Then χ
P (Y, E) is equal to the equivariant
projective Euler characteristic χP (X,F) studied in [8], [12], and other articles. The “cubic
method” of [12] provides a very effective way of calculating such Euler characteristics but
with the crucial limitation that G is abelian. Here we are allowing more general finite
groups and so Theorem 0.1 adds to the tools currently available for the calculation of such
Euler characteristics. In particular, it can complement the method developed in [51]. For
example, in §6.b.1 we give conditions on the group G, such that if q is a G-torsor the OY [G]-
bundle E = q∗OX has always elementary structure and our result applies. In particular, we
show that this is the case when G is an alternating group An with n ≥ 5, or PSL(2,Fp)
with p odd prime, or SL(2,F2n), n > 2. We would like to return to such applications in a
future paper.
We will now give some more details about our techniques and discuss the proof of the
Riemann-Roch theorem.
Important input is provided by certain central extensions which are arithmetic versions
of a standard construction in the theory of loop groups and infinite dimensional Kac-Moody
Lie algebras. Suppose that R is a commutative ring and consider the formal power series
ring R[[t]] and the Laurent power series ring R((t)) = R[[t]][t−1]. We define a central extension
(0.2) 1→ K1(R[G])→H(R((t))[G]) → GL
′(R((t))[G]) → 1
where GL′(R((t))[G]) is a subgroup of the infinite general linear group GL(R((t))[G]) that
contains the commutator E(R((t))[G]). This central extension is provided via the choice
of a determinant theory on R[[t]][G]-lattices in R((t))[G]n for n ≥ 1. This notion has been
introduced by Drinfeld and Kapranov. Set L0 = R[[t]][G]
n. Recall that a R[[t]][G]-lattice L in
R((t))[G]n is a projective R[[t]][G]-submodule of R((t))[G]n such that tNL0 ⊂ L ⊂ t
−NL0 for
some N > 0. For us, a determinant theory is a suitable functor from a category of R[[t]][G]-
lattices to the virtual category V (R[G]) of projective finitely generated R[G]-modules. We
can construct a determinant theory as follows: First construct an OP1
R
[G]-bundle E(L)
over the projective line P1R by gluing the (trivial) bundles corresponding to the modules
R[t−1][G]n over A1R = Spec(R[t
−1]) and L over A1R = Spec(R[[t]]) using the identification
L⊗R[[t]] R((t)) ∼= R[t
−1][G]n ⊗R[t−1] R((t)) provided by the inclusion L ⊂ R((t))[G]
n. Now we
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can consider the determinant of the cohomology complex in the derived category
δ(L) := det(RΓ(P1R, E(L))
as an object in the virtual category V (R[G]). The association L 7→ δ(L) gives a determinant
theory. For g ∈ GL′n(R((t))[G]), we consider L = L0 · g
−1, so that E(L) has g as a transition
matrix along a formal neighborhood of t = 0. The central extension Hn(R((t))[G]) is a
group with elements pairs (g, φg) with g ∈ GL
′
n(R((t))[G]) and φg an isomorphism between
δ(L0) and δ(L0 · g
−1). (From the very definition of GL′n(R((t))[G]) there exists such an
isomorphism. See §3.d for details.) Now consider the direct limit as n goes to infinity to
obtain (0.2).
By the universality of the Steinberg extension we obtain a map of central extensions
(0.3)
1 → K2(R((t))[G]) → St(R((t))[G]) → E(R((t))[G]) → 1
∂ ↓ ∂ ↓ ↓
1 → K1(R[G]) → H(R((t))[G]) → GL
′(R((t))[G]) → 1.
A first incarnation of the Riemann-Roch theorem in this case is the fact that ∂ can be
calculated using the tame symbol, in fact, ∂ is equal to the inverse of the tame symbol
when R is a field and G is trivial (see Proposition 3.8). In fact, this statement is often
regarded as a “local” Riemann-Roch formula, see [33].
We can use this to obtain an adelic Riemann-Roch formula for bundles over P1 = P1Z
as follows. First we show, by using an equivariant version of an argument of Horrocks,
that each OP1 [G]-bundle E of rank n over P
1 which is trivial along the section (1 : 1) in
homogeneous coordinates can be obtained by gluing trivial bundles over Spec(Z[t]) and
Spec(Z[t−1]) via a transition matrix g ∈ GLn(Z[t, t−1][G]). If the bundle has, in addition,
degree 0, then the matrix g regarded in GLn(Q[t, t−1][G]) and in GLn(Zp[t, t−1][G]), for
each prime p, lies in the subgroups GL′n(Q[t, t
−1][G]) and GL′n(Zp[t, t
−1][G]) respectively.
By definition, this means that the base changes δ(E)Q and δ(E)Zp of the determinant of coho-
mology δ(E) = det(RΓ(P1, E)) are isomorphic, as elements in the virtual categories V (Q[G])
and V (Zp[G]), to the free rank n elements [Q[G]n] and [Zp[G]n]; suppose that αQ, αp are
choices of corresponding isomorphisms. The pairs (g, αQ) and (g, αp) are then elements of
Hn(Q((t))[G]) and Hn(Zp((t))[G]); these elements lift g considered in GL
′
n(Q[t, t
−1][G]) and
GL′n(Zp[t, t
−1][G]) respectively. Both αQ and αp induce isomorphisms between δ(E)Qp and
[Qp[G]]n; by comparing them we obtain an element α−1p · αQ of the automorphism group of
[Qp[G]n], i.e. an element of K1(Qp[G]). The class χP (P1, E) − χP (P1,OP1 [G]
n) coincides
with the class of δ(E) in the class group Cl(Z[G]); by the above, this can now be obtained
as the class of the element
∏
p α
−1
p · αQ ∈
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]). The local Riemann-Roch formula
that relates the central extensions above via the tame symbol will now eventually lead to
a proof of our main theorem for P1 but this still requires a fair amount of work. Indeed,
first, we need to show that the bundles we are considering have, after suitable changes of
basis, elementary transition matrices and therefore also a well-defined second Chern class
c2(E). We also need to explain how to express a Steinberg cocycle that can be used to
calculate c2(E) in terms of the original transition matrix g; notice that g itself might not
be elementary.
The notion of elementary structure is, as it turns out, quite subtle. Observe that the
transition matrix ληiηj is elementary when the class [ληiηj ] in K1(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) is trivial.
Therefore, examining when adelic transition matrices are elementary involves the consider-
ation of K1-groups of group rings with coefficients in certain p-adically complete rings, as
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are some of the multicompletions considered above. For this we need to use results of Oliver
on SK1-groups of group rings (e.g. [44, 45]) and the extension of these results in [11]. In
particular, we can see that our notion of elementary structure is appropriately restrictive;
for example, our considerations show that any OP1 [G]-bundle which is trivial along (1 : 1)
and has zero degree has an elementary structure. Considering these multicompletions also
necessitates that we develop certain “p-adically completed” variations of the central exten-
sion (0.2); for example, we need such extensions for group rings with coefficients in the
p-adic completion Zp{{t}} = lim←−n Z/p
n((t)) of Zp((t)) or in the two-dimensional local field
Qp{{t}} = Qp ⊗Zp Zp{{t}}.
The above gives the rough idea of the proof of the Riemann-Roch theorem for Y = P1.
To obtain the main result for an OY [G]-bundle E on a more general (regular) arithmetic
surface Y → Spec(Z) we argue as follows: By work of B. Green, there exists a finite flat
morphism π : Y → P1; we use pushforward by π to reduce the proof to the case of P1. The
fact that, as we assume, E has elementary structure does not imply that this is also the case
for π∗(E); this complicates the argument. However, we can still find a simple bundle V with
induced G-action so that the direct sum π∗(E) ⊕ V is an OP1 [G]-bundle with elementary
structure on P1. We now explicitly relate Steinberg cocycles that compute the second Chern
class of E with corresponding Steinberg cocycles that compute the second Chern class of
π∗(E) ⊕ V on P1 and there is a resulting identity (Proposition 8.6) that relates the second
Chern classes of E and of π∗(E)⊕V. This identity can be viewed as an adelic Riemann-Roch
formula for the finite flat morphism π. These considerations allow us to reduce the general
case to the case Y = P1 which is handled as explained above.
Our definitions of the second adelic Chern class and of the Gysin map were initially
inspired by the groundbreaking work of Parshin in [52], [53] and of Osipov in [46]. The reader
can also find similar or related constructions in the work of Hu¨bl-Yekutieli [31], Morrow
[40] and Budylin [6]. Let us remark here that although our main interest in this paper is to
the case of bundles for a group ring, our techniques can also provide interesting new results
when the group G is trivial and even in the context of these references. Indeed, the current
paper also contributes to the theme of refined Riemann-Roch type theorems; examples of
such theorems are Deligne’s functorial Riemann-Roch theorem for relative curves [15], or
the second author’s integral Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem [49]. For example, we
can consider general vector bundles E over an arithmetic surface Y → Spec(R) where R is
a Dedekind ring with finite residue fields, as is the ring of integers of a number field. We
then show an adelic Riemann-Roch theorem for f : Y → Spec(R) and E (see Theorem 10.3)
by factoring f as a composition of a finite flat morphism π : Y → P1R with the projection
h : P1R → Spec(R) and proving as above Riemann-Roch identities for π and h. We can think
of this as an alternative to Grothendieck’s strategy of proving Riemann-Roch by factoring
f as a composition of a closed immersion followed by a projective bundle. This is done in
the Appendix of the paper.
We will now briefly describe the structure of the paper. In §1, we explain the theory of
higher dimensional adeles of Beilinson and Parshin and give examples of the corresponding
multicompletions for the case of arithmetic surfaces. In §2, we give the definitions of the
adelic Chow groups. The constructions of the central extensions (0.2) and of its p-adically
complete variants are given in §3. In the same paragraph, we also show that the corre-
sponding maps ∂ (resp. ∂ˆ in the p-adic variant) in (0.3) are given via the inverse of the
tame symbol (resp. of Kato’s residue symbol). In §4, we define the pushdown maps f∗η0η1η2
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and show that they induce a Gysin map f∗ between the adelic Chow groups as above. In
§5, we explain the formalism of adelic transition matrices and give the definition of the first
adelic Chern class. The notion of elementary structure and the definition of the second
adelic Chern class for bundles with elementary structure is given in §6. In §7 we state the
main theorem and in §8 we explain the reduction of the proof to the case of bundles over
P1 by working with pushdown along a finite flat morphism Y → P1. Finally, the proof of
the adelic Riemann-Roch identity for bundles over P1 occupies §9. In the Appendix, §10,
we consider the case that the group G is trivial; then we can obtain a stronger result.
Acknowledgement: The second author would like to thank X. Zhu for a useful conversation.
Notations:
• If R is a ring, we denote by R[[t]] the ring of formal power series in the variable t with
coefficients in R and by R((t)) = R[[t]][t−1] the ring of formal Laurent power series.
• Suppose p is a prime such that pR is a proper ideal of R. We denote by Rˆ the
p-adic completion lim
←−n
R/(p)n of R. We will denote by Rˆ{{t}} the p-adic comple-
tion lim
←−n
(R/(p)n((t))) of the Laurent power series R((t)) and by Rˆ〈〈t〉〉 the p-adic
completion lim
←−n
R/(p)n[t] of the polynomial ring R[t].
• Let R be the ring of integers in a finite extension F of the p-adic field Qp. We set
F{{t}} := F ⊗R R{{t}} =
{∑
i
ait
i | ai ∈ F, lim
i→−∞
v(ai) = +∞, v(ai) >> −∞
}
where v denotes the p-adic valuation. Then F{{t}} is the fraction field of the p-
adically complete dvr R{{t}}. We also set F{t} := F ⊗R R〈〈t〉〉. The ring F{t} is
often referred to as the free Tate algebra in the variable t over F .
1. Beilinson-Parshin adeles on a surface
1.a. Parshin tuples and multicompletions. In this section we will let Y be an irre-
ducible separated Noetherian scheme of dimension d. We will recall the theory of adeles
for Y developed by Parshin and Beilinson; see [52], [53], [2], [30], [60] and the useful survey
[41] for more detailed accounts.
Following [2], let P (Y ) be the set of points of Y . If η, η′ ∈ P (Y ) we will say that η ≥ η′
if η′ is a point on the closure η of η. Let S(Y ) be the simplicial set associated to P (Y )
and this order relation. Thus the n-simplex S(Y )n is the set of all Parshin n + 1-tuples
(η(0), . . . , η(n)) of points on Y , these being ordered sequences of n+1 points in P (Y ) such
that η(0) ≥ η(1) ≥ · · · ≥ η(n). We will call such an n+1-tuple degenerate if η(i) = η(i+1)
for some i; otherwise it is non-degenerate. We will use the convention that a subscript on
a point indicates its codimension on Y . Thus η0 is the generic point. The Parshin 1-tuples
thus have the form (ηi) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ d, the Parshin 2-tuples have the form (ηi, ηj) for
some 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d, and so on.
Suppose Kn is a subset of S(Y )n and that η is a point of Y . Let Oη = OY,η be the local
ring of Y at η, with maximal ideal mη = mY,η. Let jη : Spec(Oη) → Y be the natural
morphism of schemes. If M is a module for Oη, we also use M to denote both the quasi-
coherent sheaf M on Spec(Oη) associated to M and the quasi-coherent sheaf (jη)∗(M) on
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Y . In particular, the support of M as a sheaf on Y is contained in the closure η of η. Define
(1.1) ηKn−1 = {(η(1), η(2), . . . , η(n)) ∈ S(Y )n−1 : (η, η(1), . . . , η(n)) ∈ Kn}.
Definition 1.1. As n and Kn vary, there is a unique family of functors A(Kn, •) from
the category of quasi-coherent OY -modules to the category of abelian groups for which the
following is true:
1. A(Kn, •) commutes with direct limits.
2. Suppose M is a coherent OY -module.
a. If n = 0, then
(1.2) A(Kn,M) = A(K0,M) =
∏
η∈K0
lim
←
ℓ
(M ⊗OY (Oη/m
ℓ
η)).
b. If n > 0, then
(1.3) A(Kn,M) =
∏
η∈P (Y )
lim
←
ℓ
A(ηKn−1,M ⊗OY (Oη/m
ℓ
η)).
A subtlety in this definition is that the sheaf M ⊗OY (Oη/m
ℓ
η) appearing on the right
side of (1.3) will not in general be coherent. Thus one must calculate the value of A(ηKn, •)
on the latter sheaf by taking an inductive limit.
When Kn = {(η(0), . . . , η(n))} consists of a single non-degenerate Parshin chain of length
n+ 1 and M = OY , we will denote by
(1.4) OˆY,η(0)η(1)···η(n) = A(Kn,OY )
the corresponding multicompletion of OY .
1.b. Examples of multicompletions. Suppose here that Kn = {(η(0), . . . , η(n))} con-
sists of a single non-degenerate Parshin chain of length n+1. Let Spec(R) be an open affine
subset of Y which contains η(0). Then, for all i, η(i) corresponds to a prime ideal of R.
Suppose a and p are ideals of R, p is prime and that N is an R-module. As in [30, p. 250],
let S−1p N be the localization of N at Sp = R− p and define CaN = lim←−n
N/anN .
The following result is shown by Huber in [30, Prop. 3.2.1].
Proposition 1.2. LetM be a quasi-coherent OY -module, and suppose that the restriction of
M to Spec(R) is the sheaf associated to the R-module N . Then Cη(0)S
−1
η(0) . . . Cη(n)S
−1
η(n)R =
B is a flat Noetherian R-algebra, and there is a natural isomorphism
(1.5) A(Kn,M) ∼= B ⊗R N.
If M is coherent, so that N is Noetherian, one has
(1.6) A(Kn,M) ∼= Cη(0)S
−1
η(0) . . . Cη(n)S
−1
η(n)N.
We now specialize further to the case in which M = OY as in (1.4).
1.b.1. Some Parshin chains of length 1. We suppose in this subsection that n = 0 and
Kn = K0 = {(η(0))} for a point η(0) = ηi of codimension i on Y . Then (1.6) shows that
OˆY,η(0) = OˆY,ηi = CηiS
−1
ηi R
is the completion of the local ring OY,ηi at the powers of its maximal ideal.
We now suppose further that Y is irreducible, normal and flat over Z, and that ηi = η1
has codimension 1. Then OˆY,η1 is a complete discrete valuation ring (dvr) of characteristic
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0 with residue field k(η1) given by the function field of the irreducible divisor η1. Let t be
a uniformizer in OˆY,η1 .
If η1 is horizontal then k(η1) has characteristic 0 and transcendence degree dim(Y )−2 over
Q. In this case Hensel’s Lemma shows there is an algebra homomorphism k(η1) → OˆY,η1
which is a section of the residue map OˆY,η1 → k(η1) and that OˆY,η1 is isomorphic to the
formal power series ring k(η1)[[t]].
Suppose now that η1 is vertical, and let p be the prime of Z determined by η1. Recall
that if A → B is a local homomorphism between two local Noetherian rings such that B
is complete and flat over A and B/mB is a separable extension of A/mA, then B is called
a Cohen algebra over A. By [25, Chap. 0IV , 19.7.2], B is determined by its residue field
B/mB ifmB = BmA. We have assumed Y is flat over Z. Hence if pB = mB then B = OˆY,η1
is the Cohen algebra over A = Zp associated to k(η1). The statement that pB = mB is
equivalent to the statement that η1 has multiplicity 1 in the fiber of Y over p.
1.b.2. Some Parshin chains of length 2. We suppose in this subsection that n = 1 and
that Y is regular, quasi-projective and flat over Z. As a result, all the local rings of Y are
excellent. Let Kn = {(η(0), η(1))} consist of a Parshin chain of length 2. If η(0) is the
generic point η0 of Y , then η(1) may be a point ηi of arbitrary codimension i ≥ 1. The
functor Cη0 is the identity functor, so (1.6) shows
OˆY,η(0)η(1) = OˆY,η0ηi = (K(Y )− {0})
−1OˆY,ηi
where K(Y ) is the function field of Y .
The other case in which n = 1 which will be relevant to us is when, in addition to the
above assumptions, Y is of dimension 2, η(0) is a codimension 1 point η1 on Y and η(1)
is a closed point η2 on the closure of η1. The local ring OY,η2 and its completion OˆY,η2
are then two-dimensional UFD’s. A local equation π1 ∈ OY,η2 for η1 factors in OˆY,η2 into
the product π1 = u
∏m
α=1 t
bα
α of a unit u ∈ Oˆ
×
Y,η2
together with positive integral powers of
non-associate irreducibles tα ∈ OˆY,η2 . These tα define the analytic branches at η2 of the
closure of η1. Notice that since OY,η2/(π1) is a reduced excellent local ring, the same is
true for its completion which can be identified with OˆY,η2/(π1) = OˆY,η2/(
∏m
α=1 t
bα
α ). This
implies that bα = 1, for all α, and we have
(1.7) π1 = u
m∏
α=1
tα.
Let Bα be the discrete valuation ring which is the completion of the localization of OˆY,η2
at the codimension one prime ideal generated by tα. Let p > 0 be the residue characteristic
of η2. The residue ring Rα = OˆY,η2/(tα) is a complete local integral domain of dimension
1 with finite residue field k(η2) of characteristic p. The fraction field of Rα is the residue
field k(Bα) of Bα. We will also use the notation k(η1,α) for k(Bα) in order to emphasize
its dependence on η1. The integral closure R
′
α of Rα in k(η1,α) is finite over Rα, Hence
tR′α ⊂ Rα for some 0 6= t ∈ Rα, so since Rα/Rαt is a finite ring, a power of the radical of
R′α lies in Rα. Thus R
′
α is complete with respect to the powers of its radical because Rα
is complete. It follows that R′α is local because it is an integral domain. We conclude that
R′α is a complete discrete valuation ring with finite residue field. Thus k(Bα) = k(η1,α) is a
local field of dimension 1 with finite residue field. We distinguish two cases:
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• η1 is horizontal: Then k(η1,α) is isomorphic to a finite extension of Qp. By Hensel’s
Lemma, Bα is isomorphic to the formal power series ring Qp(η1,α)[[tα]].
• η1 is vertical: Then k(η1,α) is the completion of a global function field at a closed
point. Let t be an element of Bα which has image equal to a uniformizer t in the
discretely valued field k(η1,α). Then k(η1,α) is isomorphic to the Laurent formal
power series field k(η2)((t)).
Lemma 1.3. Suppose η1 is vertical. The maximal ideal Bαtα of Bα equals Bαp if and only
if η1 occurs with multiplicity 1 in the fiber of Y over p. In this case, Bα is isomorphic to
the Cohen ring over Zp having residue field k(η2)((t)). This is true, in particular, if the fiber
of Y over p is smooth.
Proof. In OY,η2 one has a factorization
(1.8) p = v ·
j∏
i=1
πaii
in which v ∈ O×Y,η2 is a unit, j ≥ 1, π1 is our chosen local equation for η1 and the πi are
non-associate irreducibles. The multiplicity of η1 in the fiber of Y is 1 if and only if p is a
uniformizer in the local ring OY,η1 = (OY,η2 −OY,η2π1)
−1OY,η2 . This is the case if and only
if a1 = 1. If 2 ≤ i ≤ j then OY,η2/(π1, πi) is a finite discrete quotient of OY,η2 , so (π1, πi)
contains a positive power of the maximal ideal of OY,η2 . Hence OˆY,η2/OˆY,η2(π1, πi) is finite,
so (1.7) implies πi has valuation 0 in Bα when 2 ≤ i ≤ j because OˆY,η2/OˆY,η2tα is infinite.
Thus (1.7) and (1.8) show that p has valuation a1 with respect to the discrete valuation of
OˆY,η2 associated to α. Thus Bαtα = Bαp if and only if a1 = 1, and this proves the first
assertion in Lemma 1.3. The second is a consequence of the results about Cohen rings cited
in §1.b.1. The last assertion is clear from the first.
We can make the isomorphism in Lemma 1.3 more explicit in the following way. Define
W (k(η2)) to be the ring of infinite Witt vectors over the finite residue field k(η2). Recall
W (k(η2)){{t}} is the ring of all doubly infinite formal power series
∑∞
n=−∞ ant
n in which
an ∈W (k(η2)) and limn→−∞ an = 0 in the p-adic topology on W (k(η2)). Viewing k(η2) as
a finite subfield of the residue field k(η2)((t)) of Bα, we can take Teichmuller lifts of elements
of k(η2) to Bα via the usual limit process. This produces a canonical algebra embedding of
W (k(η2)) into Bα. There is then a unique topological ring isomorphism fromW (k(η2)){{t}}
to Bα which extends this embedding and sends t to itself as an element of Bα.
We now return to the more general case in which we assume only that n = 2, Y is regular,
quasi-projective and flat over Z of dimension 2, η(0) is a codimension 1 point η1 on Y and
η(1) is a closed point η2 on the closure of η1.
Lemma 1.4. With the above notations, the ring homomorphism µ
(1.9) OˆY,η(0)η(1) = OˆY,η1η2 = Cη1S
−1
η1 OˆY,η2
µ
−→
m∏
α=1
Bα
resulting from (1.6) is an isomorphism. If η1 is horizontal we have
(1.10)
m∏
α=1
Bα ∼=
m⊕
α=1
Qp(η1α)[[tα]].
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Suppose η1 is vertical and has multiplicity one in the fiber of Y over p. Then
(1.11)
m∏
α=1
Bα ∼=
m⊕
α=1
W (k(η2)){{tα}}.
Proof. Statements (1.10) and (1.11) follow from (1.9) and the above computations of the
Bα. To show (1.9) it will suffice to prove the following. Fix α, and let τα and βα be
elements of OˆY,η2 such that βα 6∈ Bαtα. Then τα/βα defines an element τα/βα of the residue
field k(Bα) of Bα. It will suffice to show that there is an element of the image of µ whose
component at Bα has image τα/βα in k(Bα) and whose component at Bk for k 6= α is a
non-unit. The element
z =
m∏
k 6=α,k=1
tk
of OˆY,η2 has non-zero image z in the one-dimensional local ring Rα = OˆY,η2/tαOˆY,η2 . Since
the image of the ring OY,η2 in the completion OˆY,η2 is dense, there is an element w ∈ OY,η2
such that w and βαz generate the same ideal in Rα. Thus there is an element u ∈ OˆY,η2
whose image in Rα is a unit such that wu and βαz have the same image in Rα. This u must
be a unit of OˆY,η2 . Now w has non-zero image in Rα, so w must be an element of OY,η1
which is not in the maximal ideal of OY,η1 . Thus w
−1u−1ταz lies in S
−1
η1 OˆY,η2 and has image
τα/βα in k(Bα) = Frac(Rα). Now w
−1u−1ταz ∈ OˆY,η1η2 because of the second equality in
(1.9), so we have constructed the desired element. It follows that (1.9) is an isomorphism.
1.b.3. Some Parshin chains of length 3. The last special case we will discuss is when Y is
regular and integral of dimension n = 2. Let K2 = {(η(0), η(1), η(2))} = {(η0, η1, η2)} with
η(0) = η0 the generic point of Y , η(1) = η1 a codimension 1 point and η(2) = η2 a closed
point on the closure of η1. We find from (1.6) that
(1.12) OˆY,η(0)η(1)η(2) = OˆY,η0η1η2 = (K(Y )− {0})
−1OˆY,η1η2
where OˆY,η1η2 is a product of discrete valuation rings Bα of the kind described above for
the pair (η1, η2). Since a uniformizer in Bα divides the image in Bα of an element of K(Y ),
we find that that OˆY,η0η1η2 is the product of the fraction fields of the Bα.
1.b.4. Base extensions. In this section we suppose that h : X → Y is a finite flat morphism
of regular projective connected flat schemes over Z of dimension 2. Let [X : Y ] be the
degree of h. Then h induces a map of simplicial sets h : S(X)→ S(Y ). The following result
will be used in §8.
Proposition 1.5. For all Parshin chains η in S(Y ), the homomorphism OY → h∗OX of
sheaves of rings gives an isomorphism
(1.13) OX ⊗OY OˆY,η → ⊕η′∈h−1(η)OˆX,η′
of free OˆY,η-modules of rank [X : Y ].
Proof. Suppose first that η = η(0) consists of a single point of Y . Then OˆY,η is just the
completion OˆY,η(0) of Y at η(0), so (1.13) is clear from the fact that h : X → Y is finite and
flat of degree [X : Y ].
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Suppose next that (1.13) holds for some η = (η(0), . . . , η(n)) and that η(0) is not
the generic point ηY of Y . We now show (1.13) holds when η is replaced by η
∗ =
(ηY , η(0), . . . , η(n)), where h
−1(η∗) = {(ηX , η
′) : η′ ∈ h−1(η)}. By Proposition 1.2,
OˆY,η∗ = K(Y )⊗OY OˆY,η
when K(Y ) = OY,ηY is the function field of Y . Thus since we assumed (1.13) is an isomor-
phism,
OX ⊗OY OˆY,η∗ = K(Y )⊗OY (OX ⊗OY OˆY,η)
= ⊕η′∈h−1(η)
(
K(X)⊗OX OˆX,η′
)
(1.14)
= ⊕η∗′∈h−1(η∗)OˆX,η∗′
which proves (1.13) for η∗.
To complete the proof it will now be enough to consider the case in which η = (η1, η2)
for some codimension i points ηi such that η2 lies on the closure of η1. By (1.9), we have
an isomorphism
(1.15) OˆY,η =
∏
α
Bα
where α runs over the irreducible factors in OˆY,η2 of a local equation π1 for η1 in OY,η2 (as
in 1.7), and Bα is the dvr which is the completion of the local ring of OˆY,η at the valuation
associated to α.
We obtain the Parshin chains η′ = (η′1, η
′
2) in h
−1(η) by first taking the points η′2 ∈
h−1(η2) and by then considering the factorization of π1 in the local ring OX,η′
2
⊃ OY,η2 in
order to find the η′1 lying over η1 which contain η
′
2 in their closure. Here
(1.16) OX ⊗OY OˆY,η2 = ⊕η′2∈h−1(η2)OˆX,η′2 .
For each irreducible factor α of π1 in OˆY,η2 we consider the factorization of α into a
product of irreducibles in OˆX,η′
2
for η′2 ∈ h
−1(η2). These irreducibles give via (1.9) with Y
replaced by X the dvr summands of each ring OˆX,η′ as η
′ = (η′1, η
′
2) runs over the elements
of h−1(η). We see from this that the natural ring homomorphism
OX ⊗OY OˆY,η = OX ⊗OY (
∏
α
Bα)→ ⊕η′∈h−1(η)OˆX,η′
is the direct sum over α of the homomorphisms
(1.17) µα : OX ⊗OY Bα → ⊕α′B
′
α′
where α′ ranges over the irreducible factors of α in OˆX,η′
2
as η′2 ranges over the elements of
h−1(η2), and where B
′
α′ is the completion of OˆX,η′2 with respect to the discrete valuation
associated to α′. To complete the proof of Proposition 1.5 it will suffice to show that (1.17)
is an isomorphism.
From (1.16) and the fact that X is flat and finite over Y we conclude that the sum
(1.18) ⊕η′
2
∈h−1(η2) Frac(OˆX,η′2)
of the fraction fields of the summands on the right side of (1.16) is an e´tale algebra of
dimension [X : Y ] over the characteristic 0 field Frac(OˆY,η2). The ring Bα is the completion
of the discrete valuation ring of Frac(OˆY,η2) associated to α. The rings B
′
α′ on the right
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side of (1.17) are the completions of the discrete valuation rings of the summands in (1.18)
at extensions of the valuation associated to α. Thus by the theory of discrete valuations
in finite separable extensions of fields, we see that the right hand side of (1.17) is a free
Bα-module of rank [X : Y ]. The left hand side of (1.17) is a Bα-module which is generated
by less than or equal to [X : Y ] elements since OX is a locally free OY -module of rank
[X : Y ]. Thus to show that (1.17) is an isomorphism it will suffice to show that if w is an
element of the residue field k(α′) of a summand B′α′ on the right side of (1.17), then there is
an element of the image of µα whose component at α
′ is congruent to w mod the maximal
ideal of B′α′ and whose component in any other summand B
′
α′′ appearing on the right in
(1.17) is in the maximal ideal of B′α′′ .
We know that there is a closed point η′2 lying over η2 such that α
′ is an irreducible factor
of π1 in OˆX,η′
2
and B′α′ is the completion of the localization of OˆX,η′2 at the discrete valuation
associated to α′. Thus there are elements t, s ∈ OˆX,η′
2
such that s 6∈ OˆX,η′
2
· α′ and w ≡ t/s
in k(α′). By multiplying both t and s by the product of a set of representatives for the
irreducible factors α′′ of π1 in OˆX,η′
2
which are not associate to α′, we may assume that t
has image in the maximal ideal of B′α′′ for all such α
′′.
The factorization of s in the UFD OˆX,η′
2
does not involve α′, but it might involve some
other irreducibles α′′ which are irreducible factors of π1. However, if α
′′ is such an irre-
ducible, then α′′+α′ is congruent to α′′ mod OˆX,η′
2
·α′ but not congruent to 0 mod OˆX,η′
2
·α′′.
We can therefore replace each appearance of an irreducible of the form α′′ in the factoriza-
tion of s by α′′+α′ so as to be able to assume that s 6∈ OˆX,η′
2
·α′′ for all irreducible factors
α′′ of π1 in OˆX,η′
2
(including α′′ = α′). Since these α′′ define all the discrete valuations of
OˆX,η′
2
which lie over the discrete valuation of OˆY,η2 associated to α, we conclude that
g = NormOˆX,η′
2
/OˆY,η2
(s)
is an element of OˆY,η2 which does not lie in OˆY,η2 · tα. When we view g as an element of
OˆX,η′
2
, it does not lie in OˆX,η′
2
· α′ and it is a multiple of s. Thus w ≡ t/s ≡ t′/g in k(α′)
where t′ = t(g/s) ∈ OˆX,η′
2
. In view of the isomorphism (1.16), we can now find an element
q of OX ⊗OY OˆY,η2 whose image in OˆX,η′2 is equal to t
′ and whose components in OˆX,η′′
2
is
0 if η′′2 6= η
′
2 lies over η2. It follows that the image of q/g under the map µα in (1.17) has
the prescribed image w in the residue field k(α′) of the summand corresponding to α′ and
image in the maximal ideal in all the other summands. This completes the proof.
1.c. Adeles and cosimplicial structure. The construction of the adeles associated to
the structure sheaf OY does not play a major role in this paper. However, we include this
subsection since it will pave the way for the crucial construction of the K2-adeles associated
to Y .
Recall that S(Y ) is the simplicial set associated to the set P (Y ) of all point of Y and the
order relation defined by η ≥ η′ if η′ is a point on the closure η of η. The n-simplex S(Y )n
is the set of all Parshin n+1-tuples (η(0), . . . , η(n)) of points on Y , these being n+1-tuples
such that η(0) ≥ η(1) ≥ · · · ≥ η(n). We define the n-dimensional adele group of Y to be
A′Y (n) = A(S(Y )n,OY )
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in the notation of Definition 1.1. From this definition we see that there is a natural inclusion
(1.19) A′Y (n)→ AY (n) =
∏
OˆY,ηI
where the product extends over all Parshin n+ 1-tuples ηI := {ηi0 , . . . , ηin} on Y .
Suppose I = (i0, . . . , in) is an ordered subset of J = (j0, . . . , jm). From Proposition 1.2
we have a natural map
τJI : OˆY,ηI → OˆY,ηJ .
The maps τJI may be used to endow the various multicompletions of Y with a cosimplicial
structure.
If we now specify that I = (j0, . . . , ĵik , . . . , jm) (so that n + 1 = m), then we define the
coboundary map
AY (m− 1)
∂m−1
−→ AY (m)
by stipulating that for a ∈ OˆY,ηI , ∂m−1(a)J = (−1)
kτJI (a). This then gives us a complex
A•Y : AY (0)
∂0−→ AY (1)
∂1−→ · · ·
∂d−1
−→ AY (d)
when d = dim(Y ). There are degeneracy maps induced by mapping the Parshin cycle
(ηi0 , . . . , ηim−1) of length m to the Parshin cycle (ηi0 , . . . , ηik , ηik , . . . , ηim−1) of length m+1.
By [30, §2], the inclusion (1.19) gives a complex
(1.20) A′•Y : A
′
Y (0)
∂0−→ A′Y (1)
∂1−→ · · ·
∂d−1
−→ A′Y (d)
which we will call the adelic complex of Y and which has degeneracy maps defined in the
above way.
When there is no confusion, we will also use the symbols A•Y and A
′•
Y to denote the
complexes defined as above but using only non-degenerate Parshin cycles
(
ηi0 , . . . , ηim−1
)
in which the ηij are all distinct. Omitting such degenerate cycles does not effect the coho-
mology of the complexes we consider – see the remark after (1) on page 179 of [52].
1.c.1. We conclude this section by considering the case in which Y is a regular integral
scheme of dimension 2. We will recall from [52] the local conditions on elements AY (2)
which are necessary and sufficient for these elements to lie in A′Y (2). This motivates the
definition of K2-adeles to be given in the next section.
Recall that K(Y ) denotes the function field of Y , so that K(Y ) may be identified with
the two sheaves of rings on a point OY,η0 and OˆY,η0 . We start by considering a Parshin
triple (η0, η1, η2) on Y and we recall that OˆY,η0η2 = K(Y ) · OˆY,η2 . We write OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ] for
the subring of elements in OˆY,η0η2 which are regular off the curve η1 and denote by vη1 the
valuation of K(Y ) that corresponds to η1.
We let vη1η2 denote a discrete valuation on OˆY,η1η2 corresponding to one of the components
(branches) as in Lemma 1.4 and let pη1η2 denote the corresponding prime ideal of OˆY,η1η2 .
We then identify A′Y (2) with the restricted direct product
A′Y (2) =
∏′
(η0,η1,η2)
OˆY,η0η1η2 ⊂ AY (2) =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
OˆY,η0η1η2
consisting of all elements of AY (2) whose terms (fη0η1η2) with
fη0η1η2 ∈ OˆY,η0η1η2 = Frac(OˆY,η1η2)
satisfy the following two properties (cf. page 179 in [52]):
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P1. (Adelic Property 1) There exists a divisor D on Y such that for each codimension
one point η1 on Y , each η2 ≤ η1 (and each branch of η¯1 at η2) we have
vη1η2(fη0η1η2) ≥ vη1(D);
P2. (Adelic Property 2) Suppose that η1 is a codimension one point on Y . Then for any
positive integer k, for all but a finite number of η2 on η1, we have
fη0η1η2 ∈ OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ] + p
k
η1η2 .
2. Equivariant adelic Chow groups
2.a. Generalities. For ℓ ≥ 0 and for a ring S we let Kℓ(S) denote the ℓ-th K-group of the
ring S. For a two-sided ideal A of S we set S = S/A for the quotient ring. Recall from [38,
Theorem 6.2] that we have the long exact sequence
K2(S,A)→ K2(S)→ K2(S)→ K1(S,A)→ K1(S)→
→ K1(S)→ K0(S,A)→ K0(S)→ K0(S).
(2.1)
Recall that K1(S,A) may be described as the quotient group
(2.2) K1(S,A) =
GL(S,A)
E(S,A)
where GL(S,A) is the subgroup of elements in the full general linear group GL(S) which are
congruent to the identity mod A and E(S,A) is the smallest normal subgroup of GL(S)
containing the elementary matrices eij(a) for all a ∈ A. (See for instance page 93 in [55].)
2.b. Kℓ-adeles of arithmetic surfaces. We suppose in this section that Y is an irreducible
regular flat projective scheme over Z and that ℓ is either 1 or 2. We now make the following
important definitions (cf. Definition 10 on page 719 of [46]):
Definition 2.1. a) We define
Kℓ(AY,012[G]) =
∏
η0η1η2
Kℓ(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])
where the product is over all non-degenerate Parshin triples.
b) For 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 2 we define Kℓ(AY,ij[G]) =
∏
ηiηj
Kℓ(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) where the product
is over all non-degenerate Parshin pairs consisting of a codimension i point ηi and
a codimension j point ηj < ηi.
b) For 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 we define Kℓ(AY,i[G]) =
∏
ηi
Kℓ(OˆY,ηi [G]) where the product is over
all points ηi of codimension i.
Definition 2.2. a) We define K′ℓ(AY,012[G]) to be the restricted product
K′ℓ(AY,012[G]) =
∏
′Kℓ(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])
consisting of elements (κη0η1η2) as (η0, η1, η2) ranges over all non-degenerate Parshin
triples for which κη0η1η2 ∈ Kℓ(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) satisfies the following two properties:
(PK1) Almost all η1 have the property that κη0η1η2 ∈ Kℓ(OˆY,η1η2 [G])
♭ for all η2 < η1,
where Kℓ(OˆY,η1η2 [G])
♭ denotes the image of Kℓ(OˆY,η1η2 [G]) in Kℓ(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]).
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(PK2) Given η1 and a positive integer k then for all but a finite number of closed points
η2 on η1
κη0η1η2 ∈ Kℓ(OˆY,η1η2 [G], p
k
η1η2)
♭ ·Kℓ(OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ][G])
♭
where OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ] denotes the subring of elements in OˆY,η0η2 which are regular
off the curve η1.
(Note that these properties parallel the restricted direct product conditions (P1) and
(P2) at the end of §1.c. )
b1) We define K′ℓ(AY,01[G]) to be the subgroup of elements (κη0η1) ∈
∏
η1
Kℓ(OˆY,η0η1 [G])
with the property that κη0η1 ∈ Kℓ(OˆY,η1 [G])
♭ for almost all η1.
b2) We define K′ℓ(AY,12[G]) =
∏
η2
Kℓ(OˆY,η1η2 [G]), i.e. we impose no restriction.
b3) We define K′ℓ(AY,02[G]) to be the subgroup of
∏
η2
Kℓ(ÔY,η0η2 [G]) consisting of x =
(xη0η2)η2 with the following property: There is a divisor D ⊂ Y (that could depend
on x) such that: For all η2, xη0η2 is in Kℓ(OˆY,η2 [D
−1][G])♭ where OˆY,η2 [D
−1] is the
subring of OˆY,η0η2 consisting of elements which are regular off D.
c) We define K′ℓ(AY,i[G]) =
∏
ηi
Kℓ(OˆY,ηi [G]), i.e. we impose no restriction.
Remark 2.3. The group K′ℓ(AY,ij[G]) maps diagonally to
∏
Kℓ(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]). We can see
that the image K′ℓ(AY,02[G])
♭ is actually a subgroup of the restricted product K′ℓ(AY,012[G]).
This is not necessarily true for the images of K′ℓ(AY,01[G]) and K
′
ℓ(AY,12[G]).
2.c. The adelic Chow groups.
Definition 2.4. For ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, the ℓ-th equivariant adelic Chow group is defined to be
(2.3) CH1A(Y [G]) =
K′1(AY,01[G])∏
0≤i≤1K1(AY,i[G])
♭
,
(2.4) CH2A(Y [G]) =
K′2(AY,012[G]) ·
∏
0≤i<j≤2K
′
2(AY,ij[G])
♭∏
0≤i<j≤2K
′
2(AY,ij[G])
♭
where again, the superscript ♭ denotes the image of the corresponding group in the unre-
stricted product
∏
η0η1
K1(OˆY,η0η1 [G]), resp.
∏
η0η1η2
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]).
In (2.3), both numerator and denominator are subgroups of
∏
η0η1
K1(OˆY,η0η1 [G]). In
(2.4), they are both subgroups of
∏
η0η1η2
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]).
Remark 2.5. In general, there are several notions of K2-adeles that appear in the literature,
see for example [41], [35]. Here, we essentially follow constructions of Parshin and Osipov.
If G = {1} and Y is a smooth algebraic surface over a field, we have an isomorphism
CH1A(Y )
∼
−→ Pic(Y ). Similarly, there is a natural isomorphism CH2(Y )
∼
−→ CH2A(Y ), where
CH2(Y ) denotes the classical Chow group of algebraic cycles of codimension 2 on Y up
to rational equivalence. This second isomorphism is obtained using the Gersten resolution
by arguments as in [46]. Since we are not going to use this, we only sketch the proof:
For G = {1}, we can see that the diagonal inclusion maps K′2(AY,01) into K
′
2(AY,012) and
that in fact K′2(AY,012) ∩ K2(AY,01)
♭ = K′2(AY,01)
♭. To see the inclusion, we can represent
elements of K2(Oˆη0η1) by Milnor symbols {f, g} with f , g ∈ Oˆ
×
η0η1 and use this to quickly
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show that the adelic condition (PK2) is satisfied for all (κη0η1) ∈ K2(AY,01). Now we can
check that the adelic condition (PK1) for the image of (κη0η1) in K2(AY,012) is equivalent to
(κη0η1) ∈ K2(AY,01) belonging to K
′
2(AY,01); these two facts imply the statement. Similarly,
by the definitions, we have K′2(AY,02)
♭ ⊂ K′2(AY,012), while we can also check K
′
2(AY,012) ∩
K2(AY,02)♭ = K′2(AY,02)
♭. This gives an isomorphism
CH2A(Y )
∼=
K′2(AY,012)
K′2(AY,01)
♭ ·K′2(AY,02)
♭ · (K′2(AY,12)
♭ ∩K′2(AY,012))
.
The quotient on the right hand side is, by definition, Osipov’s second adelic Chow group.
This together with [46, Theorem 3] (in which the main ingredient is the Gersten resolution)
gives the isomorphism CH2(Y )
∼
−→ CH2A(Y ).
Remark 2.6. Our definition of the groups CHℓA(Y [G]) is designed so they can be used
to compute Euler characteristics of bundles from (complete) local trivializations via Chern
classes and the Riemann-Roch theorem. Another reasonable approach would be to define the
ℓ-th equivariant Chow group of Y to be CHℓ(Y [G]) := Hℓcd(Y,Kℓ[G]) where the cohomology
group is for the completely decomposed (Nisnevich) topology and Kℓ[G] is the Nisnevich
sheaf associated to the presheaf U 7→ Kℓ(O(U)[G]). However, we do not know how to
define directly a push down map or how to prove a Riemann-Roch formula that would
involve Chern classes in these groups. One might speculate that, when Y is regular and flat
projective over Z, and ℓ = 1, 2, we have natural isomorphisms Hℓcd(Y,Kℓ[G])
∼
−→ CHℓA(Y [G]).
Such an isomorphism would provide a more intrinsic interpretation of the adelic equivariant
Chow groups CHℓA(Y [G]).
2.c.1. Here we recall Fro¨hlich’s adelic description of the class group of a group ring; for
details see [58] and [20]. We define Cl(Z[G]) to be the kernel of the extension of scalars
map ker(K0(Z[G]) → K0(Q[G])). By [57], this coincides with the subgroup Kred0 (Z[G]) of
K0(Z[G]) generated by elements of the form [M ]−rank(M) · [Z[G]]. Then from Ch. I Sect. 3
in [58] and Ch. II Sect. 1 in [20] we know that, there is a natural isomorphism
(2.5) Cl(Z[G]) ∼=
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]))
K1(Q[G])♭
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭
.
Here: K1(Zp[G])♭ denotes the image of K1(Zp[G]) in K1(Qp[G]); the restricted product∏′
pK1(Qp[G]) in the numerator consists of elements almost all of whose terms lie in the
subgroup K1(Zp[G])♭; and K1(Q[G])♭ denotes the image of K1(Q[G]) in
∏′K1(Qp[G]). Now
notice that we can interpret the right hand side of (2.5) as CH1A(Spec(Z)[G]) (see Definition
2.4). Hence, we obtain an isomorphism Cl(Z[G]) ∼= CH1A(Spec(Z)[G]). See also §5.3.
2.d. SK1 of p-adic group rings.
2.d.1. Throughout this subsection R will always denote a commutative ring which is an
integral domain with field of fractions N . We define the group SK1(R) to be the kernel
of the group homomorphism Det : K1(R) → K1(N) = N
× induced by ring extension. We
recall from [14, 45.12, p. 142] that if R is in addition local, then SK1(R) = {1}.
Lemma 2.7. For any field N and for an indeterminate t we have
SK1(N [t, t
−1]) = {1}.
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Proof. In §9.b.2 we show that Det is injective on K1(N [t, t
−1]).
Proposition 2.8. Suppose that R is a regular local Noetherian ring. Let f1, f2, . . . , fn
be a sequence of irreducible elements of R such that, for all i = 1, . . . , n, Rf1···fi−1/(fi)
is regular and satisfies K0(Rf1···fi−1/(fi)) ≃ Z given by rank. Then K0(Rf1···fn) ≃ Z and
SK1(Rf1···fn) = {1}.
Proof. Apply induction on n. Since R is local, K0(R) = Z, SK1(R) = {1}, which is
the case n = 0. Set g = f1 · · · fn−1 and f = fn. We have Rf1···fn = (Rg)f and by
the induction hypothesis, K0(Rg) = Z and SK1(Rg) = {1}, hence K1(Rg) = R×g . Also,
((Rg)f )
× = R×g × f
Z. Consider the localization exact sequence
→ K1(Rg)→ K1(Rgf )→ G0(Rg/(f))
φ
−→ K0(Rg)→ K0(Rgf )→ 0.
Since Rg is regular and multiplication by f is injective on Rg, the class of Rg/(f) is trivial in
K0(Rg) = G0(Rg) = Z. Therefore φ is the zero map and K0(Rgf ) ≃ Z. By our assumption,
we have G0(Rg/(f)) ∼= K0(Rg/(f)) ≃ Z, the isomorphism given by the rank. By comparing
the above exact sequence with
R×g → ((Rg)f )
× = R×g × f
Z → Z→ 0
we now obtain that K1(Rgf ) ∼= R
×
gf which gives SK1(Rf1···fn) = {1}.
Corollary 2.9. Suppose that R is a regular local Noetherian ring of Krull dimension 2. If
S is a multiplicative closed subset of R− {0} that contains at least one irreducible element
f1 with R/(f1) regular, then SK1(RS) = {1}. In particular, this applies to R = OˆY,η2
and S = OY,η2 − {0}, resp. S = {f
n|n ≥ 1}, where f is the local equation in OY,η2 of a
divisor of Y with an irreducible component which is regular at η2. Then RS = OˆY,η0η2 , resp.
RS = OˆY,η2 [D
−1], and hence SK1(OˆY,η0η2) = {1}, SK1(OˆY,η2 [D
−1]) = {1}.
Proof. By taking direct limits we see that it is enough to show that SK1(Rf ) = {1}, where
f = f1f2 · · · fn with f1 as above and fi irreducible. We can assume that no two distinct
fi’s are associates. Then the assumptions of the proposition are satisfied. Indeed, the
localizations Rf1···fi−1 are all UFD’s of Krull dimension 1 and the ideals (fi) ⊂ Rf1···fi−1 are
prime.
2.d.2. From here and on, we suppose that N has characteristic zero. Let N c be a chosen
algebraic closure of N . We now consider the case of group rings and we again denote by
Det the map
(2.6) Det : K1(R[G])→ K1(N
c[G]) = ⊕χ(N
c)×
where the direct sum extends over the irreducible N c-valued characters χ of G. We write
SK1(R[G]) = ker(Det), so that we have the exact sequence
(2.7) 1→ SK1(R[G])→ K1(R[G])→ Det(K1(R[G])→ 1.
We also define SL(R[G]) to be the kernel of the composite homomorphism
(2.8) SL(R[G]) = ker
(
GL(R[G])→ K1(R[G])
Det
−−→ K1(N
c[G])
)
.
Clearly E(R[G]) ⊂ SL(R[G]) and we have the equality E(R[G]) = SL(R[G]) precisely when
SK1(R[G]) = (1). Recall that if R is the ring of integers of a p-adic field, then SK1(R[G])
is completely described in Oliver’s papers, see [44].
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2.d.3. Suppose now in addition that R is a dvr with maximal ideal p and uniformizer π.
Let Nˆ , resp. Rˆ, denote the p-adic completion of the fraction field N , resp. R. We denote
by SL(Rˆ[G], pm) the subgroup of SL(Rˆ[G]) consisting of matrices which are congruent to
the identity modulo pm.
Recall that we say that the group algebra N [G] splits if we can write
(2.9) N [G] =
∏
i
Mmi(Zi),
where each Zi is a commutative finite field extension of N .
Lemma 2.10. Assume N [G] splits as above. For m ≥ 0 we have
(a) SL(Nˆ [G]) = SL(N [G]) · SL(Rˆ[G], pm);
(b) SL(Rˆ[G]) = SL(R[G]) · SL(Rˆ[G], pm).
Proof. We prove (a), and note that (b) follows easily from (a). We let MˆR,G denote a max-
imal Rˆ-order in Nˆ [G]. Clearly we can take MˆR,G = Rˆ[G] unless the residue characteristic
of R divides the order of G. Under our assumption on N [G] above we can take
MˆR,G =
∏
i
Mmi(OˆZi).
Write also Mn(Nˆ [G]) =
∏
iMni(Zˆi). We choose r such that π
rMˆR,G ⊂ Rˆ[G] and we set
a = r+m. Note that, as N is dense in Nˆ , we know that for any non-negative integer a we
have the equality
GLn(Nˆ [G]) = GLn(N [G]) ·GL(Rˆ[G], p
a).
Let xˆ ∈ SLn(Nˆ [G]) and choose y ∈ GLn(N [G]) close to xˆ, so that xˆy
−1 = 1 + πaλ with
λ ∈ Mn(Rˆ[G]). Then
Det(1 + πaλ) = Det(y)−1 ∈ Det(GLn(N [G])) ∩Det(1 + π
aMn(Rˆ[G])).
We write 1 + πaλ =
∏
1 + πaλi with λi ∈ Mni(OˆZi). As N [G] is semi-local we can write
y =
∏
i yi =
∏
i eiδidi where the ei and di lie in the group of elementary matrices E(Zi), and
where δi is diagonal matrix with all non-leading terms 1; so that the leading diagonal term
ξi must have det(yi) = ξi ∈ Z
×
i . By Lemma 2.2.b in [13] we have a similar decomposition
1 + πaλ =
∏
i
1 + πaλi =
∏
i
e′iδ
′
id
′
i
where the e′i and d
′
i lie in the group of elementary matrices E(OZi , p
a), and where δ′i is
diagonal with all non-leading terms 1; so that the leading diagonal term must be ξ′i with
det(y−1i ) = det(1 + π
aλi) = ξ
′
i ∈ 1 + π
aOˆZi .
Thus we have shown that
ξ−1i = det(y
−1
i ) = det(1 + π
aλi) = ξ
′
i ∈ Zi ∩ (1 + π
aOˆZi) = 1 + π
aOZi .
We set δ =
∏
i δi; we can then write
x̂ = (yδ−1) · δ(1 + πaλ) ∈ SLn(N [G]) · SLn(Rˆ[G], p
m)
since yδ−1 ∈ SLn(N [G]) and δ(1 + π
aλ) ∈ 1 + πaMˆR,G ⊂ 1 + π
mRˆ[G].
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2.d.4. In this paragraph, we recall some results from [11] (see the introduction of loc. cit.).
Theorem 2.11. Suppose that R is a Noetherian domain with fraction field of characteristic
zero. Assume that the natural map R → lim
←−n
R/pnR is an isomorphism, so that R is p-
adically complete. Then for any integer k ≥ 2, K1(R[G], (p)
k) is a subgroup of K1(R[G])
and we have
K1(R[G], (p)
k) ∩ SK1(R[G]) = {1}.
Proof. This follows from [11] Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
Corollary 2.12. Let R be a discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic with fraction
field N and denote by Rˆ its p-adic completion. Assume that N [G] splits as in (2.9). Then
the natural map SK1(R[G])→ SK1(Rˆ[G]) is surjective.
Proof. Define SK1(R/(p)
m[G]) to be the image of SK1(R[G]) in K1(R/(p)
m[G]). Theorem
2.11 implies that, for m ≥ 2, the map
SK1(Rˆ[G])→ SK1(Rˆ/(p)
m[G])
is injective and hence an isomorphism. The result now follows from Lemma 2.10 (b).
In [11], we obtain more precise results about SK1 when we assume that, among other
additional hypotheses, our coefficient rings afford a lift of Frobenius. We are going to use
the following corollaries of the main result of [11]. Here we will assume that W = W (k) is
the ring of integers in a finite unramified extension of Qp with residue field k.
Corollary 2.13. The inclusion W ⊂W [[t]] induces an isomorphism
SK1(W [G])
∼
−→ SK1(W [[t]][G]).
Corollary 2.14. a) The inclusion W 〈〈t−1〉〉 ⊂W{{t}} induces an isomorphism
SK1(W 〈〈t
−1〉〉[G])
∼
−→ SK1(W{{t}}[G]).
b) The inclusion W [[t]] ⊂W{{t}} induces an injection SK1(W [[t]][G]) →֒ SK1(W{{t}}[G]).
2.d.5. Let us also record:
Lemma 2.15. Suppose that Qp[G] splits. Then we have:
a) SK1(Q ⊗Zp Zp〈〈t
−1〉〉[G]) = {1},
b) If also p does not divide the order of G, we have SK1(Zp〈〈t−1〉〉[G]) = {1}.
Proof. Using Morita equivalence, we see that it is enough to show that SK1(R〈〈t
−1〉〉) = {1}
and SK1(N⊗RR〈〈t
−1〉〉) = SK1(N{t
−1}) = {1}, whereR are the integers in a finite extension
N of Qp and N{t−1} is the Tate algebra. This first statement follows from [26, proof
of IV, Prop. 4] applied to A = R, B = R〈〈t−1〉〉: Indeed, Gruson’s argument implies
that the natural map SK1(R[t
−1]) → SK1(B) is surjective and the result follows since
SK1(R[t
−1]) = {1}. The proof of SK1(N{t
−1}) = {1} is similar. In fact, this is a special
case of [26, Theorem 1].
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3. Lattices, determinant functors and determinant theories
In what follows, R is a commutative Noetherian ring, A is a commutative Noetherian
flat R-algebra and t a non-zero divisor in A such that A/tA is finitely generated and flat
over R. We also consider At = A[t
−1]. In the main examples we have in mind, A = R[t], or
A = R[[t]]. Also all modules over a group ring such as A[G] are left modules.
3.a. Some lemmas. We start with:
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that S is a local Noetherian commutative ring with 1 and residue field
k of characteristic p. Suppose that P is p-Sylow subgroup of G. If p = 0, take P = {1}.
Let M be a finitely generated S[G]-module. Then M is S[G]-projective if and only if the
S[P ]-module M obtained by restriction of operators from G to P is S[P ]-projective.
Proof. Observe that since [G : P ] is invertible in S, the S[G]-module S[G/P ] admits the
S[G]-module S with trivial G-action as a direct summand. By Frobenius reciprocity
S[G/P ] ⊗S M ≃ S[G]⊗S[P ] (ResG→P (M)).
Hence, M is a direct summand of S[G]⊗S[P ] (ResG→P (M)). The result follows from this.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that S is a local Noetherian commutative ring with residue field k
of characteristic p. Suppose that G is a p-group. (G = {1}, if p = 0.) Let M be a finitely
generated S[G]-module. Let J be the Jacobson radical of S[G]. Then the following are
equivalent:
a) M is S[G]-free,
b) M is S[G]-projective,
c) M is S[G]-flat,
d) Tor
S[G]
1 (S[G]/J,M) = (0).
Proof. Notice that since S is Noetherian, S[G] is also Noetherian. Clearly (a) implies (b),
(b) implies (c), (c) implies (d). It remains to show that (d) implies (a). Recall, G is a p-
group. In this case, S[G]/J = k. Suppose that φ : kn
∼
−→M/JM . Lift φ to an S[G]-module
homomorphism
0→ K → S[G]n
Φ
−→M → 0
with K the (finitely generated) kernel. By the non-commutative version of Nakayama’s
lemma, Φ is surjective. By tensoring the exact sequence above with S[G]/J ⊗S[G] − we
obtain (using (d)) an exact sequence of S[G]/J-modules
0→ K/JK → (S[G]/J)n
φ
−→M/JM → 0.
But φ is an isomorphism so K/JK = (0). Another application of Nakayama’s lemma now
gives K = (0) and so M is actually free.
3.b. Lattices. Suppose M0 is a finitely generated projective R[G]-module. We set M =
M0 ⊗R At and L0 =M0 ⊗R A.
Definition 3.3. A finitely generated projective A[G]-submodule L of M = M0 ⊗R At with∑
n≤0 L · t
n =M, will be called an “A[G]-lattice”, or simply a “lattice”.
Notice that for a lattice L there is n ≥ 0 such that tnL0 ⊂ L ⊂ t
−nL0 and we have a
canonical At[G]-isomorphism L⊗A At =M.
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Proposition 3.4. Suppose that L ⊂M =M0⊗RAt is a finitely generated A[G]-submodule
of M. Then L is a lattice if and only if the following condition is satisfied: There is n ≥ 0,
such that tnL0 ⊂ L ⊂ t
−nL0, and the quotients L/t
nL0, t
−nL0/L are both R[G]-projective.
Proof. First assume that L is A[G]-projective. Consider the exact sequence
(3.1) 0→ tnL0 → L→ L/t
nL0 → 0.
To show that L/tnL0, t
−nL0/L, are R[G]-projective it is enough to reduce to the case that
R is local Noetherian with residue field of characteristic p and by Lemma 3.1 suppose that
G is a p-group. Set L¯ = L/tnL0. Since A is flat over R, the R[G]-modules L and t
nL0 are
also flat. The exact sequence (3.1) implies that L¯ has R[G]-Tor dimension ≤ 1. Since L¯ is
finitely generated over R[G], Lemma 3.2 above and a standard argument shows that L¯ has
R[G]-projective dimension ≤ 1. The same is true for the R[G]-module t−nL/L0. Assume
that the R[G]-projective dimension of t−nL0/L is 1. The exact sequence
0→ L¯→ t−nL0/t
nL0 → t
−nL0/L→ 0
would then give that the projective dimension of t−nL/L0 is > 1, a contradiction. Hence, L¯
is R[G]-projective. The same argument now shows that t−nL0/L0 is also R[G]-projective.
We conclude that L/tnL0, t
−nL0/L are both R[G]-projective.
Conversely, assume
tnL0 ⊂ L ⊂ t
−nL0
and that the quotients L/tnL0, t
−nL0/L are both R[G]-projective. We will show that L is
A[G]-projective.
We can assume that A and R are local and that t is in the unique maximal ideal of
A. (Otherwise, t is invertible and we get L = L0 in the corresponding localization.) In
addition, by Lemma 3.1, we can suppose that G is a p-group where p is the characteristic of
the residue field of A. We first claim that it is enough to show that, under our assumptions,
L/tL is R[G]-free. Indeed, we will first show that if L/tL is R[G]-free, then L is A[G]-free.
Consider a map F → L from a free A[G]-module which lifts F/tF
∼
−→ L/tL. By Nakayama’s
lemma, F → L is surjective; let K be its the kernel. Now notice that since L ⊂ M, L is
t-torsion free and so
0→ K/tK → F/tF → L/tL→ 0
is exact. Hence, K/tK = (0). Since t is in the maximal ideal of the local ring A, by
Nakayama’s lemma again, K = (0). It now remains to show that L¯ := L/tL is R[G]-free.
For simplicity, set Ln = t
−nL0 which is A[G]-free. By our assumption and Lemma 3.2,
Ln/L is R[G]-free. By enlarging n if needed, we can assume that L ⊂ tLn. Now tensor the
exact A-sequence
0→ L→ Ln → Ln/L→ 0
with −⊗A A/tA. Since t is not a zero-divisor in A, we obtain
0→ T (Ln/L)→ L/tL→ Ln/tLn → (Ln/L)/t(Ln/L)→ 0
where T (Ln/L) := {x ∈ Ln/L | t · x = 0} is an R[G]-module. Since L ⊂ tLn, the map
Ln/tLn → (Ln/L)/t(Ln/L) is an isomorphism. Hence,
T (Ln/L) ≃ L/tL.
Notice that we have an exact sequence of R[G]-modules
0→ T (Ln/L)→ Ln/L
t
−→ t(Ln/L)→ 0.
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Since L ⊂ tLn, t(Ln/L) = tLn/L. The module tLn/L is the kernel of the surjective map
Ln/L→ Ln/tLn between R[G]-free modules and so it is R[G]-free. Hence, T (Ln/L) is also
R[G]-free. Therefore, L/tL is also R[G]-free.
Corollary 3.5. If L1 ⊂ L2 are two A[G]-lattices, then L1/L2 is a finitely generated projec-
tive R[G]-module.
Proof. There is n ≥ 0 such that tnL0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ t
−nL0. This gives an exact sequence
0→ L2/L1 → t
−nL0/L1 → t
−nL0/L2 → 0
with middle and right terms R[G]-projective. It follows that L2/L1 is R[G]-projective.
3.b.1. Notice that if γ is an At[G]-isomorphism of the At[G]-moduleM =M0⊗RAt, then
the image γ(L0) ⊂M is an A[G]-lattice. In particular, ifM0 = R[G]
n and γ is given by right
multiplication by the element g ∈ GLn(At[G]), i.e. by γ(m) := m · g, then L0 · g ≃ A[G]
n
is an A[G]-lattice.
3.c. Determinants. We continue to assume that R is a Noetherian commutative ring.
Recall the definition of the virtual category V (R[G]) of finitely generated projective (left)
R[G]-modules from [15] (see also [7]). This is a commutative Picard category (i.e. a sym-
metric monoidal category in which all arrows are invertible and all objects have inverses).
Any finitely generated projective R[G]-module P gives an object in V (R[G]), which we will
denote by [P ]. The inverse of [P ] is denoted by −[P ]. As in [15] we will denote the monoidal
structure additively. The set of isomorphism classes of objects in V (R[G]) is a group which
is identified with K0(R[G]); the group of automorphisms of the zero object [0] is identified
with K1(R[G]). If R = K is a field and G = {1}, V (R[G]) = V (K) can be identified with
the Picard category PicZK of “Z-graded K-lines”. Recall that the objects of Pic
Z
K are pairs
(L, n) of a K-line L and an integer n and the monoidal structure is given by
(L, n) + (M,m) = (L⊗K M,n +m).
The identification above is then given by sending P to (det(P ), rank(P )).
Consider the (full) subcategory Dp(R[G]) of the derived category D(R[G]) of the homo-
topy category of complexes of R[G]-modules whose objects are perfect complexes. Recall
that there is a “determinant” functor
det : Dp(R[G])→ V (R[G])
which takes the value [P ] on complexes P [0] : · · · → 0 → P → 0 → · · · consisting of a
finitely generated projective R[G]-module placed in degree 0. The functor det satisfies an
additivity property for “true” exact triangles, and other properties which are listed in [7].
To simplify our notations, we will sometimes write [P •] instead of det(P •) for the virtual
object in V (R[G]) associated to the perfect complex P •.
3.c.1. By definition (cf. [16], §5), a “determinant theory” on M is a rule that associates
to any A[G]-lattice L as above, an object δ(L) of V (R[G]) and to each pair L1 ⊂ L2 of
A[G]-lattices an arrow in V (R[G])
(3.2) δL1,L2 : δ(L1) + [L2/L1] −→ δ(L2)
(with [L2/L1] well-defined by Corollary 3.5), such that:
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If L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ L3, the obvious diagram
(3.3)
δ(L1) + [L2/L1] + [L3/L2] −→ δ(L2) + [L3/L2]
↓ ↓
δ(L2) + [L3/L2] −→ δ(L3)
obtained using δL1,L2 , δL2,L3 , δL1,L3 commutes, and the diagonal morphism is obtained by
combining δL1,L3 with the arrow [L2/L1] + [L3/L2]→ [L3/L1] given by the exact sequence
0→ L2/L1 → L3/L1 → L3/L2 → 0.
(In fact, we will often also find that our construction satisfies additional compatibilities
for suitable base changes R→ R′ as in [16], §5.)
We can see that the set of determinant theories is a torsor over the commutative Picard
category V (R[G]); in particular, if δ, δ′ are two determinant theories, then there is an object
Q of V (R[G]) and arrows
(3.4) δ′(L) −→ δ(L) +Q
for each lattice L which are functorial (for inclusion of lattices).
Consider the group Aut(M) of At[G]-linear isomorphisms of M. If L is an A[G]-lattice,
so is its image γL under γ. Notice that, for each pair of lattices L1 ⊂ L2, an element
γ ∈ Aut(M) induces an arrow
[L2/L1]→ [γL2/γL1]
given by an actual R[G]-module isomorphism. Hence, we can see that we can “twist δ by
γ” to form a new determinant theory given by L 7→ δ(γL). By the above, the object
Vγ = Vγ(L) = δ(γL)− δ(L)
does not depend on L. This is meant in the sense that for any two lattices L ⊂ L′ there is
a well-defined arrow
(3.5) Vγ(L)→ Vγ(L
′)
which respects compositions for chains of inclusions.
3.c.2. Now take A = R[t]. Suppose that L is an A[G]-lattice in M = M0 ⊗R R[t, t
−1]. To
that, we can associate a coherent locally projective OP1
R
[G]-module E(L) on P1R obtained
by gluing the sheaves on A1∞ = Spec(R[t
−1]) and A10 = Spec(R[t]) that correspond to
M0 ⊗Z R[t
−1] and L respectively, along the identification
L⊗R[t] R[t, t
−1] =M = (M0 ⊗Z R[t
−1])⊗R[t−1] R[t, t
−1].
Now suppose that γ is an At[G]-isomorphism of M0 ⊗R At; this gives the A[G]-lattice
L = γ(L0), L0 = M0 ⊗R R[t]. By Theorem 9.1, when R is a Dedekind ring with finite
residue fields, all coherent locally free OP1
R
[G]-modules can be obtained as E(L) = E(γ(L0))
for a suitable M0 and γ as above.
3.c.3. Denote byRΓ(P1R, E(L)) the complex in the derived category D(R[G]) that calculates
the cohomology of E(L) over P1R. This is quasi-isomorphic to the Cˇech complex
(3.6) C•(L) : (M0 ⊗Z R[t
−1])⊕ L −→M0 ⊗Z R[t, t
−1]
The standard argument shows that RΓ(P1R, E(L)) is “perfect”, i.e. is in D
p(R[G]). Hence,
we can set
δ(L) := det(RΓ(P1R, E(L)) ∈ V (R[G]).
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This gives a determinant theory as above. Indeed, an inclusion i : L1 →֒ L2 of A[G]-lattices,
gives a corresponding homomorphism of sheaves i : E(L1)→ E(L2) and of Cˇech complexes
i : C•(L1)→ C
•(L2). Notice that there is a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ C•(L1)
i
−→ C•(L2)→ (L2/L1)[0]→ 0
of R[G]-modules. Using this, we obtain a true triangle in Dp(R[G])
RΓ(P1R, E(L1))→ RΓ(P
1
R, E(L2))→ (L2/L1)[0]→ RΓ(P
1
R, E(L1))[1].
This induces the isomorphism
δL1,L2 : δ(L1) + [L2/L1] −→ δ(L2).
as required. We can now see that the required properties of δ follow from the corresponding
properties of det.
3.d. A central extension. Consider the group Aut(M) ofR[G][t, t−1]-linear isomorphisms
ofM =M0⊗RR[t, t
−1]. Following ideas in [16] or [3] we construct the “canonical” V (R[G])-
extension Aut(M)∨ of Aut(M) (in the sense of [3, A2]) associated to the determinant theory
δ. Explicitly, Aut(M)∨ := Autδ(M) is given as follows:
(i) To every γ :M→M in Aut(M) we associate the object
Vγ = δ(γL0)− δ(L0)
of V (R[G]);
(ii) To every pair of elements γ, γ′ in Aut(M), we associate a “composition” isomorphism
cγ,γ′ : Vγ + Vγ′ −→ Vγ·γ′
which is given as follows:
By (3.5) applied to L0 and γ
′L0, we have an arrow
Vγ + Vγ′ → (δ(γγ
′L0)− δ(γ
′L0)) + (δ(γ
′L0)− δ(L0)).
This composed with the contraction
(δ(γγ′L0)− δ(γ
′L0)) + (δ(γ
′L0)− δ(L0))→ δ(γγ
′L0)− δ(L0) = Vγγ′
defines cγ,γ′ .
We can see that the arrows cγ,γ′ satisfy associativity, i.e. that the obvious diagrams
(Vγ + Vγ′) + Vγ′′ −−−−−−−−→ Vγγ′ + Vγ′′
↓ ↓
Vγ + (Vγ′ + Vγ′′) → Vγ + Vγ′γ′′ → Vγγ′γ′′
formed using the c’s and the associativity constraint in V (R[G]) are commutative.
Finally, we can see, using (3.4), that the V (R[G])-extension Aut(M)∨ := Autδ(M) is
independent up to isomorphism (in the sense of [3, A3]) of the choice of determinant theory
δ.
3.d.1. Notice that if γ belongs to the subgroup Aut(L0) = Aut(M0⊗RR[t]) ⊂ Aut(M), or
to the subgroup Aut(M0⊗RR[t
−1]) ⊂ Aut(M), we have E(γL0) = E(L0) as OP1
R
[G]-sheaves
on P1R and hence δ(γL0) = δ(L0); this gives a canonical arrow [0] → Vγ and the central
extension Aut(M)♭ splits over Aut(L0) and also over Aut(M0 ⊗R R[t
−1]).
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3.d.2. Taking isomorphism classes γ 7→ [Vγ ] gives a group homomorphism
(3.7) χ : Aut(M)→ K0(R[G]).
Denote by Aut′(M) the kernel of χ. Now for each γ : M → M in Aut′(M), choose an
arrow φγ : V1 = [0]
∼
−→ Vγ in V (R[G]). If γ, γ
′ are in Aut′(M), using the trivializations φγ ,
φγ′ , φγγ′ allows us to identify the compositions cγ,γ′ with elements of K1(R[G]). We can
check that the associativity amounts to the fact that
c : Aut′(M)×Aut′(M)→ K1(R[G]); (γ, γ
′) 7→ cγ,γ′ ,
is a 2-cocycle. There is a corresponding central extension
(3.8) 1→ K1(R[G])→Hδ(M)→ Aut
′(M)→ 1
which can be described more explicitly as follows:
(3.9) Hδ(M) = {(γ, φγ) | γ ∈ Aut
′(M), φγ : V1 = [0] −→ Vγ}
with multiplication defined using the cocycle c above. Again, up to isomorphism, the central
extension Hδ(M) is independent of the choice of determinant theory. By §3.d.1, we see that
the central extension Hδ(M) splits over Aut(L0) and also over Aut(M0 ⊗R R[t
−1]). (They
are obviously both subgroups of Aut′(M).)
3.d.3. Now take A = R[t], so that At = R[t, t
−1] and take M0 = R[G]
n,M = At[G]. Using
the isomorphism
GLn(At[G]) −→ Aut(M); g 7→ (m 7→ m · g
−1)
we pull-back Aut(M)∨ to a categorical V (R[G])-extension GLn(At[G])
∨ of GLn(At[G]).
This in turn extends to a categorical extension GL(At[G])
∨ of the infinite linear group
GL(At[G]) = lim−→n
GLn(At[G]). Notice that the commutator subgroup E(At[G]) ⊂ GL(At[G])
is contained in lim
−→n
GL′n(At[G]); this allows us to assemble the extensions obtained as above
from (3.8) for n >> 0 and give a central extension
(3.10) 1→ K1(R[G])→H(At[G])→ E(At[G])→ 1.
Since E(At[G]) is a perfect group and the Steinberg extension St(At[G]) is its universal
central extension (see [55, Chapter 4.2] or [38, Section 5]), there is a (unique) group homo-
morphism
(3.11) ∂ : K2(At[G])→ K1(R[G])
that fits in a (unique) commutative diagram
(3.12)
1 → K2(At[G]) → St(At[G]) → E(At[G]) → 1
∂ ↓ ∂ ↓ ↓
1 → K1(R[G]) → H(At[G]) → E(At[G]) → 1
with the right vertical map the identity. Observe here that by §3.d.1, the extension (3.10)
splits over E(A[G]). Hence, the homomorphism ∂ is trivial on the image of K2(A[G]) in
K2(At[G]), i.e. the composition
(3.13) K2(A[G])) → K2(At[G])
∂
−→ K1(R[G])
is trivial.
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Remark 3.6. Notice that there is a 1-1 correspondence between R[[t]][G]-lattices inR((t))[G]n
andR[t][G]-lattices inR[t, t−1][G]n; indeed, by Proposition 3.4, both these sets are in 1-1 cor-
respondence with the union over n ≥ 0 of all R[t][G]-submodules of t−nR[t][G]/tnR[t][G] ≃
R[t][G]/(t2n) which are R[G]-projective. Hence, our determinant theory for R[t, t−1][G]n
also gives a determinant theory for R((t))[G]n. Then the above results also apply to A =
R[[t]]. The corresponding central extensions (3.8) are compatible in the sense that the central
extension for R((t))[G]n pulls back to the one for R[t, t−1][G]n under GL′n(R[t, t
−1][G]) →֒
GL′n(R((t))[G]). In particular, the same argument gives a boundary ∂ : K2(R((t))[G]) →
K1(R[G]) that satisfies (3.13) as above.
Remark 3.7. The homomorphism ∂ is a refined version of the inverse of the tame symbol.
(See below.) In a previous version of this paper, a homomorphism K2(At[G]) → K1(R[G])
was constructed as a boundary map on a suitable localization sequence for K-groups using
work of Neeman-Ranicki [43], [42]. This should agree with the construction given above but
working out the details of this comparison is a complicated affair.
3.d.4. In this paragraph, we will consider R[[t]][G]-lattices but the construction works with
R[t][G]-lattices too. Let us fix a determinant theory δ. Suppose that L1, L2 are two lattices
and findN >> 0 such that tNL0 ⊂ L1, L2. Then we can see that a choice of an isomorphism
a : δ(L1)
∼
−→ δ(L2) amounts to an isomorphism
[a] : [L1/t
NL0]
∼
−→ [L2/t
NL0] .
Indeed, a is the unique isomorphism for which the diagram
(3.14)
δ(tNL0) + [L1/t
NL0]
δ
L1,t
NL0−−−−−−→ δ(L1)
id + [a] ↓ ↓ a
δ(tNL0) + [L2/t
NL0]
δ
L2,t
NL0−−−−−−→ δ(L2)
commutes. The central extension
(3.15) 1→ K1(R[G])→ Hδ(R((t))[G]
n)→ GL′n(R((t))[G]) → 1
can now also be described as follows. Recall
Hδ(R((t))[G]
n) = {(g, φg) | g ∈ GL
′
n(R((t))[G]), φg : δ(L0)
∼
−→ δ(L0 · g
−1)} .
We define an operation on Hδ(R((t))[G]
n) by
(g, φg) ⋆ (h, φh) = (g · h, φ
g
h ◦ φg)
where φgh can be defined as follows: For N >> 0, [φ
g
h] is given by the composition
[L0 · g
−1/tNL0]
·g
−→ [L0/t
NL0 · g]
[φh]
−−→ [L0 · h
−1/tNL0 · g]
·g−1
−−−→ [L0 · h
−1g−1/tNL0]
where [φh] is induced by φh as above and r(g) = ·g, r(g
−1) = ·g−1 are given by right
multiplication. We can see that the corresponding φgh : δ(L0 · g
−1) → δ(L0 · (gh)
−1) is
independent of the choice of N ; we will abuse notation and write
φgh = r(g
−1) ◦ φh ◦ r(g) .
We can now see that ⋆ defines a group structure on Hδ(R((t))[G]
n). The inverse of (g, φg)
is given by (g−1, ψg) with
ψg = φ
−g−1
g = r(g) ◦ φ
−1
g ◦ r(g
−1)
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(with the same abuse of notation as before).
3.d.5. Here we explain how the homomorphism ∂ : K2(At[G])→ K1(R[G]) of the previous
paragraph can often be calculated using the classical tame symbol.
Recall that for a field E we know by Matsumoto’s theorem that K2(E) is generated by
symbols {a, b} = a ∪ b for a, b ∈ E×. Suppose now that E supports a valuation v, with
valuation ring O, maximal ideal m and with residue field k = O/m. Then the tame symbol
τ : K2(E)→ K1(k) = k
×
is defined by the rule that
(3.16) τ({a, b}) = (−1)v(a)v(b)
av(b)
bv(a)
mod m.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that R = F is a field and A = F [[t]], so that At = F ((t)) is the
field of Laurent power series, and that we take G = {1}. Then
∂ : K2(F ((t)))→ K1(F ) = F
∗
constructed above is equal to the inverse of the tame symbol, i.e. ∂ = τ−1.
Proof. See [33] for a very similar statement. We set E = F ((t)), O = F [[t]] and suppose
m ≥ 3. Using the universality of the Steinberg central extension of the perfect group
SLm(E) we see that the conclusion is equivalent to the following statement: Our central
extension
(3.17) 1→ F ∗ →H(Em)→ SLm(E)→ 1
above is isomorphic to the central extension H˜(Em) obtained by pushing out the Steinberg
extension by τ−1 : K2(E)→ F
∗. It follows from [22, Theorem (12.24)] and [39, Lemma 8.4]
(this last reference shows that a “Steinberg 2-cocycle” is determined by its restriction to
the subgroup diag(a, 1, . . . , 1, a−1) of the diagonal torus of SLm(E) that corresponds to the
long root) that the extension H˜(Em) is isomorphic to the canonical central F ∗-extension
of the loop group SLm(F ((t))) which appears in the theory of affine Kac-Moody algebras.
It is well-known (cf. [1], [17]) that this “Kac-Moody extension” is the central extension
H˜(Em) given by pairs (g, α) with g ∈ SLm(E) and α a generator of the (graded) line
bundle 〈g · Om | Om〉, where for a O-lattice L ⊂ Em, we set
〈L | Om〉 := det(L/tNOm)⊗ det(Om/tNOm)−1
for tNOm ⊂ L. The group law is given by (g, α) · (h, β) = (gh, g(β) ⊗ α) (compare to
the previous paragraph). Our central extension H(Em) is obtained in a similar manner
using 〈Om · g−1 | Om〉. Both extensions H(Em) and H˜(Em) split over SLm(F [[t]]). By the
argument of [33, Proof of (5.4.5)] we see that it is enough to show that the two extensions
agree on the diagonal maximal torus T (F ((t))) of SLm(F ((t))). This fact now follows easily
from τ(a−1, b−1) = τ(a, b) and the above.
3.d.6. Here we suppose that ρ : R[G] → Md(F ) is a representation over F where F is
a field of characteristic zero. Base-changing by ρ gives an exact functor M 7→ ρ(M) =
Md(F ) ⊗ρ,R[G] M from finitely generated projective R[G]-modules to Md(F )-modules. Let
e be an indecomposable idempotent of Md(F ). Multiplying by e gives an equivalence of
categories between Md(F )-modules and F -vector spaces. This gives an equivalence of Picard
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categories V (Md(F ))
∼
−→ V (F ) = PicZ(F ). Sending M to e · ρ(M) gives an exact functor to
F -vector spaces which induces an additive functor
ρ : V (R[G])→ V (F ).
This induces on automorphisms of the identity object, the determinant (norm)
N(ρ) : K1(R[G])→ F
∗.
Recall that we take A = R[t], or A = R[[t]]. For simplicity, let us discuss A = R[[t]].
Notice that if L is an A[G]-lattice in At[G]
n, then e · (Md(F ) ⊗ρ,R[G] L)) is an F [[t]]-lattice
in F ((t))nd. Our construction for G = {1}, gives a determinant theory δF for F [[t]]-lattices
in F ((t))nd. We can see that for each A[G]-lattice L we have canonical isomorphisms
ρ(δ(L))→ δF (e · (Md(F )⊗ρ,R[G] L))
in V (F ). We obtain a commutative diagram of central extensions
(3.18)
1 → K1(R[G]) → H(R((t)))[G]
n) → GL′n(R((t))[G]) → 1
N(ρ) ↓ ↓ ↓ ρ
1 → F ∗ → H(F ((t))nd) → GL′nd(F ((t))) → 1
where the bottom row can also be identified with the extension of [1] as in the proof of
Proposition 3.8.
3.e. Some p-adic limits. In this section, we assume that R is a commutative ring in which
p is a non-unit and set Rm = R/p
mR. We suppose that Rm is, for each m, a finite ring.
Recall Rˆ = lim
←−m
Rm is the p-adic completion of R. Set
K̂i(R[G]) = lim←−
m
Ki(Rm[G]) for i = 0, 1, 2.
Observe that
(3.19) K̂i(Rˆ[G]) = lim←−
m
Ki(Rˆm[G]) = lim←−
m
Ki(Rm[G]) = K̂i(R[G]).
Notice that the natural maps K1(Rm+1[G]) → K1(Rm[G]) are surjective since p
mRm+1[G]
is nilpotent in Rm+1[G]. Since Rm is finite for each m the natural map
K1(Rˆ[G])
∼
−→ lim
←−
m
K1(Rm[G]) = K̂1(R[G])
is an isomorphism ([21]). Similarly, we have K0(Rm+1[G])
∼
−→ K0(Rm[G]) and so
K0(Rˆ[G])
∼
−→ K̂0(R[G]).
Tensoring P 7→ Rm ⊗Rm+1 P induces an additive functor
(3.20) V (Rm+1[G])
rm−−−→ V (Rm[G]) .
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3.e.1. Set A = R[[t]], M0 = R[G]
n. Recall Rˆ{{t}} = lim
←−m
Rm((t)). Set GL
′
n(Rˆ{{t}}[G]) :=
lim
←−m
GL′n(Rm((t))G), where GL
′
n(Rm((t))G) = ker(GLn(Rm((t))G) → K0(Rm[G])). We can
see that this limit is a subgroup of GLn(Rˆ{{t}}G) that contains GL
′
n(R((t))[G]). By applying
the above (and Mittag-Leffler) we see that, for each n, there is a central extension
(3.21) 1→ K1(Rˆ[G])→ Hˆ(Rˆ{{t}}[G]
n)→ GL′n(Rˆ{{t}}G)→ 1
where Hˆ(Rˆ{{t}}[G]n) = lim
←−m
H(Rm((t))[G]
n). This extension restricts to (3.15) after pulling
back via the inclusion GL′n(R((t))[G]) →֒ GL
′
n(Rˆ{{t}}[G]). The extensions (3.21) are com-
patible for various n.
By restricting to the commutator subgroup E(Rˆ{{t}}[G]) ⊂ GL′(Rˆ{{t}}[G]) we obtain a
central extension
(3.22) 1→ K1(Rˆ[G])→ Hˆ(Rˆ{{t}}[G])E → E(Rˆ{{t}}G)→ 1
and the argument using the universality of the Steinberg extension now gives
∂ˆR : K2(Rˆ{{t}}[G])→ K1(Rˆ[G]).
3.e.2. When R = Rˆ is a p-adically complete discrete valuation ring, we can also con-
struct the group Hˆn(R{{t}}[G]) as follows: Given g = (gm)m ∈ GL
′
n(R{{t}}G) consider the
complex of R[G]-modules
(3.23) CˆR(g) : (R〈〈t
−1〉〉G)n ⊕ (R[[t]]G)n · g −→ (R{{t}}G)n.
Now for each m, we have the complex
(3.24) Cm(g) : (Rm[t
−1]G)n ⊕ (Rm[[t]]G)
n · gm −→ (Rm((t))G)
n
and Cm(g) = Rm ⊗Rm+1 Cm+1(g). By the above, for each m, Cm(g) is represented by a
perfect complex Pm(g) of Rm[G]-modules. Using a standard argument (see [37, Lemma
VI.13.13]), we can find such perfect complexes Pm(g) which support quasi-isomorphisms
Rm ⊗Rm+1 Pm+1(g)
∼
−→ Pm(g); then
Pˆ (g) := lim
←−
m
Pm(g)
is a perfect complex of R[G]-modules that represents CˆR(g). (In fact, CˆR(g) represents the
cohomology of a locally free OP1 [G]-module over P
1
R obtained by patching as in [28].) There-
fore, [Cˆ(g))] = [Pˆ (g)] makes sense in V (R[G]). For GL′n(R{{t}}) = lim←−m
GL′n(Rm((t))G) we
can now see that
Hˆ(R{{t}}[G]n) ≃ {(g, φg) | g ∈ GL
′
n(R{{t}}G), φg : [R[G]] = [CˆR(1)]
∼
−→ [CˆR(g
−1)]} .
By arguing as in §3.d.1, we can now see that the extension (3.21) splits over the subgroup
GLn(R〈〈t
−1〉〉[G]).
3.e.3. Suppose here that R = Rˆ is a p-adically complete discrete valuation ring with
valuation v, fraction field F of characteristic zero and finite residue field k. We will assume
that F [G] is split
F [G] ≃
∏
i
Mmi(Zi).
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The ring R{{t}} is also a p-adically complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k((t)).
Recall F{{t}} is the fraction field of R{{t}}. Here we explain how we can also construct a
central extension of En(F{{t}}[G]) by
K1(F [G]) = lim←−
m
K1(F [G])/Im(K1(R[G], (p
m)).
Notice here that under our assumptions we have
(3.25) K1(F [G])
∼
−→ K1(F [G]).
and we can identify K1(F [G]) and K1(F [G]).
In what follows, we denote by GL∗n(F{{t}}[G]) the subgroup of g ∈ GLn(F{{t}}[G]) with
constant Det, i.e. Det(g) ∈
∏
i Z
×
i .
Lemma 3.9. a) If g ∈ GLn(F{{t}}[G]) and m >> 0, we can find gm ∈ GLn(F⊗RR((t))[G]),
um ∈ GLn(R{{t}}[G], (p)
m), such that g = umgm.
b) If in addition g ∈ GL∗n(F{{t}}[G]) then, for m >> 0, we can write g = umgm with
gm ∈ GL
∗
n(F ⊗R R((t))[G]) ⊂ GL
′
n(F ((t))[G]), um ∈ GL
∗
n(R{{t}}[G], (p)
m).
Proof. Let M =
∏
iMmi(OZi) be a maximal order in F [G] =
∏
iMmi(Zi); Since we have
GLn(M{{t}}, (p)
a) ⊂ GLn(R{{t}}[G], (p)
m) for a >> m (see the proof of Lemma 2.10) we
can reduce, by Morita equivalence, the proof of (a) to the case G = {1}. Now use the
Bruhat decomposition
GLn(F{{t}}) =
⋃
(s1,...,sn)∈Zn
GLn(R{{t}}) · diag(π
s1 , . . . , πsn) ·GLn(R{{t}})
and the fact that GLn(R((t))) is dense in GLn(R{{t}}) to deduce that GLn(F ⊗R R((t)))
is dense in GLn(F{{t}}); part (a) then follows. Part (b) then follows by part (a) and an
argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.10.
Starting with g ∈ GL∗n(F{{t}}[G]) write g = umgm as in Lemma 3.9 (b) and consider
Vm := Vg−1m = δ(L0 ·g
−1
m )−δ(L0) in V (F [G]). Consider the Picard category Vm(F [G]) which
has the same objects as V (F [G]) and morphisms equivalence classes of arrows in V (F [G]),
where a, a′ : A→ B are equivalent if a′ · a−1 ∈ Im(K1(R[G], (p
m))) ⊂ K1(F [G]). Similarly,
we can define Vm(R[G]). There are additive functors qm : Vm+1(F [G]) → Vm(F [G]). The
object Vm can be made, up to unique isomorphism in Vm(F [G]), to be independent of the
choice of gm; Suppose another choice g
′
m gives V
′
m. Now the central extension structure
gives a canonical arrow
Vm → V
′
m + Vu
for some u = g′mg
−1
m ∈ GL
∗
n(R{{t}}[G], (p
m)). We can think of Vu as an object of V (R[G]);
it supports a unique trivialization in Vm(R[G]) and this provides us with a fixed choice of
a trivialization of Vu in Vm(F [G]). Hence, we have given an arrow Vm → V
′
m in Vm(F [G])
between any two choices Vm, V
′
m. These arrows satisfy the obvious composition condition
when we are dealing with three choices Vm, V
′
m, V
′′
m.
We can now consider the group of pairs
Hn(F{{t}}[G])m = {(g, φm) | g ∈ En(F{{t}}[G]), φm : [0]→ Vm in Vm(F [G])}
with group law as in §3.d.2. This gives central extensions
(3.26) 1→ K1(F [G])/Im(K1(R[G], (p
m)))→Hn(F{{t}}[G])m → En(F{{t}}[G])→ 1.
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The inverse limit of these, consisting of {(g, (φm)m)} such that qm(φm+1) = φm, for all m,
gives the desired central extension
(3.27) 1→ K1(F [G]) = K1(F [G])→ Hˆn(F{{t}}[G])→ En(F{{t}}[G])→ 1.
This provides us with
(3.28) ∂ˆF : K2(F{{t}}[G])→ K1(F [G]).
Our constructions show that the diagram
(3.29)
K2(R{{t}}[G])
∂ˆR,m
−−−→ K1(R[G])/Im(K1(R[G], (p
m)))
↓ ↓
K2(F{{t}}[G])
∂ˆF,m
−−−→ K1(F [G])/Im(K1(R[G], (p
m))).
commutes. Here the vertical arrows are given by base change, and ∂ˆR,m is obtained from
∂ˆR of the previous paragraph. Therefore, ∂ˆF,m vanishes on Im(K2(R{{t}}[G], (p
m))).
3.e.4. Suppose g ∈ GLn(F{{t}}[G]) and consider the complex
CˆF (g) : (F{t
−1}[G])n ⊕ (R[[t]]⊗R F [G])
n · g → (F{{t}}[G])n
of F [G]-modules. If g ∈ GLn(R{{t}}[G]), then CˆF (g) = F ⊗R CˆR(g) with CˆR(g) the perfect
complex of R[G]-modules considered in §3.e.1. In general, we have
Proposition 3.10. For g ∈ GLn(F{{t}}[G]), CˆF (g) is a perfect complex of F [G]-modules.
Proof. By Morita equivalence, it is enough to consider the case G = {1}. For simplicity,
set A+ = R[[t]] ⊗R F , A− = F{t
−1}, A0 = R((t)) ⊗R F . These are F -subalgebras of
the field F{{t}}. We have, F{{t}} = A− + A+, the algebras A+, A− are complete, A0
is dense in F{{t}}. Set G± = GLn(A±) and G0 = GLn(A0). By Lemma 3.9 (a) and
its proof, G0 is dense in GLn(F{{t}}). Notice that we can write a ∈ F{{t}} as a sum
a = a− + a+ with a± ∈ A± and |a+|, |a−| ≤ |a|, where | .| denotes the p-adic absolute
value on F{{t}}. It now follows by the ultrametric version of Cartan’s Lemma (see for
example [19, III 6.3] III 6.3, or [27]) that we can write g = g0 · g+ · g−. Then g = h0 · g−
with h0 = g0 · g+ ∈ GLn(A0) since A+ ⊂ A0. We have CˆF (g) = CˆF (h0); this reduces
to showing the proposition for g ∈ GLn(A0). Now also observe that if g
′ = g+ · g with
g+ ∈ GLn(A+), then CˆF (g
′) ≃ CˆF (g); this allows us to restrict attention to the cosets
GLn(A+)\GLn(A0); we can see that these parametrize free rank n A+-submodules Q of
An0 with t
NAn+ ⊂ Q ⊂ t
−NAn+ for some N . Since t
−NA+/t
NA+ ≃ t
−NF [t]/tNF [t], the
usual argument shows that each coset GLn(A+) ·g has a representative h in GLn(F [t, t
−1]).
Hence, CˆF (g) is isomorphic to the p-adic completion of
F [t−1]n ⊕An+ · h→ A
n
0
and this is perfect: Indeed, we can compare this to the complex for h = 1 which is quasi-
isomorphic to Fn and hence is perfect; since the quotient of any two A+ lattices is a finite
F -vector space the result follows.
We can now see that CˆF (g) gives the cohomology of a rank n-vector bundle over P1F ; this
is the bundle obtained by glueing by the element h ∈ GLn(F [t, t
−1]) in the above proof.
Now we can construct
(3.30) 1→ K1(F [G])→ Hˆn(F{{t}}[G])→ GL
∗
n(F{{t}}[G])→ 1
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by setting
(3.31) Hˆn(F{{t}}[G]) := {(g, φg) | g ∈ GL
∗
n(F{{t}}[G]), φg : [F [G]]
∼
−→ [CˆF (g
−1)]}.
Now we can check that the restriction of this extension over E(F{{t}}[G]) is isomorphic to
the extension (3.27) constructed in the previous paragraph. We can see from the above that
this extension splits over the subgroup GLn(F{t
−1}[G]) and over GLn(F ⊗R R[[t]][G]).
3.f. Kato’s Residue map. Recall that for q ≥ 1 and for a field N , Kq(N) is generated by
symbols {a1, . . . , aq} with ai ∈ N
×. Suppose that N supports a normalized additive discrete
valuation v. Let K∗(N) denote the graded ring ⊕q≥0Kq(N). For n ≥ 1, we let U
nK∗(N) =
⊕q≥0U
nKq(N) denote the graded K∗(N)-ideal generated by elements a ∈ N
× = K1(N)
with v(a− 1) ≥ n. We then define
K˜q(N) = lim
←n
Kq(N)
UnKq(N)
.
From [34, Lemma 1] we quote:
Lemma 3.11. Let q ≥ 0, n ≥ 1. If Nˆ denotes the completion of N with respect to the
valuation v, then the natural map N → Nˆ induces isomorphisms:
Kq(N)
UnKq(N)
∼
−→
Kq(Nˆ)
UnKq(Nˆ)
, K˜q(N)
∼
−→ K˜q(Nˆ).
3.f.1. We consider the case where F is a finite extension of the p-adic field Qp with valuation
ring R and valuation ideal P = πR. Let N denote the field of fractions of the ring of
power series R[[t]] for an indeterminate t, endowed with the discrete valuation associated
to the height one prime ideal πR[[t]]. Then the completion Nˆ is the field F{{t}} described
previously. In [34, Sec. 1] Kato defines a map
(3.32) Res : K˜2(F{{t}})→ K˜1(F ) = F
×.
By composing with the natural map K2(F{{t}}) → K˜2(F{{t}}) we obtain a map which we
also call Res: K2(F{{t}})→ F
×.
From [34, Theorem 1] we know that Res is continuous with respect to the topology given
by the subgroups {UnK2(N)}. In fact Res(U
nK2(F{{t}})) ⊂ 1 + P
n. We also have
Res({a, t}) = a, for a ∈ F×,
and Res annihilates the image of K2(F ⊗R R[[t]]) in K2(F{{t}}). Observe that ∂F on the
image of K2(F ⊗R R((t))) in K2(F ((t))) is the negative of the tame symbol by Proposition
3.8. We now explain why Res on the image of K2(F ⊗R R((t))) in K2(F{{t}}) agrees with
the tame symbol: From the localization sequence (see [55, p. 294]), noting that an arbitrary
non-zero element x ∈ K2(F ⊗R R((t))) can be written as x = t
ny with y ∈ F ⊗R R[[t]], we
have an exact sequence
0→ Im(K2(F ⊗R R[[t]]))→ K2(F ⊗R R((t)))→ K1(C)
where C is the category of perfect F⊗RR((t)))-complexes whose homology is killed by a power
of t. In the usual way we get K1(C) ∼= K1(F ) and the above sequence is split by mapping
a 7→ a∪ t. Therefore we get a decomposition K2(F ⊗RR((t))) = Im(K2(F ⊗RR[[t]]))⊕K1(F )
and we can see that Res on K2(F ⊗R R((t))) is the tame symbol.
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We conclude that Res is compatible with the tame symbol in the sense that we have a
commutative diagram
(3.33)
K2(F ((t)))
τF=∂
−1
F−−−−−→ K1(F )
↑ ↑ id
K2(F ⊗R R((t))) −−→ K1(F )
↓ ↓
K2(F{{t}})
Res
−−→ K̂1(F ).
induced by the natural inclusions.
3.f.2. Compatibility of ∂ˆ−1 with Res. Combining Proposition 3.8 with (3.33) above we will
show:
Proposition 3.12. The maps ∂ˆ−1F and Res agree on K2(F{{t}}).
Proof. Let xˆ ∈ K2(F{{t}}). We omit the subscript F . We shall show that for arbitrary
n > 0 we have
(3.34) ∂¯(xˆ) ≡ Res(xˆ)−1 mod πnR
so that we can conclude
(3.35) ∂(xˆ) = Res(xˆ)−1.
By Matsumoto’s theorem, it will suffice to take xˆ = {xˆ1, xˆ2} = xˆ1 ∪ xˆ2 with xˆi ∈ F{{t}}
×.
Since F{{t}} is the field of fractions of the discrete valuation ring R{{t}} with valuation
ideal πR{{t}} we can write each element xˆi in the form
xˆi = π
Mi sˆi with sˆi ∈ R{{t}}
×.
Since F ⊗R R((t)) is dense in F{{t}}, for any n > 0, we can find x
(n)
i ∈ (F ⊗R R((t)))
× and
r
(n)
i ∈ R{{t}} so that
πMi sˆi = xˆi = x
(n)
i (1 + π
nr
(n)
i )
−1.
By Proposition 3.8 and the above we know that both ∂ˆ−1F and Res restrict to the tame
symbol on K2(F ⊗R R((t))); so, in order to prove (3.34), it will suffice to show for n > 0
that
(3.36) ∂ˆ(xˆ) ≡ ∂(x
(n)
1 ∪ x
(n)
2 ) mod π
n
(3.37) Res(xˆ) ≡ Res(x
(n)
1 ∪ x
(n)
2 ) mod π
n;
indeed, then we can then conclude that the two right-hand terms in (3.36) and (3.37) are
equal and this will then give (3.34).
We have the equalities in K2(F{{t}}):
x
(n)
1 ∪ x
(n)
2 = xˆ1(1 + π
nr
(n)
1 ) ∪ xˆ2(1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )
= [xˆ1 ∪ xˆ2] · [(1 + π
nr
(n)
1 ) ∪ xˆ2] · [xˆ1 ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )] · [(1 + π
nr
(n)
1 ) ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )].
Since the three last terms above belong to UnK2(F{{t}}), we conclude that
Res(xˆ) ≡ Res(x1 ∪ x2) ≡ Res(x
(n)
1 ∪ x
(n)
2 ) mod π
n.
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Now since (1 + πnr
(n)
1 ) ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 ) ∈ Im(K2(R{{t}}, π
n)), from §3.e.3 we know that
∂ˆ((1 + πnr
(n)
1 ) ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )) ≡ 1 mod π
n.
Next we observe that
xˆ1 ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 ) = π
M1 sˆ1 ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )
= (πM1 ∪ (1 + πnr
(n)
2 )) + (sˆ1 ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )).
As previously, since sˆ1 ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 ) ∈ Im(K2(R{{t}}, π
n)), we know that
∂ˆ(sˆ1 ∪ (1 + π
nr
(n)
2 )) ≡ 1 mod π
n
and so, in order to prove the proposition, it will suffice to show:
Lemma 3.13. For r ∈ R{{t}} we have ∂ˆ(π ∪ (1 + πr)) = 1.
Proof. First we recall the construction of the cup product π ∪ u ∈ K2(F{{t}}) for u ∈
F{{t}}×. As in Section 8 of [38], we form
d =
 π 0 00 π−1 0
0 0 1
 , e =
 u 0 00 1 0
0 0 u−1
 ∈ SL3(F{{t}})
and we note that these two elements commute in SL3(F{{t}}); we then choose lifts d˜, e˜ in
the Steinberg group of F{{t}} and π ∪ u is defined to be the commutator
π ∪ u = [ d˜, e˜ ] ∈ K2(F{{t}}).
From (3.27) we have the exact sequence
(3.38) 1→ K1(F )→ Hˆ(F{{t}})→ SL(F{{t}})→ 1
and we recall that elements of Hˆ(F{{t}}) are coherent sequences of pairs (g, φm) with
g ∈ SL(F{{t}}), where we choose gm ∈ SL(F ((t))) with gg
−1
m ∈ 1 + π
mM(R{{t}}) and
φm an isomorphism for N >> 0
φm :
L0
tNL0
≃
−→
L0g
−1
m
tNL0
.
Recall that the elements of Hˆ(F ((t))) multiply by the rule
(3.39) (γ, φγ) ⋆ (δ, φδ) = (γδ, φ
γ
δ ◦ φγ)
where, writing r(γ) for right multiplication by γ, φγδ = r(γ
−1) ◦ φδ ◦ r(γ); thus, as seen
previously in §3.d.4, we have (γ, φγ)
−1 = (γ−1, φ−γ
−1
γ ).
We now set u = 1 + πr for r ∈ R{{t}}; we fix a positive integer m ≥ 1 and choose
rm ∈ R((t)) with r ≡ rm mod π
−1πmR; we let um = 1 + πrm and define em to be the
matrix
em =
 um 0 00 1 0
0 0 u−1m
 .
Then from the above we get
∂(π ∪ um) = (d, φd) ⋆ (em, φem) ⋆ (d
−1, φ−d
−1
d ) ⋆ (e
−1
m , φ
−e−1m
em )
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in K1(F ). However, from §3.d.1 we know that the H-sequence splits on SL(F [t]]), and a
fortiori on SL(F ), and so we can take φd = 1. This then gives
∂¯(π ∪ (1 + πr)) = lim
←−
m
(d, 1m) ⋆ (em, φem) ⋆ (d
−1, 1m) ⋆ (e
−1
m , φ
−e−1m
em )
= lim
←−
m
(dem, φ
d
em) ⋆ (d
−1e−1m , φ
−e−1m d
−1
em )
= lim
←−
m
(demd
−1e−1m , φ
−1
emφ
d
em)
= lim
←−
m
(1, φ−1emφ
d
em)
and so it will suffice to show that for m ≥ 1
(3.40) φ−1emφ
d
em ≡ 1 mod p
m, i.e that φ−1emφ
d
em ∈ K1(R,π
m).
We set R = R/P . Let L1(R) = R[[t]]
3, L1(F ) = F [[t]]
3. For γ ∈ SL3(F [[t]]) we put
Lγ(F ) = L0(F )γ
−1. Then we note the following:
1) over F , we have the identifications
(3.41)
L1(F )
tNL1(F )
=
Ld(F )
tNL1(F )
,
Lemd(F )
tNL1(F )
=
Ldem(F )
tNL1(F )
=
Lem(F )
tNL1(F )
;
2) because em ≡ 1 mod π
m we have a canonical isomorphism
Lem(R)
tNL1(R)
=
L1(R)
tNL1(R)
.
Let {xi,j} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 0 ≤ j < N , be the natural R-basis of L1(R)/t
NL1(R); let {xi,j}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 0 ≤ j < N , be the images of the basis elements {xi,j} in L1(R)/t
NL1(R);
then {yi,j = xije
−1
m } are elements in Lem(R)/t
NL1(R). We consider the R-linear map
φ : L1(R)/t
NL1(R) → Lem(R)/t
NL1(R) given by φ(xij) = yij. By construction we have
the commutative diagram:
(3.42)
L1(R)/t
NL1(R)
φ
→ Lem(R)/t
NL1(R)
↓ ↓
L1(R)/t
NL1(R) = L1(R)/t
NL1(R).
Since there is an R-isomorphism between L1(R)/t
NL1(R) and Lem(R)/t
NL1(R) they have
the same R-rank. Therefore, by Nakayama’s lemma, φ is an isomorphism.
To conclude we evaluate φ−1 ◦ φd(xij). First observe that xijd = π
εixij, where π
εi =
π, π−1, 1 if i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore,
yijd
−1 = xije
−1
m d
−1 = xijd
−1e−1m = π
−εixije
−1
m = π
−εiyij.
We obtain
(φ−1 ◦ φd)(xij) = φ
−1 ◦ r(d−1) ◦ φ ◦ r(d)(xij)
= φ−1 ◦ r(d−1) ◦ φ(πǫixij)
= φ−1 ◦ r(d−1)(πǫiyij)
= φ−1(πǫiyijd
−1)
= xij .
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which proves (3.40) as desired.
This now also concludes the proof of Proposition 3.12.
4. Pushdown maps and reciprocity laws.
In what follows, we will assume that the group algebra Q[G] =
∏
iMni(Zi) splits as in
(0.1). The extension Zi/Q is unramified at all places that do not divide the order of the
group G. By Morita equivalence we have an isomorphism
K1(Q[G])
∼
−→
∏
i
K1(Zi) =
∏
i
Z×i .
4.a. The definition of pushdown. Under the above assumptions we give one of the main
constructions of this paper.
4.a.1. Assume that the projective regular arithmetic surface Y → Spec(Z) satisfies hypoth-
esis (H) of the introduction. We fix a Parshin triple {η0, η1, η2} on Y . As seen previously
in Section 1, OˆY,η1η2 is a finite product of discrete valuation rings
(4.1) OˆY,η1η2 =
{ ∏
αQp(η1α)[[tα]], if η1 is horizontal∏
βW (k(η2β)){{tβ}}, if η1 is vertical.
and OˆY,η0η1η2 is a finite product of fields
(4.2) OˆY,η0η1η2 =
{ ∏
αQp(η1α)((tα)), if η1 is horizontal∏
β Qp(η2β){{tβ}}, if η1 is vertical.
4.a.2. We define the push down
(4.3) f∗η0η1η2 : K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])→ K1(Qp[G])
as follows:
i) If η1 is horizontal, we consider the composite of
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) =
∏
α
K2(Qp(η1α)((tα))[G])
∂−1
−−→
∏
α
K1(Qp(η1α)[G])
with
res :
∏
α
K1(Qp(η1α)[G]) −→ K1(Qp[G])
where res is the restriction (norm) map given by viewing
∏
αQp(η1α)[G] as a finite
dimensional Qp[G]-algebra.
ii) If η1 is vertical, then f∗η0η1η2 is the composite of
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) =
∏
β
K2(Qp(η2β){{tβ}}[G])
∂ˆ−1
−−→
∏
β
K1(Qp(η2β)[G])
with ∏
β
K1(Qp(η2β)[G])
res
→ K1(Qp[G])
where res is again the restriction map as above.
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Notice that we are using the inverses ∂−1, ∂ˆ−1 which by Proposition 3.8 and Proposition
3.12 agree with the tame symbol, resp. Kato’s Res map. Let us remark here that f∗η0η1η2
is independent of the choice of uniformizers tα, tβ. In the case that η1 is horizontal, this
follows from Proposition 3.8 and the corresponding independence of the tame symbol, and
in the case that η1 is vertical from Proposition 3.12 and [34, §2].
We now consider the restriction of f∗η0η1η2 to the image of K2(ÔY,η1η2 [G]):
Proposition 4.1. Let η1 denote a codimension one point on Y , and let η2 < η1 be a closed
point of Y , with residue characteristic p. Then for x in K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G])
♭:
(i) f∗η0η1η2(x) = 1, if η1 is horizontal,
(ii) f∗η0η1η2(x) is in K1(Zp[G])
♭, if η1 is vertical.
Proof. (i) In the horizontal case OˆY,η1η2 =
∏
αQp(η1α)[[tα]], where α runs over the branches
of the completion η1 in a formal neighborhood of Spec(OˆY,η2). Then this restriction is
induced by the composite
K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G]) =
∏
α
K2(Qp(η1α)[[tα]][G])
∂−1
−−−→
∏
α
K1(Qp(η1α)[G])
res
−−→K1(Qp[G]);
and so it is trivial since by (3.d.1) the H-sequence for each Qp(η1α)((tα))[G]) splits over
Qp(η1α)[[tα]][G]), so that ∂ is trivial on each factor K2(Qp(η1α)[[tα]][G]).
(ii) In the vertical case we get
K2(ÔY,η1η2 [G]) =
∏
β
K2(W (k(η2β)){{tβ}}[G])
∂ˆ−1
−−→
∂ˆ
−→
∏
β
K1(W (k(η2β))[G])
res
→ K1(Zp[G])
♭ ⊂ K1(Qp[G]).
Remark 4.2. Let us observe here that, under the assumption that the group algebra
Q[G] splits, the push down f∗η0η1η2 : K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])→ K1(Qp[G]) can be defined directly
using the symbols of Kato, Liu [36], etc., by using Morita equivalence to reduce to the
standard case of a trivial group. However, it is important to emphasize that the vertical
case (ii) of Proposition 4.1, which is absolutely essential for our construction of a well defined
push down map f∗ : CH
2
A(Y [G]) → Cl(Z[G]), cannot be deduced by appealing to Morita
equivalence. Indeed, when p divides the order of G the group ring Zp[G] does not split.
Instead, the proof of Proposition 4.1 (ii) uses the full force of the construction of the symbol
∂ˆ−1 via the central extension H of §3; the need to show this fact essentially dictates the
complicated approach we take in this paper. In the classical Fro¨hlich theory, showing that
various constructions produce “determinants”, i.e. elements of K1(Zp[G])♭ = Det(Zp[G]),
give the thorniest technical problems. Such problems are often handled either by proving
various congruences or by using logarithmic methods. In our context, we could not make
any of these approaches to work. Instead, we found that using the central extension H
provides a powerful method for establishing this non-trivial fact.
4.a.3. Let η1 be a horizontal codimension one point on Y . Then from §1.b.1, OˆY,η0η1 =
Q(η1)((t)) is a complete discrete valued field with residue field Q(η1). We can therefore form
the pushdown f∗η0η1
f∗η0η1 : K2(OˆY,η0η1 [G]) = K2(Q(η1)((t)))[G])
∂−1
−−→ K1(Q(η1)[G])
res
−−→ K1(Q[G])
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where res is obtained as above. By the functoriality of H-sequences and of the map ∂ we
have a commutative diagram:
K2(OˆY,η0η1 [G]) →
∏
η2
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])
f∗η0η1 ↓ ↓
∏
f∗η0η1η2
K1(Q[G]) → K1(Qp[G]).
(This also follows from [36, Cor. 5.5].) Here the product in the upper right-hand term
extends over all η2, η2 < η1, with residue characteristic p. We have therefore shown:
Theorem 4.3. Let η1 be a horizontal codimension one point of Y and suppose x is an
element in K2(OˆY,η0η1 [G]). Then the product∏
η2,η2<η1
f∗η0η1η2(x)
lies in the diagonal image K1(Q[G])♭ ⊂
∏
pK1(Qp[G]).
4.b. Reciprocity on a vertical fiber. Let η1 be a vertical codimension one point of Y .
Suppose that the closure η1 lies in the special fiber of Y over a prime number p.
Theorem 4.4. For x ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η1 [G]) the product
∏
η2<η1
f∗η0η1η2(x) converges to 1 in
K1(Qp[G]); here the product extends over all closed points η2 on η1 and can be taken in any
order.
Proof. Since Q[G] splits, we can also write Qp[G] =
∏
iMni(Li). We will use the subscript
L to denote base change of Q-schemes to the field L. Similarly, we will use the subscript L
to denote tensor product of Q-algebras with L over Q, AL = A⊗Q L. With this convention
we have a decomposition
OˆY,η0η1η2 [G] =
∏
i
Mni(OˆY,η0η1η2,Li)
and so by Morita equivalence we obtain decompositions
(4.4) K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) =
∏
i
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2,Li), K2(OˆY,η0η1 [G]) =
∏
i
K2(OˆY,η0η1,Li).
Notice that since Y is smooth over |G|, the base change Y ⊗Z OLi is also regular and the
morphism Y ⊗Z OLi → Spec(OLi) is also smooth over |G|, for all i. The above shows that
we can reduce to showing the vanishing statement to the case when G = {1} and the base
is the ring of integers of a finite extension L of Qp. This result follows directly from [36,
Theorem 5.1].
For future reference, we record the following:
Corollary 4.5. The composition K2(Qp{t−1}[G]) −→ K2(Qp{{t}}[G])
∂ˆ−1
−−→ K1(Qp[G]), where
the first map is induced by the inclusion Qp{t−1} ⊂ Qp{{t}}, is trivial.
Proof. Recall Qp{t−1} := Q ⊗Z Zp〈〈t−1〉〉 is the free Tate algebra. We apply Theorem 4.4
above to P1 over Spec(Z) and η1 the generic point of the special fiber at p, which we denote
1p. Denote by 2p the closed point given by (p, t). For
x ∈ K2(Qp{t
−1}[G])♭ ⊂ K2(OˆP1,η01p [G])
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we have ∏
η2
f∗η01pη2(x) = 1
where the product extends over all closed points η2 on 1p. We claim that
(4.5) f∗η01pη2(x) = 1 for η2 6= 2p.
This will then show that f∗η01p2p(x) = ∂ˆ
−1(x) = 1. Suppose that with our usual notation
OˆP1,η2 = W (k(η2))[[tη2 ]]. Then, since η2 6= 2p, we know that the image of t
−1 ∈ OˆP1,01pη2
actually lies in W (k(η2)[[tη2 ]]; thus the map Q ⊗Z Zp〈〈t
−1〉〉 → Qp(η2){{tη2}} = OˆP1,01pη2
factors through Qp(η2)[[tη2 ]]. The result then follows since the pushdown map f∗01pη2 is
trivial on K2(Qp(η2)[[tη2 ]][G]).
4.c. Reciprocity for codimension one points through a given closed point. In this
subsection we fix a closed point η2 of Y with residue field k(η2) which we suppose to have
characteristic p.
Theorem 4.6. For x ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η2 [G]), we have∏
η1,η1>η2
f∗η0η1η2(x) = 1
in K1(Qp[G]).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can use Morita equivalence to reduce to showing
that for x ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η2,L) we have∏
η2∈η1
f∗η0η1η2(x) = 1 in K1(L) = L
×
where L is a finite extension of Qp. This essentially follows from [36, Theorem 4.2]; however,
since loc. cit. gives a somewhat different statement we give the proof. We let ηˆ denote a
height one prime ideal of OˆY,η2 ⊗Zp OL. Then, as in the previous construction in Section
4.a, we can form push down maps:
f∗η0ηˆη2 : K2(OˆY,η0ηˆη2,L)→ K1(L).
For κ ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η2,L) we consider the product∏
ηˆ horizontal | η2<ηˆ
f∗η0η̂η2(κ) ·
∏
ηˆ vertical | η2<ηˆ
f∗η0η̂η2(κ).
From [34, Proposition 7] we know that this product converges to one in K1(L). In order to
complete the proof it therefore remains to show that if ηˆ does not arise from a codimension
one point of Y ⊗Zp OL (i.e. if ηˆ is not globally defined), then f∗η0ηˆη2(κ) = 1. For simplicity,
we will omit the subscript L. Recall from §1.b.3 that OˆY,η0η2 is obtained by localizing the
complete local ring OˆY,η2 with respect to the multiplicative set of elements K(YL)
× of non-
zero elements in the function field of Y . Thus for such ηˆ, which do not arise as codimension
one points on Y , we deduce that in fact κ ∈ K2(OˆY,ηˆη2)
♭ and, as ηˆ is necessarily horizontal,
we know from Proposition 4.1 above that for such ηˆ we have f∗η0ηˆη2(κ) = 1.
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4.d. Adelic push down. Our main aim here is to show that the pushdown maps associated
to Parshin triples induce a map on the adelic restricted product group K′2(AY,012[G]) =∏′
(η0,η1,η2)
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) ⊂
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]) (see Definition 2.2). To be more
precise, the above considerations show that we have a map on each K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G]). We
wish to show that this extends, in a natural convergent manner, to a pushdown map
(4.6) f∗ :=
∏′
f∗η0η1η2 :
∏′
(η0,η1,η2)
K2(OˆY,η0η1η2 [G])→
∏′
p
K1(Qp[G]).
For this we first need:
Proposition 4.7. Let η1 denote a vertical codimension one point of Y and let η2 < η1
denote a closed point which is not contained in the closure of any other vertical codimension
1 point. If x is in K2(OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ][G])
♭, then f∗η0η1η2(x) = 1.
Proof. From Theorem 4.6 we know that∏
ζ1,η2<ζ1
f∗η0ζ1η2(x) = 1.
Let ξ1 denote a codimension 1 point with η2 < ξ1 which is different from η1. It will suffice
to show that f∗η0ξ1η2(x) = 1. This follows from the inclusion OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ] ⊂ OˆY,ξ1η2 , our
assumption, and Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.8. For any x = (xη0η1η2) in K
′
2(AY,012[G]), the infinite product of push-
downs
∏
f∗η0η1η2(xη0η1η2) converges to an element of the restricted product
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]).
Proof. We must show that the product
∏
(η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(xη0η1η2), where we consider closed
points η2 of residue characteristic p, is p-adically convergent in K1(Qp[G]), and that for
almost all p, it converges to an element of K1(Zp[G])♭. We write this product as
(4.7)
∏
(η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(xη0η1η2) =
∏
η1 horiz., η2<η1
f∗η0η1η2(xη0η1η2)·
∏
η1 vert., η2<η1
f∗η0η1η2(xη0η1η2).
We start by considering the first product. By (PK1) together with Proposition 4.1 only a
finite number of η1 will contribute non-trivial terms; moreover each η1 meets the special
fiber Yp of Y at p at a finite number of closed points, and so we see that the first product
affords only a finite number of non-trivial terms for each prime p. Moreover, applying (PK2)
(with k = 0) to such an η1, we get that for almost all η2 < η1
xη0η1η2 ∈ K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G])
♭ ·K2(OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ][G])
♭.
By Proposition 4.1, the first term has pushdown equal to 1. Notice that by §1, for almost
all η2 < η1, OˆY,η2 [η
−1
1 ] ≃ W (k(η2))[[t]][1/g1] where g1 gives a local equation for η¯1. Using
this and the construction of ∂ we can now see that for almost all η2 < η1 (in characteristic
p), the second term also has pushdown that lies in K1(Zp[G])♭.
To conclude we consider the contributions to the second product for the given prime
number p. So we assume that η1 ∈ Yp and suppose η2 < η1. Given a positive integer k, by
(PK2) we know that the product ∏
η2,η2<η1
f∗η0η1η2(xη0η1η2)
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may be written as a finite product multiplied by a product of terms pushed down from the
groups K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G], (p
k))♭ and K2(ÔY,η2 [η
−1
1 ][G])
♭. From §3.e.3 and the construction of
the push-down, we know that
f∗η0η1η2(K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G], (p
k))♭) ⊂ K1(Zp[G], (p
k))♭.
By Proposition 4.7 we know that if η2 is a smooth point of the reduced special fiber of Y
at p, then
f∗η0η1η2(K2(ÔY,η2 [η
−1
1 ][G])) = 1.
Since there are only a finite number of non-smooth points on the reduced special fiber,
we conclude that the product is p-adically convergent. Moreover, since the special fiber is
smooth for almost all p, we have also shown that, for almost all p the contribution from the
second product lies in K1(Zp[G])♭.
We also have:
Proposition 4.9. Consider the intersection ∏
0≤i<j≤2
K′2(AY,ij[G])
♭
 ∩K′2(AY,012[G]) ⊂ K′2(AY,012[G])
of subgroups in the unrestricted product K2(AY,012[G]). If x lies in this intersection, then
f∗(x) =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(x) converges to an element in K1(Q[G])
♭ ·
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭.
Proof. Suppose we write x = a01 · a12 · a02 with aij ∈ K
′
2(AY,ij[G])
♭. By Proposition 4.8 we
know that the product f∗(x) =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(x) converges in
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]). Similarly,
the product f∗(a01) =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(aη0η1) converges to an element in K1(Q[G])
♭ by
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 (which assure us that for a01 we get contributions only for a finite
number of horizontal η1). By Remark 2.3, the element a02 belongs to the restricted product
K′2(AY,012[G]) and therefore the product
f∗(a02) =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(aη0η2).
converges. In fact, using the definition of K′2(AY,02[G]) and Proposition 4.7 we see that,
in the above product, for a given prime p, only a finite number of pairs η2 < η1 with η2
over p can give non-trivial contributions. Indeed, these are pairs of two types: either η1 is
horizontal and on the support of the divisor D (as per definition of K′2(AY,02[G])) and η2
is an intersection point of η1 with the special fiber at p; or η1 is vertical over p and η2 is
a singular point of the special fiber of Y . Now by rearranging this product and using the
reciprocity law for codimension one points through a closed point (Theorem 4.6) we can see
that it is equal to 1. Hence we have f∗(a02) = 1. We can conclude that the product
f∗(a12) =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2(aη1η2)
also converges to an element in
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]). Since each individual term f∗η0η1η2(aη1η2) is
in K1(Zp[G])♭ (where p is the characteristic of η2), we conclude that f∗(a12) converges to
an element in
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭ and the result follows.
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4.e. Push down on the equivariant second Chow group. It follows from Proposition
4.8 and Proposition 4.9 that f∗ =
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
f∗η0η1η2 induces a well-defined group homo-
morphism
K′2(AY,012[G])
(
∏
0≤i<j≤2K
′
2(AY,ij[G])
♭) ∩K′2(AY,012[G])
−−→
∏′
pK1(Qp[G])
K1(Q[G])♭
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭
.
We notice that the source of this map is naturally identified with CH2A(Y [G]) while, by the
Fro¨hlich description §2.c.1, the target is naturally isomorphic to Cl(Z[G]). Hence, we obtain
a group homomorphism
f∗ : CH
2
A(Y [G])→ Cl(Z[G]).
5. Transitions matrices and the first Chern class
We return to the assumptions and notations of §2.b. Suppose now that E is a OY [G]-
bundle; that is to say E is a locally free coherent OY [G]-module of a given rank, which
we denote by n. For each point η of Y we choose an OˆY,η[G]-basis eη = {e
h
η}
n
h=1 of the
completed stalk Eˆη = Eη ⊗OY,η OˆY,η. For a given Parshin triple {η0, η1, η2} we then have
transition maps ληiηj ∈ GLn(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) with
(5.1) (ehηi)h = ληiηj · (e
k
ηj )k
for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. Note that we have the obvious relation ληiηk = ληiηj · ληjηk .
5.a. Construction of the first Chern class.
Theorem 5.1. With the above notation:
(a)
∏
η1
Det(λη0η1) lies in the restricted product K
′
1(AY,01[G]) ⊂
∏
η1
K1(OˆY,η0η1 [G]); that
is to say all but a finite number of terms are in K′1(OˆY,η1 [G])
♭.
(b) The class of
∏
η1
Det(λη0η1) in the first adelic equivariant Chow group CH
1
A(Y [G]) is
independent of the choice of bases.
Before proving the theorem we use it to make the following definition:
Definition 5.2. The first adelic equivariant Chern class of E in CH1A(Y [G]), denoted c1(E),
is the class represented by
∏
η1
Det(λη0η1).
Proof. (a) The generic basis {eiη0}
n
i=1 is an OY (U)[G]-basis of E for some non-empty open
Zariski set in Y ; this therefore gives an OˆY,η1 [G]-basis of E for all but a finite number of
codimension one points η1; and so λη0η1 ∈ GLn(ÔY,η1 [G]) for all but a finite number of
codimension one points η1. This shows (a).
To prove (b), let {dhηi}
n
h=1 denote a further system of bases for E . Then
(dhη0)h = γη0 · (e
k
η0)k for γη0 ∈ GLn(OˆY,η0 [G])
(dhη1)h = γη1 · (e
k
η1)k for γη1 ∈ GLn(OˆY,η1 [G])
and so for each codimension one point η1 of Y we have the equality
(dhη0)h = γη0 · (e
k
η0)k = γη0λη0η1 · (e
j
η1)j = γη0λη0η1γ
−1
η1 · (d
h
η1)h;
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therefore working with the d-bases we get the new product of determinants∏
η1
Det(γη0λη0η1γ
−1
η1 ) = Det(γη0)
∏
η1
Det(λη0η1)Det(γ
−1
η1 )
and the result follows since
Det(γη0) ∈ K1(OˆY,η0 [G])
♭, Det(γη1) ∈ K1(OˆY,η1 [G]))
♭.
Remark 5.3. Let M be a locally free finitely generated Z[G]-module which defines an
OS [G]-bundle E = M˜ on S = Spec(Z). The above construction gives a Chern class c1(E) in
(5.2) CH1A(S[G]) =
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]))
K1(Q[G])♭
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭
.
In this case, we can see [20] that the map M 7→ c1(M˜ ) gives an isomorphism Cl(Z[G])
∼
−→
CH1A(S[G]). In what follows, we use this isomorphism to identify Cl(Z[G]) with CH
1
A(S[G]);
this is the negative of the isomorphism given by the classical Fro¨hlich description of the class
group Cl(Z[G]) (cf. §2.c.1).
6. Elementary structures and the second Chern class
The definition of the second adelic Chern class is more involved. We first need some
prerequisites.
6.a. The Steinberg extension.
Let R denote a commutative ring and G a finite group. Recall from §2.a that GL(R[G])
denotes the full general linear group over the group ring R[G] and E(R[G]) is the subgroup
of elementary matrices with entries in R[G]. Recall from [55, Chapter 4.2] and [38, Section
5] that we have the Steinberg group St(R[G]) which sits in the central exact sequence
(6.1) 1→ K2(R[G])→ St(R[G])→ E(R[G])→ 1.
6.a.1. Suppose G is a central group extension
1→ A→ G→ H → 1
of a group H by a group A. If c, d are two elements of H, we may choose lifts (preimages)
c˜, d˜, c˜d, of the elements c, d, cd of H in G. We can then define
z := c˜d · (d˜)−1 · (c˜)−1 ∈ A.
Although z depends on the choice of lifts of these three elements, we will sometimes abuse
notation and write the element z as z(c, d). We will refer to these elements as “cocycles”
since if s : H → G is a set-theoretic section of G→ H, then the map z : H ×H → A given
by z(c, d) = s(cd) · s(d)−1 · s(c)−1 gives a 2-cocycle with values in A.
The following lemma will be applied repeatedly to the Steinberg central exact sequence
(6.1) and its variants.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose b, c, d ∈ H. Fix a choice of a pre-image h˜ ∈ G of each element h
in the sequence c, d, b, cd, db, cdb. These choices allow us to define as above the elements
z(cd, b), z(c, d), z(c, db), z(d, b) of A and we have
(6.2) z(cd, b)z(c, d) = z(c, db)z(d, b).
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Proof. This is just the two-cocycle relation of [56, Chapter VII.3, p. 121] since A is central
in G. Notice here that we do not require that the lifts of two elements in the sequence that
are equal are also equal.
6.b. Elementary structure. We continue with the assumptions and notations of §2.b.
Definition 6.2. Suppose E is a OY [G]-bundle. An (adelic) elementary structure ǫ on E
is an equivalence class of choices of OˆY,ηi [G]-bases {e
h
ηi}h of Eˆηi = E ⊗OY OˆY,ηi with the
property that for each Parshin pair {ηi, ηj} on Y the image of the transition map ληiηj in
GL(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) lies in the subgroup of elementary matrices E(OˆY,ηiηj [G]). Here, another set
of OˆY,ηi [G]-bases {d
j
ηi}j of E is called equivalent to {e
h
ηi}h if it is related to {e
h
ηi}h by an
elementary base change i.e., when we write dηi = µηieηi , then µηi is elementary in the sense
that µηi ∈ E(OˆY,ηi [G]).
Remark 6.3. a) In what follows, we will omit the adjective “adelic” and talk simply of
elementary structures.
b) Having an elementary structure is a stable property, i.e. an OY [G]-bundle E has
elementary structure if and only if the bundle E ⊕OY [G]
n does for some n ≥ 0.
c) If E supports an elementary structure as above, then its first adelic Chern class c1(E)
is trivial. Indeed, we then have Det(λη0η1) = 1. The converse is not necessarily always
true; roughly speaking, the reason is the non-vanishing of various SK1 terms which are
not detected by c1(E). It is however, true when G is trivial, see below. (Recall that we
are assuming that the arithmetic surface Y is regular.) In general, a OY [G]-bundle E can
support more than one inequivalent elementary structures.
d) If the group G is trivial, then one can easily see that an OY -bundle has an elementary
structure, if and only if the determinant det(E) is a trivial line bundle. In that case, E
supports a unique elementary structure.
6.b.1. Examples. We will say that the groupG has trivial local SK1, if we have SK1(Zp[G]) =
{1}, for all primes p. In [45, Prop. 9], Oliver gives various conditions that imply that a
group has trivial local SK1. He also shows that this is the case for G = An, Sn, SL(2,Fp),
PSL(2,Fp) (p any prime), SL(2, 2n), the dihedral group D2n, and the generalized quater-
nion group Q4n. We see that torsors for groups G with trivial local SK1 often provide with
examples of bundles with elementary structure:
Proposition 6.4. Suppose that Y is regular, Y → Spec(Z) is projective and flat of relative
dimension 1 and has smooth fibers at primes that divide the order of G. Suppose also that
G is a group with trivial local SK1 and which satisfies hypothesis (0.1). Let m = |G
ab| be
the order of the maximal abelian quotient of G. If q : X → Y is a G-torsor, then the sheaf
E = q∗O
⊕m
X of OY [G]-modules on Y is an OY [G]-bundle with elementary structure.
Proof. Using [13, Theorems 1.2, 1.5] we see that we can choose local OˆY,ηi [G]-bases {e
h
ηi}h
of Eˆηi such that the transition matrices have trivial Det and hence belong to SL(OˆY,ηiηj [G]).
(This follows by an easy extension of the argument in the introduction of [13]; there, we
discuss the case that G is perfect, i.e. when m = 1.) Assume that p is a prime that divides
the order of the group G. Since Y → Spec(Z) is smooth at primes p that divide |G|, we
have OˆY,η1η2 ≃W (k(η2)){{t}} for η1 = (p). Hence, the main result of [11] gives
SK1(OˆY,η1η2 [G]) ≃ SK1(Zp[G])⊗Z (OˆY,η1η2/(1− F ) OˆY,η1η2)
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where F is a Frobenius lift on OˆY,η1η2 . By our assumption onG, we obtain SK1(OˆY,η1η2 [G]) =
{1}, for η1 = (p). Using Morita equivalence and (0.1), we also see that SK1(OˆY,η1η2 [G]) =
{1} at all other η1. Also by Corollary 2.9 and Morita equivalence, SK1(OˆY,η0ηi [G]) = {1},
for i = 1, 2. Hence, we have E(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) = SL(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) for all Parshin pairs {ηi, ηj}.
Therefore, the bases {ehηi}h above give an elementary structure as desired.
We can now apply Proposition 6.4 to torsors for the perfect groups G = An, (n ≥ 5),
PSL(2,Fp) (p > 3 prime), SL(2, 2n) (n ≥ 2), and to Sn-torsors with m = 2. Indeed, by
Oliver’s work, these groups have trivial local SK1. Also, all these groups, have all their
Schur indices equal to 1 (see [59], [18], [32]), and hence they also satisfy our hypothesis
(0.1). Then, if q : X → Y is a G-torsor, Y satisfies (H), and G = An (n ≥ 5), PSL(2,Fp)
(p > 3 prime), or SL(2, 2n) (n ≥ 2), Theorem 0.1 applies to E = q∗OX . If G = Sn, we
can apply Theorem 0.1 to E = q∗(OX ⊕ OX). (Note that G-torsors X → Y with Y as in
Prop. 6.4 can be constructed for any group G as in [50, Appendix] by using the theorems
of Moret-Bailly and Rumely on the existence of integral points.)
6.c. The second adelic Chern class.
The second adelic Chern class will only be defined for bundles with elementary structure
on suitable arithmetic surfaces. We suppose assumption (H) on Y is satisfied; we also
continue to suppose that the group algebra Q[G] splits.
6.c.1. We start by showing the following properties of elementary transitions. If ληiηj is an
element of E(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) we will denote by λ˜ηiηj an element of St(OˆY,ηiηj [G]) that projects
to ληiηj . For simplicity, we will sometimes omit the subscript Y from the notation.
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that E is an OY [G]-bundle with elementary structure ǫ given by
the bases {ehηi}h with corresponding transition matrices ληiηj in E(Ôηiηj [G]). Then we also
have:
1) There is an effective divisor D on Y containing all vertical fibers over primes that
divide the order of G such that for every Parshin triple (η0, η1, η2) on Y we have:
a) λη0η1 belongs to E(Oˆη1 [D
−1][G]) ⊂ E(Oˆη0η1 [G]),
b) λη0η2 belongs to E(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]) ⊂ E(Oˆη0η2 [G]).
2) For all lifts λ˜ηiηj of ληiηj with λ˜η0η1 in St(Oˆη1 [D
−1][G]), λ˜η1η2 in St(Oˆη1η2 [G]), and
λ˜η0η2 in St(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]), the element
z :=
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
λ˜η0η2 · (λ˜η1η2)
−1 · (λ˜η0η1)
−1
lies in the group
K′2(AY,012[G]) ·K2(AY,12[G])
♭ ·K′2(AY,01[G])
♭.
Proof. Recall Y is integral so there is only one η0 which we denote by 0. We will first show
(1). Since Oˆη0 is the function field K(Y ) of Y , there is a divisor D ⊂ Y such that the e
h
0 give
an OU [G]-basis of E|U , where U is the open complement of D in Y . For simplicity, we will
omit the superscript h. By increasing D, we may assume that: (i) D contains all the vertical
fibers of Y over primes that divide the order of the group G, and, (ii) for every closed point
η2 of Y on the support of D, there is an irreducible component of D which is regular at η2.
(This second condition is needed to apply Corollary 2.9.) Now notice that if ηi, i = 1, 2,
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lie in U , then both e0 and eηi are bases of E over Oˆηi and so the transition λη0ηi lies in the
intersection E(Oˆη0ηi [G])∩GL(Oˆηi [G]). Since the order of the group G is invertible here, we
have by Morita equivalence and Corollary 2.9, E(Oˆη0ηi [G]) = SL(Oˆη0ηi [G]), E(Oˆηi [G]) =
SL(Oˆηi [G]). Hence, λ0ηi lies in E(Oˆηi [G]) = E(Oˆηi [D
−1][G]) as required. Now suppose
that ηi, i = 1, 2 is on D. If i = 1, there is nothing to show since Oˆη1 [D
−1] = Oˆ0η1 .
Consider η2 on D. Both e0 and eη2 are bases of E over Oˆη2 [D
−1] and as above we have
λ0η2 ∈ E(Oˆ0η2 [G]) ∩ GL(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]). The order of G is invertible in the rings Oˆ0η2 ,
Oˆη2 [D
−1] and we are assuming that the group algebra Q[G] splits. Hence, we can apply
Morita equivalence and Corollary 2.9 to show that the group rings Oˆ0η2 [G], Oˆη2 [D
−1][G],
have trivial SK1. Hence, as above, the intersection E(Oˆ0η2 [G]) ∩GL(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]) is equal
to E(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]) and we have just shown (1).
We will now show (2). First, we will show that we can adjust the bases at codimension 1
points η1 to make sure that the new transition matrices θηiηj have lifts θ˜ηiηj for which (2)
is satisfied. We will not change the bases for η1 off D. If η1 is a component of D we have
λ0η1 ∈ E(Oˆ0η1 [G]) = SL(Oˆ0η1 [G]).
By Lemma 2.10 we have
(6.3) SL(Oˆ0η1 [G]) = SL(O0η1 [G]) · SL(Oˆη1 [G]).
Hence, we can write λ0η1 = ν
′
0η1 · µ
′
η1 with µ
′
η1 ∈ SL(Oˆη1 [G]), ν
′
0η1 ∈ SL(O0η1 [G]). Now use
that by Corollary 2.12 the natural map
(6.4) SK1(Oη1 [G])→ SK1(Oˆη1 [G])
is surjective to find a matrix g ∈ SL(Oη1 [G]) such that [g] = [µ
′
η1 ] in SK1(Oˆη1 [G]). Our new
basis at η1 is fη1 = µη1 · eη1 where µη1 := g
−1 · µ′η1 is in E(Oˆη1 [G]). Now we can write
λ0η1 = (ν
′
0η1 · g) · (g
−1 · µ′η1) = θ0η1 · µη1
and observe that θ0η1 := ν
′
0η1
· g is actually in SL(O0η1 [G]) = E(O0η1 [G]) = E(K(Y )[G]).
We leave all the other bases eηi unchanged, i.e. we set f0 = e0, fη2 = eη2 , and fη1 = eη1 if
η1 is not on D. Hence, if η1 is on D, we have:
(6.5) θ0η1 = λ0η1 · µ
−1
η1 , θ0η2 = λ0η2 , θη1η2 = µη1 · λη1η2 .
On the other hand, if η1 is not on D, the transitions do not change:
(6.6) θ0η1 = λ0η1 , θ0η2 = λ0η2 , θη1η2 = λη1η2 .
The new bases fηi give an equivalent elementary structure; we can also see that they satisfy
(1) for the same divisor D. We will now explain how to pick lifts θ˜ηiηj of θηiηj so that
the corresponding cocycle z(θ˜) =
∏
(0,η1,η2)
θ˜0η2 · (θ˜η1η2)
−1 · (θ˜0η1)
−1 lies in K′2(A012[G]) ·
K2(AY,12[G])♭.
a) Suppose η1 is not on D. Since Oˆη2 [D
−1] ⊂ Oˆη1η2 , and Oˆη1 ⊂ Oˆη1η2 we can view all
transitions θ0η1 , θ0η2 , θη1η2 as elements of E(Oˆη1η2 [G]); we pick lifts θ˜ηiηj in St(Oˆη1η2 [G])
and we can see that at such triples (0, η1, η2) we have
(6.7) z(θ˜)(0,η1,η2) ∈ K2(Oˆη1η2 [G]).
b) If η1 is on D, then by the above the transition θ0η1 is in E(K(Y )[G]). Therefore, we
can find a divisor D′ ⊂ Y with η1 not in D
′ such that V = Y − (D ∪ D′) is affine and
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θ0η1 comes from an element of E(OY (V )[G]). We pick a lift θ˜0η1 ∈ St(OY (V )[G]). Notice
that it follows that fη1 = θ
−1
0η1
· f0 is a basis of E over V . Since fη1 is also a basis over the
completion of the local ring Oˆη1 of Y at η1, we conclude that fη1 is in fact a basis on a
Zariski open W ⊂ Y that contains both V and η1.
Now suppose that η2 < η1 is away from the finite set of points of η¯1 that do not belong
to W and the singular points of D on all fibers of Y . Then OY (V ) ⊂ Oˆη2 [D
−1] = Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ]
and so both θ0η1 and θ0η2 can be viewed as elements of E(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]).
Let us consider θη1η2 for such η2 < η1. Since η2 is in W , both fη1 and fη2 are bases at η2
and therefore
θη1η2 ∈ GL(Oˆη2 [G]) ∩ E(Oˆη1η2 [G]).
(i) If η1 is horizontal, since η2 is on W , η2 does not lie on any vertical component of
D. Therefore, the order of G is invertible in Oˆη2 and SK1(Oˆη2 [G]) = (1) which gives
SL(Oˆη2 [G]) = E(Oˆη2 [G]). Hence, in this case θη1η2 is in E(Oˆη2 [G]) ⊂ E(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]).
(ii) We obtain the same conclusion, i.e. θη1η2 is in E(Oˆη2 [G]), if η1 is vertical but is away
from the prime divisors of the order of G.
(iii) Suppose now that η1 is a vertical fiber over such a prime divisor p of #G. We will
then check that θη1η2 , which by the above is in SL(Oˆη2 [G]), is actually in E(Oˆη2 [G]). For
this, it is enough to check that the class [θη1η2 ] in SK1(Oˆη2 [G]) is trivial. Since θη1η2 is in
E(Oˆη1η2 [G]), the image of [θη1η2 ] under
(6.8) SK1(Oˆη2 [G])→ SK1(Oˆη1η2 [G])
is trivial. Since Oˆη2 ≃ W (k)[[T ]], Oˆη1η2 ≃ W (k){{T}} with k the residue field of η2, by
Corollary 2.14 (b), the map (6.8) is injective. Hence, [θη1η2 ] = 1, and therefore θη1η2 is in
E(Oˆη2 [G]).
To recap, we have that for η1 on D and for almost all η2 < η1,
θ0η2 ∈ E(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]), θη1η2 ∈ E(Oˆη2 [G])
(with θη1η2 ∈ E(Oˆη2 [G]) if η1 is horizontal or vertical away from #G).
For these (almost all) η2 < η1, pick lifts θ˜0η2 ∈ St(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]), and θ˜η1η2 ∈ St(Oˆη2 [G]), in
addition to our lift θ˜0η1 ∈ St(OY (V )[G]). All these lifts map to elements of St(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]).
Indeed, when η1 is vertical over p|#G, E(Oˆη2 [G]) ⊂ SL(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]) = E(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]) with
the last equality following from Proposition 2.8 and Morita equivalence. For all the other
finite set of η2 < η1 pick lifts θ˜ηiηj such that θ˜0η2 ∈ St(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]), θ˜η1η2 ∈ St(Oˆη1η2 [G]).
Notice that for almost all η2 < η1, we have
(6.9) z(θ˜)0,η1,η2 = θ˜0η2 · (θ˜η1η2)
−1 · (θ˜0η1)
−1 ∈ K2(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]).
Now in view of (PK1) and (PK2) of Definition 2.2, (6.7) and (6.9) implies that the cocycle
z(θ˜) given using these lifts θ˜ηiηj of θηiηj lies in the group
K′2(AY,012[G]) ·K2(AY,12[G])
♭.
Finally, we want to compare z(θ˜) with z(λ˜) which is given by lifts λ˜ηiηj as in the statement
of (2). If η1 is not on D then z(θ˜)0,η1,η2 = z(λ˜)0,η1,η2 . Suppose that η1 is on D. Pick a lift
µ˜1 of µ1 ∈ E(Ôη1 [G]) to St(Ôη1 [G]). By Lemma 6.1 we have the cocycle identity, where for
simplicity, we replace the subscripts η1, η2 by 1 and 2:
(6.10) z(θ˜)0,1,2 = z(µ1, λ12)
−1 · z(λ˜)0,1,2 · z(λ01µ
−1
1 , µ1)
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where we set (recall θ01 = λ01 · µ
−1
1 , θ12 = µ1 · λ12)
z(µ1, λ12) = θ˜12 · (λ˜12)
−1 · (µ˜1)
−1
z(λ01µ
−1
1 , µ1) = λ˜01 · (µ˜1)
−1 · (θ˜01)
−1.
The first expression is in K2(Ôη1η2 [G]) and the second in K2(Ô0η1 [G]). Therefore, by the
above, for almost η2 < η1, η1 on D, the cocycle z(λ˜)0,η1,η2 lies in
K2(Oˆη2 [η
−1
1 ][G]) ·K2(Ôη1η2 [G]) ·K2(Oˆ0η1 [G]).
We can conclude that z(λ˜) lies in the group
K′2(AY,012[G]) ·K2(AY,12[G])
♭ ·K′2(AY,01[G])
♭ .
as desired.
6.c.2. Assume that (E , ǫ) is a OY [G]-bundle with elementary structure given by {e
h
ηi}h
with transition matrices ληiηj . Let the element
z(λ˜) :=
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
λ˜η0η2 · (λ˜η1η2)
−1 · (λ˜η0η1)
−1 ∈ K′2(AY,012[G]) ·K2(AY,12[G])
♭ ·K′2(AY,01[G])
♭.
be as in (2) of Proposition 6.5 above.
Definition 6.6. Assume that (E , ǫ) is a OY [G]-bundle with elementary structure. We define
the adelic second Chern class c2(E , ǫ) to be the class of z(λ˜) in CH
2
A(Y [G]). We will often
abuse notation and write simply c2(E) instead of c2(E , ǫ).
The following result implies that c2(E , ǫ) only depends on (E , ǫ) and is independent of
the other choices involved in the definition.
Theorem 6.7. a) The class z(λ˜) in CH2A(Y [G]) is independent of the choice of lifts λ˜ηiηj
used in the definition of z.
b) Let {µηi} be an elementary base change and put θηiηj = µηiληiηjµ
−1
ηj for the elementary
transitions in the new basis. For any choice of lifts θ˜ηiηj that satisfy the requirements of
Proposition 6.5 (2) we have
z(λ˜) · z(θ˜)−1 ∈
∏
0≤i<j≤2
K′2(AY,ij[G])
♭.
As a result, the class of z(λ˜) in CH2A(Y [G]) is unchanged by an elementary base change.
Proof of Theorem 6.7 (a). We suppose that we have two choices of lifts λ˜ηiηj , λ˜
′
ηiηj ; we
then have
z(λ˜)0,1,2 = λ˜02(λ˜12)
−1(λ˜01)
−1
z(λ˜′)0,1,2 = λ˜
′
02(λ˜
′
12)
−1(λ˜′01)
−1.
(For simplicity, here we drop the symbol η from the subscripts.) It then follows that
z(λ˜) · z(λ˜′)−1 = λ˜02(λ˜12)
−1(λ˜01)
−1 · λ˜′01λ˜
′
12(λ˜
′
02)
−1.
It will suffice to prove that for each 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 2 we have:
(6.11)
∏
ηiηj
(λ˜ij)
−1λ˜′ij ∈ K
′
2(AY,ij[G])
♭.
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This easily follows from the definitions (see Definition 2.2) and Proposition 6.5. For example,
consider i = 0, j = 1. In this case, we have λη0η1 ∈ E(OˆY,η1 [G]) for almost all η1; hence for
such η1 we have chosen λ˜η0η1 , λ˜
′
η0η1 ∈ St(OˆY,η1 [G]) and therefore
λ˜η0η1 · (λ˜
′
η0η1)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η1 [G]).
Proof of Theorem 6.7 (b). By definition for each i
(6.12) µηi ∈ E(OˆY,ηi [G])
and so it certainly follows that θηiηj ∈ E(OˆY,ηiηj [G]), i.e. {θηiηj} are elementary.
Our base change can be performed in three steps: in each step we alter the bases only
at points in codimension 0, 1 and 2, by each of µη0 , µη2 or µη1 respectively. For ease of
notation we again write µi, resp. λij , for µηi , resp. ληiηj etc.
Step 1. Here we just change the base at η0 by µη0 . The new transition matrices are
θ01 = µ0λ01, θ02 = µ0λ02, θ12 = λ12. We choose lifts λ˜ij , θ˜ij as in Proposition 6.5. We also
choose a lifting µ˜0 of µ0 as follows: there is a divisor Dµ ⊂ Y that contains all the vertical
fibers at primes that divide the order of the group such that U = Y −Dµ is affine and µ0
lies in E(OˆY (U)[G]); we pick a lift µ˜0 in St(OˆY (U)[G]). As a result, for almost all η1, µ˜0
maps to St(OˆY,η1 [G]), and for all η2, µ˜0 maps to St(OˆY,η2 [D
−1][G]). By Lemma 6.1 applied
to the subset {λ01, λ12 = θ12, µ0, λ02 = λ01λ12, θ01 = µ0λ01, θ02 = µ0λ02 = µ0λ01λ12} of
St(OˆY,0η1η2 [G]) we have
z(θ01, θ12) = z(µ0λ01, λ12) = z(µ0, λ01)
−1z(µ0, λ01λ12)z(λ01, λ12)(6.13)
= z(µ0, λ01)
−1z(µ0, λ02)z(λ01, λ12)
where
z(µ0, λ01) = µ˜0λ01 · (λ˜01)
−1(µ˜0)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η1 [G]),
z(µ0, λ02) = µ˜0λ02 · (λ˜02)
−1(µ˜0)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η2 [G]).
Notice that from Proposition 6.5 (a) and our choice of µ˜0, we can see that
∏
η2
z(µ0, λ02)
is in K′2(AY,02[G]). Similarly,
∏
η1
z(µ0, λ01) is in K
′
2(AY,01[G]). The result then follows
since we have shown
z(λ˜) · z(θ˜)−1 ∈
∏
0≤i<j≤2
K′2(AY,ij[G]).
Step 2. We now change the bases at η1 by µη1 . The new transition matrices are given by
θ01 = λ01µ
−1
1 , θ02 = λ02, θ12 = µ1λ12. We choose a lift µ˜1 ∈ St(OˆY,η1 [G]). By Lemma 6.1
we have
(6.14) z(θ01, θ12) = z(λ01µ
−1
1 , µ1λ12) = z(µ1, λ12)
−1z(λ01, λ12)z(λ01µ
−1
1 , µ1)
where
z(µ1, λ12) = µ˜1λ12(λ˜12)
−1(µ˜1)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G])
z(λ01µ
−1
1 , µ1) = λ˜01(µ˜1)
−1(λ˜01µ
−1
1 )
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η1 [G]).
By hypothesis, λ01 is in E(OˆY,η1 [D
−1][G]), and so
∏
η1
z(λ01µ
−1
1 , µ1) is in K
′
2(AY,01[G]). The
result then follows.
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Step 3. We now change the bases at η2 by µ
−1
η2 (the inverse is for ease in the notation
below). The new transition matrices are then given by θ01 = λ01, θ12 = λ12µ2, θ02 = λ02µ2.
In addition to the lifts λ˜ij, θ˜ij we choose lifts µ˜η2 ∈ St(OˆY,η2 [G]). By Lemma 6.1 we have
z(θ01, θ12) = z(λ01, λ12µ2) = z(λ12, µ2)
−1z(λ01λ12, µ2)z(λ01, λ12)(6.15)
= z(λ12, µ2)
−1z(λ02, µ2)z(λ01, λ12)
where
z(λ12, µ2) = λ˜12µ2 (µ˜2)
−1(λ˜12)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η1η2 [G])
z(λ02, µ2) = λ˜02µ2 (µ˜2)
−1(λ˜02)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η2 [G).
Since λ˜02 and θ˜02 = λ˜02µ2 are in St(OˆY,η2 [D
−1][G]), for some divisor D, the last expression
contributes a term
∏
η2
z(λ02, µ2) in K
′
2(AY,02[G]) and the result follows. This completes
the proof of Theorem 6.7.
7. Equivariant Euler characteristics and the Riemann-Roch theorem
We can now state our main result concerning equivariant coherent Euler characteristics.
We refer the reader to [8] or [9] for the construction of the projective equivariant Euler
characteristic. See also the beginning of the introduction. Recall that we can identify the
locally free class group Cl(Z[G]) with both the kernel Kred0 (Z[G]) of the rank map and with
the quotient K0(Z[G])/〈Z[G]〉. We will denote by χ¯P (Y, E) the image of the projective
equivariant Euler characteristic χP (Y, E) in Cl(Z[G]) = K0(Z[G])/〈Z[G]〉.
Theorem 7.1. Let Y be a regular flat projective scheme over Spec(Z) of dimension 2, with
structure morphism h : Y → S = Spec(Z). Assume in addition that Y satisfies assumption
(H) and that Q[G] splits as in (0.1). Let E be an OY [G]-bundle with an elementary structure
ǫ in the sense of Definition 6.2. Then
(7.1) χ¯P (Y, E) = −h∗(c2(E , ǫ))
in Cl(Z[G]) = Kred0 (Z[G]) = CH
1
A(S[G]).
Suppose that E has rank n. Since E has elementary structure, c1(E) is trivial and the
usual Riemann-Roch theorem for the generic fiber YQ shows that the rank of χ
P (Y, E) is
equal to that of χP (Y,OY [G]
n). Since χP (Y,OY [G]
n) is the class of a free Z[G]-module, the
above formulation of the main result is equivalent to the one in the introduction. In §8 we
reduce the proof of this result to the case Y = P1 = P1Z. When Y = P
1, a stronger result is
proved in §9.
8. The proof of the theorem; reduction to the case of P1Z.
Throughout this section we suppose that h : Y → Spec(Z), G and E are as in Theorem
7.1. By a result of B. Green (see [24] and [23] but also [10]), there is a finite flat morphism
π : Y → P1 = P1Z. Let f : P
1 → Spec(Z) be the structure morphism, so that h = f ◦ π.
Let d be the degree of π. We can view V = HomO
P1
(π∗OY [G]
n,OP1) and V
′ = π∗OY [G]
n
as locally free OP1 [G]-modules of rank nd. Parts (iii) and (iv) of the following result imply
Theorem 7.1. In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we will omit the notation of the
elementary structure and simply write c2(E) instead of c2(E , ǫ).
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Theorem 8.1. Let E be an OY [G]-bundle with elementary structure.
i) The bundles π∗(E)⊕V and V
′⊕V are locally free and have elementary structures as
OP1 [G]-bundles. They therefore have well defined second Chern classes c2(π∗E ⊕ V)
and c2(V
′ ⊕ V) in CH2A(P
1[G]).
ii) There is a push down map π∗ : CH
2
A(Y [G]) → CH
2
A(P
1[G]) induced by π : Y → P1.
One has
(8.1) c2(π∗(E)⊕ V) = π∗(c2(E)) + c2(V
′ ⊕ V).
iii) There are equalities of equivariant Euler characteristics
(8.2) χ¯P (Y, E) = χ¯P (P1, π∗E) = χ¯
P (P1, π∗E ⊕ V)
in Cl(Z[G]) = Kred0 (Z[G]) = CH
1
A(S[G]).
iv) We have
χ¯P (P1, π∗E ⊕ V) = −f∗(c2(π∗E ⊕ V)) = −f∗(π∗(c2(E)) + c2(V
′ ⊕ V))
= −f∗(π∗(c2(E))) = −h∗(c2(E)).(8.3)
Notice that, in view of (i), the first equality in part (iv) above follows from the case
Y = P1 of Theorem 7.1.
8.a. Constructing bundles with elementary structures.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose R is an arbitrary ring. There is an order two automorphism σ of
K1(R) = GL(R)/E(R) = GL(R)
ab induced by the anti-involution σ : A → At on GL(R),
where At is the transpose of the matrix A. This involution is trivial if and only if for all
A ∈ GL(R), the block matrix
(8.4)
(
A 0
0 (At)−1
)
lies in E(R). This is the case, in particular, if R is commutative and SK1(R) is trivial.
Proof. By the Whitehead Lemma, E(R) is the commutator subgroup of GL(R). If [A,B] =
ABA−1B−1 is a commutator, then σ([A,B]) = [(Bt)−1, (A−1)t] is also a commutator. Hence
E(R) is stable under σ. Since (AB)t = BtAt for all A, B ∈ GL(R) and K1(R) is the maximal
abelian quotient of GL(R), σ defines a group automorphism of K1(R). By [55, Corollary
2.1.3], the block matrix (
A 0
0 A−1
)
lies in E(R) for all A ∈ GL(R). Hence σ(A) = At equals A in K1(R) if and only if (8.4) lies
in E(R). If A commutative and SK1(A) is trivial, then σ is trivial since det(A) = det(A
t).
We do not know whether σ is trivial for arbitrary R.
Proposition 8.3. Let E be as in Theorem 7.1. The direct image π∗E is a rank n locally
free sheaf of π∗OY [G]-modules on P1 = P1Z as well as a locally free sheaf of OP1 [G]-modules
of rank nd. The sheaves V = HomO
P1
(π∗OY [G]
n,OP1) and V
′ = π∗OY [G]
n are locally free
OP1 [G]-modules of rank nd.
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i) There are equalities of equivariant Euler characteristics
(8.5) χ¯P (Y, E) = χ¯P (P1, π∗E) and χ¯
P (P1,V) = χ¯P (P1,V ′) = 0.
in Cl(Z[G]) = Kred0 (Z[G]) = CH
1
A(S[G]).
ii) The bundles π∗E ⊕V and V
′⊕V have elementary structures on P1. The restrictions
of π∗E ⊕V and V
′⊕V to the zero section of P1 define locally free Z[G]-modules which
are stably free.
Proof. The first equality in (8.5) is clear. Since V and V ′ are induced from the trivial
subgroup of G, they have trivial stable Euler characteristics as in (8.5). We now show (ii)
for the bundle π∗E ⊕ V, since the case of V
′ ⊕ V is similar.
We will use η′i to denote a point of Y . By assumption, there is a set of OˆY,η′i [G] bases
{ehη′i
}h of E⊗OY OˆY,η′i which has the properties of Definition 6.2 when one replaces ηi in this
definition by η′i. Here h runs from 1 to n = rankOY [G](E). Suppose η is a non-degenerate
Parshin chain on P1. Proposition 1.5 shows that
(8.6) ÔP1,η ⊗OP1 π∗OY [G] = ⊕η′∈π−1(η) OˆY,η′ [G]
where η′ runs over the Parshin chains on Y over η. We thus have
(8.7) π∗E ⊗O
P1
OˆP1,η = ⊕η′∈π−1(η) E⊗OY OˆY,η′ .
The bases {ehη′i
}h together with the isomorphisms (8.6) and (8.7) give a set of local bases
{ehηi} for π∗E⊗OP1 OˆP1,ηi as a (π∗OY ⊗OP1 OˆP1,ηi)[G]-module, where ηi ranges over the points
of P1.
We now consider transition matrices. Let η = (ηi, ηj) be a non-degenerate Parshin
chain of length two on P1. We then have a transition map λη in GLn(OˆP1,η ⊗OP1 π∗OY [G])
determined by the bases {ehηi} and {e
h
ηj} for the completion of π∗E at ηi and ηj , respectively.
The isomorphisms (8.6) and (8.7) identify λη with the direct sum of the transition matrices
λη′ which result from taking {e
h
ηi} (resp. {e
h
ηi}) as a basis for the completion of E at each
point η′i (resp. η
′
j) of Y over ηi (resp. ηj).
We can choose a basis {wℓηi}ℓ for (π∗OY )ηi as a free module for ÔP1,ηi at each point
ηi of P1 which has the following properties. The index ℓ runs from 1 to the degree d of
π : Y → P1. If η0 is the generic point of P1, then wηi = wη0 for almost all codimension 1
points ηi. For each codimension 1 point ηi, we can arrange that for almost all closed points
ηj on the closure of ηi, the basis element w
ℓ
ηj equals w
ℓ
ηi .
Returning now to our original set-up, we have obtained a basis Wηi = {w
ℓ
ηie
h
ηi}ℓ,h for
OˆP1,ηi ⊗OP1 π∗E as a free module for OˆP1,ηi [G].
Recall V ′ = π∗OY [G]
n, which we may consider as either a π∗OY [G]-module or as a
OP1 [G]-module. Let {e
′h}h be a global basis for V
′ as a free π∗OY [G]-module of rank d.
Then W ′ηi = {w
ℓ
ηie
′h}ℓ,h gives a basis for V
′
ηi = (π∗V
′)ηi as locally free OˆP1,ηi [G]-module of
rank nd.
We use the basesWηi ,Wηj ,W
′
ηi andW
′
ηj to arrive at transition matrices λW,η and λW ′,η in
GLnd(OˆP1,η[G]) for π∗E and V
′ considered as locally free OP1 [G]-modules. Note that λW ′,η
lies in GLnd(OˆP1,η), i.e. its entries have group ring elements which are in fact constants. To
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compare λW,η and λW ′,η, we will use the embedding
rj : GLn(OˆP1,ηj ⊗OP1 π∗OY [G])→ GLnd(OˆP1,ηj [G])
which results from the basis {wℓηj}ℓ for (π∗OˆY )ηj as a free module for OˆP1ηj
. This extends
by tensor product with OˆP1,η to an embedding
(8.8) rj : GLn(OˆP1,η ⊗OP1 π∗OY [G])→ GLnd(OˆP1,η[G])
where η = (ηi, ηj) as before. Composing rj(λη) with the transition matrix λW ′,η associated
with changing bases for V ′ from the W ′ηj to W
′
ηi gives the transition matrix λW,η associated
with changing bases for the completion of π∗E from Wηj to Wηi . We thus have the matrix
equation
(8.9) λW,η = λW ′,η · rj(λη)
inside GLnd(OˆP1,η[G]).
As in the statement, let V be the locally free OˆP1 [G]-module of rank nd defined by
HomO
P1
(π∗OY [G]
n,OP1) = HomOP1 (V
′,OP1).
Let W ′∗ηi be the basis for V which is the OP1 dual to the basis W
′
ηi for V
′ at ηi. Then the
transition matrix λW ′∗,η associated to this choice is
(8.10) λW ′∗,η = (λ
t
W ′,η)
−1
where the superscript t on the right stands for the transpose.
We conclude that the transition matrix for π∗E ⊕ V
′ has the block form
(8.11)
(
λW ′,η · rj(λη) 0
0 (λtW ′,η)
−1
)
=
(
A 0
0 (At)−1
)
·
(
rj(λη) 0
0 1
)
where A = λW ′,η. To show π∗E ⊕V
′ has an elementary structure, it is enough by Definition
6.2 to show that each of the two matrices on the right side of (8.11) is elementary. The
first matrix is elementary by Lemma 8.2 since the entries of A lie in the commutative ring
OˆP1,η and SK1(OˆP1,η) = {1} for all Parshin pairs η by Corollary 2.9. The second matrix on
the right hand side of (8.11) is elementary because λη is so by assumption and rj is a ring
homomorphism.
The last statement to prove is that the restriction of π∗E ⊕ V
′ to the zero section of P1
is a stably free projective Z[G]-module. This restriction has an elementary structure as a
projective Z[G]-module. Therefore, its transition matrices have trivial determinant Det and
hence this module is stably free by resolvent theory in dimension 1 (e.g [20]).
8.b. Steinberg extensions over Y and over P1. Let (ηi, ηj) stand for a Parshin chain
of length two on P1. For simplicity, we will denote by Rij, resp. Sij , the ring OˆP1,ηiηj , resp.
OˆY,ηiηj = π∗OY ⊗OP1 OˆP1,ηiηj . A choice of basis of Sij over Rij yields a homomorphism
r : GLn(Sij [G])→ GLnd(Rij [G])
which induces a map on elementary matrices
rE : En(Sij[G])→ End(Rij [G])
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and we get a diagram
(8.12)
1 → K2(Sij [G]) → St(Sij [G]) → E(Sij [G]) → 1
↓ rK ↓ rS ↓ rE
1 → K2(Rij [G]) → St(Rij [G]) → E(Rij[G]) → 1.
Suppose now that we change bases by a matrix c ∈ E(Rij) and we then replace rE by
rcE = c
−1rEc; since c elementary it has a lift s(c) ∈ St(Rij) and conjugation by this element
in independent of the lift, as two such lifts differ by an element of K2(Rij) which is central;
finally, conjugation by s(c) on K2(Rij [G]) is trivial and so r
s(c)
K = rK .
More generally, reasoning as above, if we choose c ∈ E(R012[G]) (in fact c ∈ E(R012) will
suffice for our purposes) and consider the effect of conjugation by c, denoted when necessary
conj(c), then we get a diagram:
(8.13)
1 → K2(Rij [G]) → St(Rij [G])
sij
⇆
πij
E(Rij [G]) → 1
↓ conj(c) ↓ conj(c) ↓ conj(c)
1 → K2(Rij [G])
c → St(Rij [G])
c
sij,c
⇆
πij,c
E(Rij [G])
c → 1.
Here sij and sij,c denote sections and K2(Rij [G])
c, St(Rij [G])
c are just formal copies of
K2(Rij [G]), St(Rij [G]), while E(Rij [G])
c is the conjugate in E(R012[G]). Note here that for
the images in K2(R012[G]) we have (K2(Rij [G])
c)♭ = (K2(Rij [G])
♭)c = K2(Rij [G])
♭. Note
also that the right-hand square commutes with respect to the π maps, but not necessarily
for the section maps: to be more precise we have:
Lemma 8.4. Given x ∈ E(Rij [G]) we have κ = sij,c(x
c)sij(x)
−c ∈ K2(Rij [G])
c.
Proof. By definition κ is the product of two elements in St(Rij [G])
c and it will suffice to
show that κ ∈ ker(πij,c). To this end we note:
πij,c(κ) = πij,c(sij,c(x
c)) · πij,c(sij(x)
−c)
= πij,c(sij,c(x
c)) · πij(sij(x))
−c
= xc · x−c = 1.
8.c. Base change. Let {ei} be a basis for E ⊗OY Si over Si[G]. (There is an additional
implicit subscript we will suppress which runs from 1 to the rank of E .) Let ei = µijej .
Let {ain}
d
n=1 be a basis for Si over Ri; we let (ain)n = Λij(ajn)n and, as in the proof of
Proposition 8.3, we write
(8.14) Λ♯ij =
(
Λij 0
0 (Λtij)
−1
)
.
We then have bases (ainei)n for E ⊗OY Si over Ri[G] and hence a further set of transition
matrices
(8.15) (ainei)n = λij · (ajnej)n
so that the bundle π∗E ⊕ V has transition matrices
λ♯ij =
(
λij 0
0 (Λtij)
−1
)
.
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We observe that by the very definition of the map ri : GLn(Si[G])→ GLnd(Ri[G]) we have
the further equality:
(8.16) (ainei)n = ri(µij) · (ainej)n.
Next we observe that by definition of rk
rk(µij) · (aknej)n = (aknei)n
while
ΛkiλijΛjk · (aknej)n = Λkiλij · (ajnej)n = Λki · (ainei)n = (aknei)n.
Therefore, we deduce that
rk(µij) = ΛkiλijΛjk, r
♯
k(µij) = Λ
♯
kiλ
♯
ijΛ
♯
jk(8.17)
where
r♯k(µij) =
(
rk(µij) 0
0 1
)
;
and hence
(8.18) λij = Λikrk (µij)Λkj, λ
♯
ij = Λ
♯
ikr
♯
k (µij)Λ
♯
kj.
From (8.17) we conclude that for all k, h one has
(8.19) Λ♯ikr
♯
k(µij)Λ
♯
kj = λ
♯
ij = Λ
♯
ihr
♯
h(µij)Λ
♯
hj
and so
(8.20) r♯k(µij) = Λ
♯
kiΛ
♯
ihr
♯
h(µij)Λ
♯
hjΛ
♯
jk = Λ
♯
khr
♯
h(µij)Λ
♯
hk.
8.d. Reduction step outline.
Lemma 8.5. Assume the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 8.3.
The finite flat morphism π : Y → P1 = P1Z induces a pushdown homomorphism
(8.21) π∗ : CH
2
A(Y [G])→ CH
2
A(P
1[G]).
The composition of the morphism π : Y → P1 with the structure morphism f : P1 → Spec(Z)
gives the structure morphism h = f ◦ π : Y → Spec(Z). There is an equality of pushdown
homomorphisms
h∗ = f∗ ◦ π∗
from CH2A(Y [G]) to Cl(Z[G]) = K
red
0 (Z[G]) = CH
1
A(Spec(Z)[G]).
Proof. Setting i = 0, we fix a basis for the local ring OY,η′
0
= π∗OY ⊗O
P1
OP1,η0 at the
generic point η′0 of Y as a free rank d module over OP1,η0 when η0 is the generic point of P
1.
This basis defines an algebra map r0 : OˆY,η0η1η2 [G] → Md(OˆP1,η0η1η2 [G]) for every Parshin
triple η0η1η2 on P1, where OˆY,η0η1η2 = π∗OY ⊗OP1 OˆP1,η0η1η2 is the direct sum of OˆY,η′0η′1η′2
over all Parshin triples η′0η
′
1η
′
2 on Y lying over η0η1η2. This r0 gives a diagram
(8.22)
1 → K2(S012[G]) → St(S012[G]) → E(S012[G]) → 1
↓ r0 ↓ r0 ↓ r0
1 → K2(R012[G] → St(R012[G] → E(R012[G]) → 1
for every Parshin triple η0η1η2 = 012 on P1, using a notation parallel to that in §8.b. We
wish to show that we can define the map π∗ in (8.21) by applying r0 to every local component
of an element of CH2A(Y [G]). To show that this is well-defined we have to show that r0
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takes the numerators to numerators and denominators to denominators in the definition of
CH2A(Y [G]) and CH
1
A(P
1[G]) in Definition 2.4.
Suppose x lies in the numerator of CH2A(Y [G]) and that η
′ is a Parshin triple on P1
which involves η0 and another point ηk of P1. Suppose that in computing the component
r0(x)
′
η of r0(x) we replace the basis for OY,η′0 as a module for OP1,η0 by a basis for OˆY,ηk =
π∗OY ⊗O
P1
OˆP1,ηk as a module for OˆP1,ηk . This changes the algebra homomorphism r0 to
the algebra homomorphism rk which results from conjugating r0 by the transition matrix
λW ′,η0ηk . This matrix need not be elementary, but it does have constant coefficients. Let
λ†W ′,η0ηk be the matrix having a block in the upper left corner equal to λW ′,η0ηk and a one-
by-one matrix block in the lower right corner with entry det(λW ′,η0ηk)
−1. Then λ†W ′,η0ηk also
conjugates r0 to rk. Since λ
†
W ′,η0ηk
has determinant 1 and has coefficients in R0k, λ
†
W ′,η0ηk
is elementary by Corollary 2.9. Since St(R012[G]) is a central extension of E(R012[G]) by
K2(R012[G]), the conjugation action of a lift of λ
†
W ′,η0ηk
to St(R012[G]) does not depend on
the choice of this lift. Furthermore, this conjugation action is trivial on K2(R012[G]). We
conclude that in the above recipe for computing π∗, we are free to replace r0 by rk when
computing components at Parshin chains η of P1 which involve ηk.
The first step in showing that x→ r0(x) gives a well-defined homomorphism π∗ on second
adelic Chow groups is to show that if x ∈ K′2(AY,012[G]), then r0(x) ∈ K
′
2(AP1,012[G]). From
Definition 2.2, we see that this assertion amounts to saying that if x satisfies conditions
(PK1) and (PK2) then r0(x) satisfies these conditions when Y is replaced by P1. Consider
condition (PK1). For all but finitely many codimension 1 points η1 on P1, the component
xη′
0
η′
1
η′
2
of x at each Parshin triple of Y for which η′1 lies above η1 will satisfy the condition
in (PK1), namely
(8.23) xη′
0
η′
1
η′
2
∈ K2(OˆY,η′
1
η′
2
[G])♭
for all η′2 ∈ η
′
1. In determining the component r0(x)η0η1η2 we are free to replace r0 by the
homomorphism r1 defined above using local bases at the point η1. Since r1 comes from
an algebra homomorphism OˆY,η1η2 [G] → Md(OˆP1,η1η2 [G]), we see that (8.23) implies r0(x)
satisfies (PK1) for P1. The remaining assertions one must prove in order to show π∗ is a well
defined homomorphism from CH2A(Y [G]) to CH
2
A(P
1[G]) can be proved in a similar way.
Let η = (η0, η1, η2) be a (non-degenerate) Parshin triple on P1. Then L = OˆP1,η is the
total fractions of the product of discrete valuation rings R = OˆP1,η1η2 . We suppose that η2
has residue characteristic p. Then N = L⊗O1
P
π∗OY is a product of the fields given by the
multicompletions of OY at the Parshin triples of Y lying over η. We must show that there
is a commutative diagram
(8.24) K2(N [G])
π∗
//
(f◦π)∗
''◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
K2(L[G])
f∗

K1(Qp[G]).
Since N and L are products of fields of characteristic 0, we can reduce to the case in which
G is the trivial group by Morita equivalence. There are now two cases to consider, both of
which are dealt with by [34]. If η1 is horizontal, then f∗ and (f ◦ π)∗ are tame symbols,
and (8.24) is commutative by [34, Lemma 3]. If η1 is vertical, then f∗ and (f ◦ π)∗ are
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Kato’s residue maps, and the result we need is shown on page 160 of [34], four lines above
Proposition 3. In fact, in this case, the res map for N is constructed from the res map on
L via the norm map π∗.
Proposition 8.6. Assume the notation and hypotheses of Proposition 8.3 and Lemma 8.5
above. Then we have
(8.25) π∗(c2(E)) + c2(V
′ ⊕ V) = c2(π∗(E)⊕ V).
The proof of this result will be completed in §8.e.
8.d.1. We now summarise how the results proved thus far will reduce the proof of Theorem
7.1 to the case of Y = P1Z.
Part (i) of Theorem 8.1 follows from Proposition 8.3 (ii). Part (ii) of Theorem 8.1 is
shown by Lemma 8.5 and Proposition 8.6. The equalities in part (iii) of Theorem 8.1 follow
from Proposition 8.3 (i). The equalities in part (iv) will be shown in Theorem 9.2 of the
next section using Proposition 8.3 (ii) to show that hypothesis (b) of Theorem 9.2 can be
stably satisfied for F = π∗E ⊕ V and F = V
′ ⊕ V.
8.e. Proof of Proposition 8.6. In this section we will prove Proposition 8.6 via cocycle
calculations. These calculations will require repeated use of Lemma 6.1, and in this Lemma
one must make choices of various lifts in order for the identity in the Lemma to apply.
We start by forming adelic cocycles that give representatives for the classes c2(π∗E ⊕ V),
π∗(c2(E)) and c2(V
′ ⊕ V) in CH2A(P
1[G]). These will be given by choosing lifts to suitable
Steinberg groups of elementary transition matrices which are as in Proposition 6.5. These
lifts have to satisfy the conditions of this Proposition 6.5 (2) with respect to some divisor
∆ in P1 which contains the fibers over the primes dividing the order of G. We will call such
lifts acceptable. By Theorem 6.7, we can calculate using any set of acceptable lifts.
To make the notation more clear we will use si1...ik(λ) instead of λ˜ for a lift to the Steinberg
group associated to a Parshin chain ηi1 . . . ηik of an elementary matrix λ. (Although the
notation might be suggesting this, we are not choosing sections of the Steinberg sequence.)
Recall that we have elementary transition matrices λ♯ij for the OP1 [G]-bundle π∗E ⊕ V. By
Proposition 6.5 we can choose acceptable lifts:
A) s01(λ
♯
01), s02(λ
♯
02) of λ
♯
01, λ
♯
02.
Similarly, for V ′ ⊕ V and its transitions we can choose acceptable lifts
B) sij(Λ
♯
ij) of Λ
♯
ij .
We can also choose acceptable lifts
C) s01(r
♯
0(µ01)), s12(r
♯
2(µ12)), s02(r
♯
0(µ02)) of the matrices r
♯
0(µ01), r
♯
2(µ12), r
♯
0(µ02).
(These last three matrices in (C) are integral in the sense of Proposition 6.5 (1) with
respect to some divisor ∆ in P1 which contains the fibers over the primes dividing the order
of G. This follows since µij are elementary transition matrices for the OY [G]-bundle and
so they satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 6.5 (1) over Y for a divisor D on Y . Indeed, it
is now enough to take any ∆ that contains the image of D under π : Y → P1 together with
the complement of the open of P1 where the generic basis of π∗OY involved in the choice
of r0 is actually a basis.)
Starting from these lifts we now also consider lifts of some additional elements as follows:
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D) We lift λ♯12 = Λ
♯
12 · r
♯
2(µ12) by setting
(8.26) s12(λ
♯
12) := s12(Λ
♯
12) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12)).
E) We lift r♯0(µ12) = Λ
♯
02 · r
♯
2(µ12) · (Λ
♯
02)
−1 by setting
(8.27) s012(r
♯
0(µ12)) := s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12)) · s02(Λ
♯
02)
−1.
F) We lift Λ♯01 · λ
♯
12 = r
♯
0(µ12) · Λ
♯
02 = Λ
♯
02 · r
♯
2(µ12) (see (8.18)) by setting
(8.28) s012(Λ
♯
01 · λ
♯
12) = s012(r
♯
0(µ12) · Λ
♯
02) = s012(Λ
♯
02 · r
♯
2(µ12)) := s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12).
Using these lifts, we can now calculate our various cocycles. We denote by z(λ♯) the
adelic element with components
(8.29) z(λ♯)0,1,2 = z(λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12) := s02(λ
♯
02) · s12(λ
♯
12)
−1 · s01(λ
♯
01)
−1.
Similarly consider z(Λ♯) to be the adelic element with components
(8.30) z(Λ♯)0,1,2 = z(Λ
♯
01,Λ
♯
12) := s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(Λ
♯
12)
−1 · s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1.
Also consider the adelic element z(r♯0(µ)) with components
(8.31) z(r♯0(µ))0,1,2 = z(r
♯
0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12)) := s02(r
♯
0(µ02)) · s012(r
♯
0(µ12))
−1 · s01(r
♯
0(µ01))
−1.
The class of z(λ♯) in CH2A(P
1[G]) corresponds to c2(π∗E ⊕ V). By the construction in Lemma
8.5, the class of z(r♯0(µ)) corresponds to π∗c2(E). Finally, the class of z(Λ
♯) corresponds to
c2(V
′ ⊕ V). Thus Proposition 8.6 will follow if we can show that
(8.32) z(λ♯) · z(r♯0(µ))
−1 · z(Λ♯)−1 ∈
∏
0≤i<j≤2
K′2(AP1,ij[G])
♭.
Lemma 8.7. We have an equality
z(λ♯01, λ
♯
12)z(r
♯
0(µ01),Λ
♯
01) = z(r
♯
0(µ01)Λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12)z(r
♯
0(µ01),Λ
♯
01)
= z(r♯0(µ01),Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12)z(Λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12)(8.33)
where
z(λ♯01, λ
♯
12) = z(r
♯
0(µ01)Λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12) = s02(λ
♯
02)s12(λ
♯
12)
−1s01(λ
♯
01)
−1
z(r♯0(µ01),Λ
♯
01) = s01(λ
♯
01)s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1s01(r
♯
0(µ01))
−1
z(r♯0(µ01),Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12) = s02(λ
♯
02)s012(Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12)
−1s01(r
♯
0(µ01))
−1
z(Λ♯01, λ
♯
12) = s012(Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12)s12(λ
♯
12)
−1s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1
with all lifts as defined in (A)-(F) above.
Proof. We just need to show the second equality; this is an application of Lemma 6.1 for
c = r♯0(µ01), d = Λ
♯
01, b = λ
♯
12, cd = λ
♯
01, db = Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12, cdb = λ
♯
02 with their lifts chosen as in
(A)-(F).
We note that z(r♯0(µ01),Λ
♯
01) ∈ K2(R01[G]); in fact, for almost all η1, we have r
♯
0(µ01) ∈
GL(R1[G]), Λ
♯
01 ∈ GL(R1[G]), and so
(8.34)
∏
η1
z(r♯0(µ0η1),Λ
♯
0η1
) ∈ K′2(AP1,01[G])
which lies in the denominator of CH2A(P
1[G]).
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Lemma 8.8. We have an identity
z(r♯0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02)z(r
♯
0(µ12),Λ
♯
02) = z(r
♯
0(µ01)r
♯
0(µ12),Λ
♯
02)z(r
♯
0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12))(8.35)
= z(r♯0(µ02),Λ
♯
02)z(r
♯
0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12))
where
z(r♯0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02) = s02(r
♯
0(µ02)Λ
♯
02)s012(r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02)
−1s01(r
♯
0(µ01))
−1
z(r♯0(µ12),Λ
♯
02) = s012(r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02)s02(Λ
♯
02)
−1s012(r
♯
0(µ12))
−1
z(r♯0(µ01)r
♯
0(µ12),Λ
♯
02) = z(r
♯
0(µ02),Λ
♯
02) = s02(r
♯
0(µ02)Λ
♯
02)s02(Λ
♯
02)
−1s02(r
♯
0(µ02))
−1
z(r♯0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12)) = s02(r
♯
0(µ02))s012(r
♯
0(µ12))
−1s01(r
♯
0(µ01))
−1
with the lifts defined as in (A)-(F). Note here that r♯0(µ02)Λ
♯
02 = λ
♯
02 and therefore we take
s02(r
♯
0(µ02)Λ
♯
02) = s02(λ
♯
02). Recall that we also have r
♯
0(µ01)r
♯
0(µ12) = r
♯
0(µ02).
Proof. We just need to show the first identity. This follows from Lemma 6.1 applied to
c = r♯0(µ01), d = r
♯
0(µ12), b = Λ
♯
02, cd = r
♯
0(µ01)r
♯
0(µ12) = r
♯
0(µ02), db = r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02,
cdb = r♯0(µ01)r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02 = r
♯
0(µ02)Λ
♯
02 = λ
♯
02 and their lifts as specified in (A)-(F).
Note that z(r♯0(µ02),Λ
♯
02) ∈ K2(R02[G]). In fact, the following stronger statement is
true. We chose lifts which are acceptable relative to some effective divisor ∆ on P1 which
contains all the vertical fibers over primes which divide the order of G. Therefore the
lifts s02(r
♯
0(µ02), s02(Λ
♯
02) and s02(r
♯
0(µ02) · Λ
♯
02) lie in St(R2[∆
−1][G]). This implies that
z(r♯0(µ02),Λ
♯
02) ∈ K2(R2[∆
−1][G]) for all choices of η2. We conclude from this and Definition
2.2(b3) that
(8.36)
∏
η2
z(r♯0(µ0η2),Λ
♯
0η2
) ∈ K′2(AP1,02[G])
which lies in the denominator of CH2A(P
1[G]).
Corollary 8.9. There is a congruence
(8.37) z(λ♯) · z(r♯0(µ))
−1 ≡
∏
(η1,η2)
z(r♯0(µ12),Λ
♯
02)
−1 · z(Λ♯01, λ
♯
12)
in CH2A(P
1[G]).
Proof. Because of (8.34), (8.33) gives the congruence
(8.38) z(λ♯) ≡
∏
(η1,η2)
z(r♯0(µ01)Λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12) ≡
∏
(η1,η2)
z(r♯0(µ01),Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12) · z(Λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12)
in CH2A(P
1[G]). Because of (8.36), (8.35) gives the congruence∏
(η1,η2)
z(r♯0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02) · z(r
♯
0(µ12),Λ
♯
02) ≡
∏
(η1,η2)
z(r♯0(µ01)r
♯
0(µ12),Λ
♯
02) · z(r
♯
0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12))
≡ z(r♯0(µ)) in CH
2
A(P
1[G]).(8.39)
Multiply (8.38) by the inverse of (8.39). We conclude that z(λ♯) · z(r♯0(µ))
−1 is equal to
(8.40)
∏
(η1,η2)
z(r♯0(µ01),Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12) · z(Λ
♯
01, λ
♯
12) · z(r
♯
0(µ01), r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02)
−1 · z(r♯0(µ12),Λ
♯
02)
−1.
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in CH2A(P
1[G]). We have Λ♯01λ
♯
12 = r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02 by (8.18) and by our choices two terms on
the right side of (8.40) cancel to give (8.37).
We now expand the right hand side of (8.37). By definition we have
z(r♯0(µ12),Λ
♯
02)
−1 · z(Λ♯01, λ
♯
12) =(8.41)(
s012(r
♯
0(µ12)) · s02(Λ
♯
02) · s012(r
♯
0(µ12) · Λ
♯
02)
−1
)
· (s012(Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12) · s12(λ
♯
12)
−1 · s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1).
Notice that Λ♯01λ
♯
12 = r
♯
0(µ12)Λ
♯
02 and s012(r
♯
0(µ12) · Λ
♯
02) = s012(Λ
♯
01λ
♯
12) and so the middle
terms on the right in (8.41) cancel. This and the expression for s012(r
♯
0(µ12)) in (8.27) show
z(r♯0(µ12),Λ
♯
02)
−1 · z(Λ♯01, λ
♯
12) =(8.42)
s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12)) · s02(Λ
♯
02)
−1 · s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(λ
♯
12)
−1 · s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1 =
s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12)) · s12(λ
♯
12)
−1 · s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1.
We now use the expression for s12(λ
♯
12) in (8.26) to have
z(r♯0(µ12),Λ
♯
02)
−1 · z(Λ♯01, λ
♯
12) =(8.43)
s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12)) ·
(
s12(Λ
♯
12) · s12(r
♯
2(µ12))
)−1
· s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1 =
s02(Λ
♯
02) · s12(Λ
♯
12)
−1 · s01(Λ
♯
01)
−1 =
z(Λ♯02,Λ
♯
01).
Plugging this into the right hand side of (8.37) shows (8.32), and this completes the proof
of Proposition 8.6.
9. The proof of the theorem; bundles over P1Z
9.a. Bundles over the projective line P1. Let R be a commutative ring and let G be a
finite group. Let P1 = P1R be the projective line over Spec(R). Thus P
1 is covered by two
affine patches A10 = Spec(R[t]) and A
1
∞ = Spec(R[t
−1]) glued along Spec(R[t, t−1]). If L is a
module for R[G]⊗RR[t] = R[G][t] (resp. R[G]⊗RR[t
−1]), let L˜ be the corresponding sheaf
of R[G]-modules on A10 (resp. A
1
∞). The following is a variation of a result of Horrocks.
Theorem 9.1. Let R be a finite field or a Dedekind ring with finite residue fields. Let E
be an OP1
R
[G]-bundle, i.e. a finitely generated locally free OP1
R
[G]-module. Then there is a
finitely generated locally free R[G]-module M such that
E|A1
0
≃ ˜(M⊗R R[t]) and E|A1
∞
≃ ˜(M⊗R R[t−1]).
In particular, if R is a field or a local Dedekind ring then M is a free R[G]-module.
Proof. We first show that it will suffice to prove there is an isomorphism of R[G][t]-modules
(9.1) Γ(A10, E) ≃M⊗R R[t]
for someM as in the Theorem. For then, on replacing A10 by A
1
∞, we will have shown there
is a finitely generated locally free free R[G]-module M′ such that Γ(A1∞, E) ≃M
′ ⊗R R[t].
This will imply there are R[G][t, t−1]-module isomorphisms
M⊗R R[t, t
−1] ≃ Γ(A10 ∩A
1
1, E) ≃M
′ ⊗R R[t, t
−1].
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By tensoring these isomorphisms with the R-algebra surjection R[t, t−1] → R which sends
t to 1 we find that M≃M′ as R[G]-modules, so Theorem 9.1 will follow.
Suppose now that R is a finite field. To prove (9.1) it will suffice to show that Γ(A10, E)
is a free R[G][t]-module. Let r(R[G]) be the quotient of R[G] by its maximal two-sided
nilpotent ideal n(R[G]). Because E is a locally free OP1 [G]-module, we have an exact
sequence of sheaves
(9.2) 0→ n(R[G])⊗R[G] E → E → r(R[G]) ⊗R[G] E → 0.
Since A10 is affine, this gives a surjection
(9.3) Γ(A10, E)→ Γ(A
1
0, r(R[G])⊗R[G] E).
The stalk EP of E at each P ∈ A10 is the localization Γ(A
1
0, E)P of Γ(A
1
0, E) at P since A
1
0 is
affine.
Let m be the rank of the locally free E . Suppose we prove there is an isomorphism
(9.4) (r(R[G])[t])m ≃ Γ(A10, r(R[G]) ⊗R[G] E)
of modules for r(R[G]) ⊗R R[t] = r(R[G])[t]. Lift a set of m generators for the r(R[G])[t]-
module Γ(A10, r(R[G]) ⊗R[G] E) via the surjection (9.3). Because n(R[G]) is nilpotent in
(9.2), this produces m elements of Γ(A10, E) which generate the stalk EP = Γ(A
1
0, E)P at
each point P ∈ A10. This gives a homomorphism ψ : (R[G][t])
m → E which localizes at each
P to an isomorphism of locally free OP1,P [G]-modules. Thus ψ is an isomorphism, so when
R is finite we are reduced to showing (9.4).
The ring r(R[G]) is semi-simple and is thus isomorphic to a finite direct sum ⊕iRi of
simple R-algebras Ri. Since R is finite, Ri is isomorphic to a matrix algebra Matni(ki) for
some finite extension ki of R and some integer ni ≥ 1. Thus r(R[G])⊗R[G] E is isomorphic
to ⊕iEi where Ei is a rank m locally free Ri-module on P1 = P1R. Therefore to show (9.4),
it will suffice to show that Γ(A10, Ei) is a free rank m module for Ri⊗RR[t] = Ri[t]. There is
a Morita equivalence between the category of modules for Ri = Matni(ki) and the category
of vector spaces over ki. This implies that it will suffice to show that a locally free rank m
sheaf Ti of ki-modules on P1R has the property that
(9.5) Γ(A10, Ti) ≃ (ki ⊗R R[t])
m = (ki[t])
m
as ki[t]-modules. Here Ti corresponds to a rank m vector bundle on ki ⊗R P1R = P
1
ki
, so
the isomorphism (9.5) follows from [29, Theorem 1]. This completes the proof when R is a
finite field.
Suppose now that R is a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field k and uniformizer
π. Since A10 is affine and E is a locally free OP1
R
[G]-module, we have an exact sequence
0→ π · Γ(A10, E)→ Γ(A
1
0, E)→ Γ(A
1
0, k ⊗R E)→ 0
where Γ(A10, k⊗R E) ≃ Γ(k⊗A
1
0, k⊗R E) is a free k[G][t]-module by what has already been
shown for finite fields. On lifting generators and using Nakayama’s Lemma we see that
Γ(A10, E) is a free R[G][t]-module.
Finally, suppose R is a Dedekind ring with finite residue fields. Following Quillen [54]
we will call an R[G][t]-module M extended if it is isomorphic to N ⊗R R[t] for some locally
free R[G]-module N . This implies N is isomorphic to M/tM . By what has already been
shown for discrete valuation rings, for each maximal ideal m of R, the localization
Γ(A10, E)m = Γ(Rm ⊗R A
1
0, Rm ⊗R E)
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is an extended Rm[G][t]-module. To complete the proof it will suffice to show that M =
Γ(A10, E) is an extended R[G][t]-module. We briefly sketch how this follows from Quillen’s
patching Lemma ([54, Theorem 1]).
First observe that since we do know that Mm is extended, when we let N =M/tM , the
localization Nm is a locally free Rm[G]-module of rank equal to the locally free rank m of
E . Since R is a Dedekind ring and m ranges over all maximal ideals of R, this implies N is
a locally free R[G]-module of rank m.
As in [54], let S be the set of f ∈ R such that Mf is extended as a module for Rf [G][t].
It will suffice to show that 1 ∈ S. The argument in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1
of [54] shows that it will suffice to show that if f0, f1 ∈ S and Rf0 + Rf1 = R then 1 ∈ S.
Suppose f ∈ S. We have
HomRf [G][t](N ⊗R Rf [t], N ⊗R Rf [t]) = HomR[G](N,N ⊗R Rf [t])
= Rf [t]⊗R A = Af [t](9.6)
when A = EndR[G](N). The remainder of the proof of Theorem 1 in [54] now applies
because A is allowed to be non-commutative in [54, Lemma 1].
9.a.1. Suppose thatM0 is a finitely generated locally free R[G]-module and γ an element of
the group Aut(M0⊗RR[t, t
−1]) of the R[G][t, t−1]-linear automorphisms of M0⊗RR[t, t
−1].
Then, glueing M0 ⊗R R[t] and M0 ⊗R R[t
−1] by using γ provides a a finitely generated
locally free OP1
R
[G]-module E = E(M0, γ). By Theorem 9.1, if R is a finite field or a
Dedekind ring, every finitely generated locally free OP1
R
[G]-module E is of this form. We
then call (M0, γ) “Horrocks data” associated to E . When M0 ≃ R[G]
n is free, we can
identify GLn(R[G][t, t
−1]) with the group Aut(M0⊗RR[t, t
−1]) by sending g to γg given by
m 7→ m · g−1. Then we write the Horrocks data (M0, γg) simply as (M0, g).
9.b. The adelic Riemann-Roch theorem over P1Z.
9.b.1. We first show a special case of our main result over P1 = P1Z. Write f : P
1
Z → S =
Spec(Z) for the structure morphism. We continue to assume that the group algebra Q[G]
splits in the sense of Definition 2.9.
Theorem 9.2. Suppose F is an OP1 [G]-bundle of rank m on P
1 = P1Z which satisfies:
(a) The reduced Euler characteristics χ¯(P1,F)Q ∈ K0(Q[G]), and χ¯(P1,F)Zp ∈ K0(Zp[G]),
for all primes p, are trivial;
(b) The Z[G]-module obtained by pulling back F along Spec(Z) → P1 given by t = 1 is
stably free.
Then
i) The sheaf F has an (adelic) elementary structure ǫ. Therefore, the first Chern class
c1(F) is trivial in CH
1
A(P
1[G]) and the second Chern class c2(F , ǫ) is defined in CH
2
A(P
1[G]).
ii) We have the Riemann-Roch identity
(9.7) χ¯P (P1,F) = −f∗(c2(F , ǫ))
in Cl(Z[G]) = Kred0 (Z[G]) = CH
1
A(Spec(Z)[G]).
Note that the left hand side of (9.7) is independent of the choice of ǫ, and hence, a
posteriori, so is the right hand side.
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Proof. Recall that, by definition χ¯(P1,F)Q = χ(P1,F)Q − χ(P1,OP1 [G]
m)Q and similarly
for χ¯(P1,F)Zp . Notice that by our constructions, the statements (i) and (ii) are true for F
if and only if they are true for the bundle F ⊕OP1 [G]
n for some n ≥ 0. Also χ¯(P1,F)Q =
χ¯(P1,F ⊕ OP1 [G]
n)Q, χ¯(P1,F)Zp = χ¯(P
1,F ⊕ OP1 [G]
n)Zp . By Theorem 9.1, assumption
(b) and these observations, we may assume that the sheaf F is given by Horrocks data
(Z[G]m, γg) where g ∈ GLm(Z[G][t, t−1]). Hence, we can write F = E(L0 · g−1) where
L0 = Z[G][t]m and in our notation (see §3.c.2, §3.d),
Vg = δ(L0 · g
−1)− δ(L0) = det(RΓ(P
1,F)) − det(RΓ(P1,OP1 [G]
m)).
This shows that assumption (a) implies that the matrix g ∈ GLm(Z[G][t, t−1]) actually
belongs to GL′m(Q[G][t, t
−1]) and to GL′m(Zp[G][t, t
−1]) for all primes p. Denote by [g]
the class of g in K1(Z[G][t, t−1]). In the next paragraph, we will denote g by gQ when we
consider it as an element of GL′m(Q[G][t, t
−1]) and by gp when we consider it as an element
of GL′m(Zp[G][t, t
−1]). Recall now that
Cl(Z[G]) = Kred0 (Z[G]) = CH
1
A(Spec(Z)[G]) =
∏′
pK1(Qp[G])
K1(Q[G]) ·
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭
.
To calculate a K1-idele in
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]) which maps to χ¯
P (P1,F) under this map we argue
as follows. Choose trivializations
αQ : [0]
∼
−→ (Vg)Q = (det(RΓ(P
1,F)) − det(RΓ(P1,OP1 [G]
m)))Q
αZp : [0]
∼
−→ (Vg)Zp = (det(RΓ(P
1,F)) − det(RΓ(P1,OP1 [G]
m)))Zp
and consider, for each prime p, the element α−1p · αQ in the group AutV (Qp[G])([0]) =
K1(Qp[G]). The K1-idele (α−1p · αQ)p represents χ¯
P (P1,F). By the definition of the central
extensions, the elements αQ, αp correspond to lifts g˜Q = wQ(gQ), g˜p = wp(gp) of gQ, gp in
1→ K1(Q[G])→H(Q[G][t, t
−1]m)→ GL′m(Q[G][t, t
−1])→ 1,
1→ K1(Zp[G])→ H(Zp[G][t, t
−1]m)→ GL′m(Zp[G][t, t
−1])→ 1.
We can now write (recall gp = gQ = g in GL
′
m(Qp[G][t, t
−1]))
g˜Q · g˜
−1
p = (gQ, αQ)(gp, αp)
−1 = (gQ, αQ)(g
−1
p , α
−g−1p
p )(9.8)
= (1, (α
−g−1p
p )
gQ · αQ) = (1, α
−1
p · αQ) = α
−1
p · αQ.
Hence, α−1p ·αQ = g˜Q ·g˜
−1
p with the product calculated inH(Qp[G][t, t
−1]) and we conclude
that
(9.9) χ¯P (P1,F) =
∏
p
(g˜Q · g˜
−1
p )
in Kred0 (Z[G]) = (
∏′
pK1(QpG))/K1(Q[G]) ·
∏
pK1(Zp[G])
♭.
To show the Riemann-Roch identity, we will express the element in the right hand side
of (9.9) as the negative of the push-down of the second Chern class of F . We continue by
giving first some preliminaries.
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9.b.2. Recall the set-up and definitions of §2.d. Let R be an integral domain with fraction
field N of characteristic 0. Let N c be an algebraic closure of N . Consider the base change
K1(R[t, t
−1][G])→ K1(N
c[t, t−1][G]).
Using Lemma 2.7 we can see that the kernel of this is equal to SK1(R[t, t
−1][G]). Recall
that the Bass-Heller-Swan theorem gives a homomorphism
bR : K1(R[t, t
−1][G])→ K0(R[G]) ×K1(R[G]).
The base change K1(R[G]) → K1(R[t, t
−1][G]) splits the second projection. The map b
is an isomorphism when R = N is a field of characteristic zero. An explicit description
of b for the algebraically closed N c is as follows: Using Morita equivalence and by taking
determinants we obtain an isomorphism
(9.10) K1(N
c[G][t, t−1])
∼
−→ Hom(RG, N
c[t, t−1]×)
where RG is the group of N
c-valued characters of G. Since (N c[t, t−1])× = tZ · (N c)× the
target can be written
Hom(RG, t
Z)×Hom(RG, (N
c)×)
∼
−→ K0(N
c[G])×K1(N
c[G])
and bNc is the resulting composition.
Lemma 9.3. Suppose (N [G]m, g) are Horrocks data for an OP1
N
[G]-bundle E on P1N . Denote
by [g] the class of g in K1(N [t, t
−1][G]). Then the component of bNc([g]) in Hom(RG, t
Z) =
K0(N
c[G]) is given by the character function
χ 7→ tdeg((E⊗NcVχ¯)
G),
where Vψ is a N
c[G]-module with character ψ. As a result, the component of bN ([g]) in
K0(N [G]) is equal to the reduced Euler characteristic χ¯(P1N , E) = χ(P
1
N , E)−χ(P
1
N ,OP1N
[G]m)
in K0(N [G]).
Proof. The second part of the statement follows from the first part and the (usual) Riemann-
Roch theorem on the curve P1Nc . To show the first part is enough to observe that the degree
of a vector bundle obtained by gluing as above is given by the valuation of the determinant
of the transition (gluing) matrix at t = 0.
9.b.3. We now continue with the proof of Theorem 9.2. Since g is in GL′m(Q[G][t, t
−1])
Lemma 9.3 and the above discussion implies that there is κQ ∈ K1(Q[G]) with Det([g])−1 =
Det(κQ). Similarly, since g is in GL
′
m(Zp[G][t, t
−1]) and K0(Zp[G]) ⊂ K0(Qp[G]) we obtain
that there is κp ∈ K1(Zp[G]) such that Det([g])−1 = Det(κp). Lift κQ, κp to zQ ∈ Q[G]×,
zp ∈ Zp[G]×, and consider the elements g′Q = zQ · g ∈ GL(Q[G][t, t
−1]), g′p = zp · g ∈
GL(Zp[G][t, t−1]). For these elements we have
[g′Q] ∈ SK1(Q[G][t, t
−1]), [g′p] ∈ SK1(Zp[G][t, t
−1]).
Since by Morita equivalence and Lemma 2.7, SK1(Q[G][t, t−1]) = (0), this shows that g′Q is
in E(Q[G][t, t−1]). Consider the image of [g′p] in SK1(Zp[G]{{t}}). By Corollary 2.14, the
natural homomorphism
SK1(Zp[G]〈〈t
−1〉〉)→ SK1(Zp[G]{{t}}),
where Zp〈〈t−1〉〉 is the p-adic completion of Zp[t−1], is surjective. Therefore, for each p,
we can find an element hp ∈ GL
′(Zp[G]〈〈t−1〉〉) with [hp] = [g′p]
−1 in SK1(Zp[G]{{t}}) →֒
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K1(Zp[G]{{t}}). Notice that for those p which do not divide the order of G and where zQ is
a unit, we can take zp = zQ and hp = 1.
We will now show how to choose (stably) Parshin bases fηi for F which provide us
with an (adelic) elementary structure. For simplicity, we will write Oˆηi , Oˆηiηj , instead of
OˆP1,ηi , OˆP1,ηiηj , etc. The Horrocks description for F provide us bases eηi for Fˆηi which are
determined by fixing a basis of M0 ≃ Z[G]m. Denote by 0 the (unique) generic point of P1.
Denote by 1H the generic point of the divisor H = {t = 0}, and for each prime p, denote
by 1p the generic point of the fiber of p. We also denote by 2p the unique closed point t = 0
in characteristic p which is the intersection of 1H and 1p. The Horrocks gluing description
implies that there is a basis e0 = {e
h
0}
m
h=1 over the generic point such that that eη = g
−1e0
if η is on 1H and eη = e0 otherwise. This implies the following values for the transition
matrices ληiηj (recall eηi = ληiηjeηj ):
(9.11) λ0η1 =
{
g, if η1 = 1H ,
1, if η1 6= 1H .
(9.12) λη1η2 =

1, if η2 6= 2p,
1, if η2 = 2p, η1 = 1H ,
g, if η2 = 2p, η1 6= 1H ,
All the other values are determined from these and the cocycle condition. We now give
different bases fηi by f0 = zQ · e0 and
fη1 =

e1H , if η1 = 1H
zphp · e1p , if η1 = 1p
zQ · eη1 , if η1 6∈ {H, 1p for all p}
, fη2 =
{
e2p , if η2 = 2p
zphp · eη2 , if η2 6= 2p in char. p.
These give the following values for the transition matrices θηiηj with respect to fηi :
(9.13) θ0η1 =

1, if η1 6∈ {1H , 1p for all p}
zQ · g, if η1 = 1H
zQh
−1
p z
−1
p , if η1 = 1p
(9.14) θη1η2 =

1, if η1 = 1H ,
1, if η1 = 1p, η2 6= 2p
zQ · g, if η2 = 2p, η1 6= 1H , 1p for all p
zphp · g, if η1 = 1p, η2 = 2p
zQh
−1
p z
−1
p , if η1 is horizontal, η1 6= 1H , η2 6= 2p in characteristic p.
We now verify that the matrices θηiηj are elementary for all pairs ηi, ηj. By our construction,
Det(θηiηj ) = 1. (Notice for example that Det(zQ) = Det(zp) = Det(g)
−1.) Observe that: by
Morita equivalence and the fact that SK1 is trivial for commutative local rings, we know that
SK1(Oˆ0η1 [G]) = (0), and that SK1(Oˆη1η2 [G]) = (0) if η1 is horizontal; and by Proposition
2.8 and Morita equivalence we know that SK1(Oˆ0η2 [G]) = (0). The only thing left to check
is that θ1p2p = zphpg has trivial image in SK1(Oˆ1p2p [G]) = SK1(Zp[G]{{t}}). This follows
from our choice of zp, hp above.
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Hence, the above completes the proof of part (i) of the statement of Theorem 9.2.
It now remains to show part (ii) which is the Riemann-Roch identity.
Notice that the elements θηiηj satisfy the conclusion of part (a) of Proposition 6.5 for
the divisor D which is the union of 1H with the fibers 1p over the finite list T of primes p
which either divide the order of G or are such that zQ ∈ Q[G]× does not belongs to Zp[G]×.
Set Q =
∏
p∈T p. Enlarge T and the corresponding divisor D to ensure that the group
SK1(Z[Q−1][t, t−1][G]) is trivial. (We can do this since, by our assumption, for sufficiently
large Q, Z[Q−1][G] is a product of matrix rings with entries in principal ideal domains; we
can then follow the same arguments as in §9.b.2.)
We will now show how to choose lifts θ˜ηiηj as in Proposition 6.5 that can be used to
calculate the adelic second Chern class according to the recipe in Definition 6.6.
Proposition 9.4. There are choices of lifts θ˜ηiηj of θηiηj so that θ˜η0η1 ∈ St(Oˆη1 [D
−1][G]),
θ˜η1η2 ∈ St(Oˆη1η2 [G]), and θ˜η0η2 ∈ St(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]), so that for the element z(θ˜) of Proposi-
tion 6.5 (b) we have:
(i) z(θ˜)(η0,η1,η2) = 1, unless η1 = 1p and η2 = 2p,
(ii) z(θ˜)(0,1p ,2p) = 1, if p does not divide the order of the group G and is such that
zQ ∈ Q[G]× belongs to Zp[G]×.
Proof. Let us prove (i) first. We will consider z(θ˜)(η0,η1,η2) for η2 in characteristic p. We
suppose we do not have η1 = 1p, η2 = 2p. Then all cases of such triples (η0, η1, η2) have
similar structure: namely, one of the θηiηj = 1 and so the remaining two transition maps
θηaηb are equal (up to inversion) to a value that we denote θ; there are three relevant rings
Oˆη1 [D
−1], Oˆη1η2 , and Oˆη2 [D
−1] and the common value θ belongs to the intersection of two
of them. In all cases we shall identify a subring R of this intersection with the property
that θ ∈ E(R[G]); we can then use a lift θ˜ ∈ St(R[G]) twice in computing z(θ˜)(η0,η1,η2) to
get the value 1.
Case 1: Horizontal case η1 = 1H .
Here there is only one situation to consider; namely, η2 = 2p; then θ1Hη2 = 1, θ0η2 =
zQgQ = θ01H . We know that zQgQ ∈ SL(Z[Q
−1][t, t−1][G]). Since SK1(Z[Q−1][t, t−1][G]) =
{1}, we have zQgQ ∈ E(Z[Q−1][t, t−1][G]). Note that
(9.15) Z[Q−1][t, t−1]→ Oˆ1H [D
−1], Z[Q−1][t, t−1]→ Oˆη2 [D
−1].
We can therefore use the surjection St(Z[Q−1][t, t−1][G]) → E(Z[Q−1][t, t−1][G]) to find a
common lift of both θ1Hη2 and θ0η2 ; the corresponding z(θ˜)(0,1H ,η2) is then trivial. In other
words, here we take in the above sketch R = Z[Q−1][t, t−1].
Case 2: Horizontal case η1 6= 1H .
Here θη0η1 = 1 and there are two subcases to consider.
Subcase (a): η2 6= 2p. Then θη1η2 = zQh
−1
p z
−1
p = θη0η2 . We have zQh
−1
p z
−1
p = 1, if p 6∈ T ,
and zQh
−1
p z
−1
p ∈ SL(Q ⊗Z Zp〈〈t
−1〉〉[G]) = E(Q ⊗Z Zp〈〈t−1〉〉[G]) if p ∈ T (cf. Lemma 2.15).
The situation is trivial if p 6∈ T . If p ∈ T , Oˆη2 [D
−1] and Oˆη1η2 are the two relevant rings;
we can then take R to be Q⊗Z Zp〈〈t−1〉〉 and proceed as before to get z(θ˜)(η0,η1,η2) = 1.
Subcase (b): η2 = 2p. Then θη1η2 = zQgQ = θη0η2 , Oˆη2 [D
−1] = Zp((t))[Q−1] and Oˆη1η2 are
the two relevant rings; here we can work with R = Zp[Q−1][t, t−1]. Notice here that since
η1 6= 1H , t is invertible in Oˆη1η2 .
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Case 3: Vertical case when η1 = 1p.
Here there is only the case η2 6= 2p (since the case η2 = 2p is excluded). Then θ1pη2 = 1
and θη01p = zQh
−1
p z
−1
p = θη0η2 . The two relevant rings are Oˆη1 [D
−1] = Oˆη1 [t
−1, Q−1],
Oˆη2 [D
−1] = Zp[[t − η2]][t−1, Q−1]; Since t is a unit in Zp[[t − η2]], here we can work with
R = Zp〈〈t−1〉〉[Q−1].
To prove (ii) we observe that for a prime p that does not divide the order of the group
and with zQ a unit at p, we have taken zp = zQ, hp = 1. Then θ01p = 1, θ1p2p = θ02p =
zQ · g = zp · g. Part (ii) then follows by a similar argument as above by using the ring
R = Zp[Q−1][t, t−1].
This completes the proof of Proposition 9.4.
By Proposition 9.4 a representative for the pushdown f∗(c2(F)) of the second adelic
Chern class c2(F) of F is given by the idele in
∏′
pK1(Qp[G]) whose component at p is given
by the push-down f∗ of
(9.16) z(θ˜)(0,1p,2p) = s02(zQgQ)s12(zphpg)
−1s01(zQh
−1
p z
−1
p )
−1.
Here, for clarity, in the right hand side, we use the symbol s12 to denote the lift of an element
in the Steinberg group St(Oˆη1η2 [G]) = St(Zp{{t}}[G]), the symbol s02 to denote a lift in the
Steinberg group St(Oˆη2 [D
−1][G]) = St(Zp((t))[Q−1][G]), and the symbol s01 to denote a
lift in the Steinberg group St(Oˆη1 [D
−1][G]). The product is taken in St(Oˆη0η1η2 [G]) =
St(Qp{{t}}[G]).
Recall that with the above notation we write wQ(gQ) = (gQ, αQ), wp(gp) = (gp, αp). The
desired result will follow if we show
f∗(z(θ˜)(0,1p,2p))) = α
−1
Q αpκ
−1
Q κp
with κQ ∈ K1(Q[G])♭, κp ∈ K1(Zp[G])♭. We now evaluate the pushdown f∗(z(θ˜)(0,1p ,2p)) by
working with each of the three right hand terms in equation (9.16). Recall that the push-
down is defined via the inverse of the homomorphisms ∂, ∂ˆ and in particular, f∗(z(θ˜)(0,1p ,2p)) =
∂ˆ(z(θ˜)(0,1p ,2p))
−1.
1) s02(zQgQ): By the above we know that
zQgQ ∈ SL(Z[Q
−1][t, t−1][G]) ⊂ E(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G]) ⊂ E(Oˆ02p [G]).
We let H(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G]) denote the pullback of H(Q((t))[G]) along
GL′(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G]) ⊂ GL′(Q((t))[G]).
We may now compute using the following diagram
(9.17)
E(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G])
sQ
→ St(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G])
↓ inclusion ↓ ∂
GL′(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G])
wQ
→ H(Z[Q−1]⊗ Z((t))[G])
which commutes up to an element of K1(Q[G]) (see (3.12)). Here wQ is a set-theoretic
section of the H-sequence that is compatible with the natural splitting of H(Q((t))[G]) over
GL(Q[G]). We then get the equality
(9.18) ∂ˆ(s02(zQgQ)) = ∂(sQ(zQgQ)) = κQwQ(zQgQ) = κQzQwQ(gQ)
for some κQ ∈ K1(Q[G]).
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2) s12(zphpgp): From the above we know that
zp ∈ Zp[G]
×, hp ∈ SL(Zp〈〈t
−1〉〉[G]), gp ∈ GL
′(Zp[t, t
−1][G]).
Thus all terms lie in GL′(Zp{{t}}[G]) = GL
′(Oˆ1p2p [G]) and by construction the product
of these three elements lies in E(Zp{{t}}[G]). We now compute ∂ˆ(s12(zphpgp)) using the
analogous diagram to (9.17) above for the ring Zp{{t}}[G], which commutes up to an element
of K1(Zp[G]). Using the fact that H(Zp{{t}}[G]) splits naturally over GL′(Zp〈〈t−1〉〉[G]), we
obtain the equality
(9.19) ∂ˆ(s12(zphpgp)) = κpwp(zphpgp) = κpzphpwp(gp)
for some κp ∈ K1(Zp[G]).
3) s01(zQh
−1
p z
−1
p ): If p 6∈ T then this term is trivial. We assume that p is in T so that
Zp[Q−1] = Qp. From the above work we know that
zQ ∈ Z[Q
−1][G]×, hp ∈ SL(Zp〈〈t
−1〉〉[G]), zp ∈ Zp[G]
×.
Thus all terms lie in GL(Qp{t−1}[G]). By construction their product lies in SL(Qp{t−1}[G]).
Using Lemma 2.15 we deduce that zQh
−1
p z
−1
p ∈ E(Qp{t
−1}[G]). Define Hˆ(Qp{t−1}[G]) to
be the pullback of Hˆ(Qp{{t}}[G]) along the inclusion
GL(Qp{t
−1}[G]) →֒ GL∗(Qp{{t}}[G]).
By §3.e.4 we have a natural splitting w of the resulting central extension of GL(Qp{t−1}[G])
which agrees with the natural splittings over Q[G]×, Zp[G]×, SL(Zp〈〈t−1〉〉[G]) that we have
used in cases (1) and (2) above. We can also restrict this extension along E(Qp{t−1}[G]).
The fact that this last extension of E(Qp{t−1}[G]) splits also follows from Corollary 4.5,
since the Steinberg sequence for Qp{t−1}[G] is the universal central extension of the perfect
group E(Qp{t−1}[G]). The universality gives
∂ˆ : St(Qp{t
−1}[G])→ Hˆ(Qp{{t}}[G])
which then has to be equal to the composition w ◦π where π is the natural homomorphism
from the Steinberg group to the elementary group of Qp{t−1}[G]. Thus we get
(9.20) ∂ˆ(s01(zQh
−1
p z
−1
p )) = w(zQh
−1
p z
−1
p ) = zQh
−1
p z
−1
p .
In summary from (9.18), (9.19) and (9.20), we see that the expression
∂ˆ(z(θ˜)(0,1p,2p)) = ∂ˆ(s02(zQgQ))∂ˆ(s12(zphpgp))
−1∂ˆ(s01(zQh
−1
p z
−1
p ))
−1
is equal to
zQwQ(gQ)(zphpwp(gp))
−1(zQh
−1
p z
−1
p )
−1κQκ
−1
p
= zQwQ(gQ)wp(gp)
−1h−1p z
−1
p zphpz
−1
Q κQκ
−1
p
= wQ(gQ)wp(gp)
−1κQκ
−1
p .
By (9.8) above this is equal to α−1p αQκQκ
−1
p . Since f∗(z(θ˜)(0,1p,2p)) = ∂ˆ(z(θ˜)(0,1p,2p))
−1 we
obtain f∗(z(θ˜)(0,1p,2p)) = κpκ
−1
Q α
−1
Q αp which completes our proof.
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10. Appendix: Adelic Riemann-Roch for general bundles when G = 1
In this appendix, we assume that G is trivial. We explain how our results, when combined
with the Deligne-Riemann-Roch theorem [15], and some standard constructions ([6], [4])
imply, in this case, a general adelic Riemann-Roch theorem for all bundles.
10.a. More central extensions. Suppose that A is a commutative ring with SK1(A) =
(1). Then E(A) = SL(A) and we can construct a central extension
(10.1) 1→ K2(A)→ GSt(A)→ GL(A)→ 1
of GL(A) as follows: Observe that GL(A) = A∗ ⋉ SL(A) = A∗ ⋉ E(A), where A∗ ⊂ GL(A)
by a 7→ d1(a) := diag(a, 1, 1, . . .) and A
∗ acts on SL(A) by conjugation. Since the Steinberg
extension
(10.2) 1→ K2(A)→ St(A)→ E(A) = SL(A)→ 1
is the universal central extension of the perfect group E(A), this conjugation action lifts to
St(A) and we can define GSt(A) as the corresponding semi-direct product A∗ ⋉ St(A); the
restriction of the homomorphism GSt(A) → GL(A) to A∗ is then given by a 7→ d1(a) and
the restriction of the extension (10.1) over SL(A) is the Steinberg extension (10.2).
Proposition 10.1. 1) The restriction of (10.1) to A∗×A∗ ⊂ GL(A), (a, b) 7→ diag(a, b, 1, . . .),
is isomorphic to the extension
(10.3) 1→ K2(A)→ Â∗ ×A∗ → A
∗ ×A∗ → 1
where Â∗ ×A∗ := A∗ ×A∗ ×K2(A) with operation given by
(f, g; r) · (f ′, g′; r′) = (ff ′, gg′; rr′{f ′, g}),
where {, } : A∗ ×A∗ → K2(A) is the Steinberg symbol.
2) The restriction of (10.1) to the subgroup
A∗ ×GL(A) =
{(
a 0
0 X
)}
⊂ GL(A)
is isomorphic to the sum of the pull-back extensions p∗2(GSt(A)) and (p1×det(p2))
∗( ̂A∗ ×A∗),
where p1 : A
∗ ×GL(A)→ A∗, p2 : A
∗ ×GL(A)→ GL(A) are the two projections.
Proof. Notice that (2) implies (1). Statement (2) is stated, without proof, in [4]. Statement
(1) follows easily from the definition of the Steinberg symbol and the calculations in [38,
§9] (see the last line of p. 1654 in [6]). To show (2), observe that we can write A∗ ×GL(A)
as a semi-direct product (A∗×A∗)⋉ SL(A). By [5, Construction 1.7], central extensions of
a semi-direct product H ⋉ Γ by a group T are determined by triples consisting of
a) a central extension Γˆ of Γ by T ,
b) a central extension Hˆ of H by T ,
c) an action of H on Γˆ→ Γ, lifting the action of H on Γ.
Given a central extension of H ⋉ Γ we obtain the corresponding central extensions as in
(a) and (b) by restrictions. Apply this to H = A∗ × A∗, Γ = SL(A). The restriction of
(10.1) to Γ = SL(A) is isomorphic to the Steinberg extension and the action of A∗ × A∗
on St(A) is uniquely determined (the first factor acts trivially and the second by lifting the
conjugation). It remains to consider the restriction of (10.1) to A∗×A∗ which is determined
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by part (1). Hence, we see that the triple for the restriction of (10.1) to A∗×GL(A) agrees
with that of p∗2(GSt(A)) · (p1 × det(p2))
∗(Â∗ ×A∗). By loc. cit., this implies part (2).
10.b. Second Chern class. We now assume that R is a Dedekind ring, that f : Y → S =
Spec(R) is a flat projective morphism of relative dimension 1, and that Y is regular. We
can define the K2-adele groups K
′
ℓ(AY,012), K
′
ℓ(AY,ij), and the adelic Chow groups CH
ℓ
A(Y ),
ℓ = 1, 2, CH1A(S) as in §2.c, by taking G = {1}.
Now suppose that E is a locally free coherent sheaf of OY -modules on Y of rank n. As
in §5, choose trivializations eη of Eˆη over Spec(OˆY,η) for each η ∈ Y ; these give transition
matrices ληiηj ∈ GL(OˆY,ηiηj ). We define the first adelic Chern class c1(E) of E in CH
1
A(Y )
as in §5.a. Notice that all the rings OˆY,η, where η is any Parshin chain on Y , have trivial
SK1 and so the constructions of §10.a apply to all of them. To define the second adelic
Chern class c2(E) of E we consider
(10.4) z(λ˜) :=
∏
(η0,η1,η2)
λ˜η0η2 · (λ˜η1η2)
−1 · (λ˜η0η1)
−1
as in §6.c. Here λ˜ηiηj ∈ GSt(OˆY,ηiηj ) is a lift of ληiηj ∈ GL(OˆY,ηiηj ). We can easily see by
picking a divisor D as in Proposition 6.5, that z(λ˜) lies in the group
K′2(AY,012) ·K2(AY,12)
♭ ·K′2(AY,01)
♭.
Hence, we can define the second adelic Chern class c2(E) to be the class of z(λ˜) in CH
2
A(Y ).
We can now see, using the arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.7, that c2(E) is independent
of the choices of eη and of the lifts λ˜ηiηj . (These arguments become simpler in the case at
hand.)
10.c. A pairing. The special case that E = L ⊕M, where L and M are of rank 1, i.e.
invertible sheaves, is going to be useful in what follows. To calculate c2(L ⊕M) we pick
rational sections l and m of the line bundles L andM; these provide bases of Lη0 andMη0
and allow us to identify L and M with OY (L) and OY (M) where L and M are Cartier
divisors on Y . Choose further bases for L and M at all other points η of Y . Our choice of
bases provide us with transitions lηiηj , mηiηj in Oˆ
∗
Y,ηiηj
. This gives
tηiηj = (lηiηj ,mηiηj ) ∈ Oˆ
∗
Y,ηiηj × Oˆ
∗
Y,ηiηj
as transitions for L⊕M and, for a Parshin triple (η0, η1, η2), we can form
zη0η1η2 = t˜η0η2 · (t˜η1η2)
−1 · (t˜η0η1)
−1 ∈ K2(OˆY,η0η1η2)
using the lifts in the extension (10.3); then we have
(10.5) zη0η1η2 = {lη1η2 ,mη0η1}
−1.
To determine a favorable expression for the representative zη0η1η2 we can assume that the
supports of L and M do not share any irreducible components and that do not contain any
irreducible components of singular fibers of f : Y → S. If η is outside the support |L|, resp.
|M |, we choose as 1 the basis of L = OY (L), resp. M = OY (M), over OˆY,η; we choose also
bases over OˆY,η for all other points η. There are several cases to consider:
a) η1 6∈ |L| ∪ |M | and η2 6∈ |L| ∪ |M |. Then obviously zη0η1η2 = 1.
b) η1 6∈ |L| ∪ |M | but η2 ∈ |L| ∪ |M |. Then lη0η1 = mη0η1 = 1 and zη0η1η2 = 1.
c) η1 ∈ |M |; then η1 6∈ |L|. Suppose that η2 6∈ |D1|. Then lηiηj = 1 and zη0η1η2 = 1.
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d) η1 ∈ |M |; then η1 6∈ |L|. Suppose that η2 ∈ |L|, then η2 ∈ |L| ∩ |M |. In this case, we
have mη0η1 = ̟
n(η1;M)
η1 , where ̟η1 is a uniformizer at η1 and n(η1;M) is the multiplicity of
M along η1. We also have lη0η2 = lη0η1 lη1η2 and since lη0η1 = 1, lη0η2 = lη1η2 = tL,η2 where
tL,η2 is a local equation for the Cartier divisor L in the (complete) local ring OˆY,η2 . We get
zη0η1η2 = {tL,η2 ,̟η1}
−n(η1;M).
e) η1 ∈ |L|; then η1 6∈ |M |. Suppose that η2 ∈ |M |, then η2 ∈ |L| ∩ |M |. In this case, we
have mη0η1 = 1 and so again zη0η1η2 = 1.
We see that case (d) is the only one in which we have a non-trivial contribution; this
is when η1 ∈ |M | and η2 ∈ |L| ∩ |M |. Since |L| and |M | have no common irreducible
components, there is only a finite number of Parshin triples (η0, η1, η2) where this happens.
Therefore, the second Chern class c2(L ⊕M) is represented by
(10.6) z(t˜)η0η1η2 =
{
{tL,η2 ,̟η1}
−n(η1;M), if η1 ∈ |M | and η2 ∈ |L| ∩ |M |,
1, otherwise
and z(t˜) belongs to K′2(AY,012).
Notice that the pairing
∩ : Pic(Y )× Pic(Y )→ CH2A(Y )
given by ([L], [M]) 7→ [L] ∩ [M] := c2(L ⊕M) is bilinear and symmetric. The bilinearity
follows from Proposition 10.1 (1) and the bilinearity of the Steinberg symbol. Symmetry
follows from L ⊕M ≃M⊕L.
10.d. The adelic Riemann-Roch theorem. Assume now that, in addition to the above
hypotheses, all the irreducible components of all the fibers of f : Y → S = Spec(R) are
smooth and that the residue fields of R at closed points are finite. Then we can also define
a push-down homomorphism
f∗ : CH
2
A(Y )→ CH
1
A(S)
exactly as in §4.a. Recall that K0(R) ∼= Z ⊕ Pic(R) given by [P ] → (rank(P ),det(P )); the
usual theory of ideles of R gives a canonical isomorphism Pic(R) ∼= CH1A(S) given by the
first Chern class c1.
Suppose that L andM are invertible sheaves on Y ; then Deligne [15, §6] associates to the
pair (L,M) an invertible sheaf 〈L,M〉 on S; (L,M) 7→ 〈L,M〉 is the “Deligne pairing”.
Proposition 10.2. Under the above assumptions, we have f∗([L] ∩ [M]) = [〈L,M〉] in
CH1A(S)
∼= Pic(R).
Proof. Using the bilinearity of the Deligne pairing and the above, we see that it is enough
to assume that L = OY (L), M = OY (M), where L and M are irreducible with |L| 6= |M |,
and are either horizontal, in which case the morphism to S is finite and flat, or are equal to
a smooth special fiber of Y → S. If they are both vertical, we obviously have 〈L,M〉 ≃ OS
and also [L] ∩ [M] = 0. By symmetry, we can assume that M is horizontal. Then by [15]
〈L,M〉 = 〈L,OY (M)〉 ∼= NormM/S(L|M ).
To compare this with f∗([L]∩ [M]) we consider the push-down f∗({tL,η2 ,̟η1}
−1) ∈ k(S)∗ξ1 .
Here ξ1 = f(η2) is a closed point of S and k(S)ξ1 = OˆS,ξ0ξ1 the completion of the fraction
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field k(S) at ξ1. By our construction, since now η1 ∈ |M | is horizontal, this is
f∗({tL,η2 ,̟η1}
−1) = Normk(η1)η2/k(S)ξ1 (∂({tL,η2 ,̟η1}))
where
∂({tL,η2 ,̟η1}) = (−1)
1·0
t1L,η2
̟0η1
mod (̟η1) = tL,η2 mod (̟η1).
Since M is locally at η2 given by ̟η1 = 0, and L by tL,η2 = 0, the norm of t
−1
L,η2
mod (̟η1)
is a generator of NormM/S(L|M ) at the point ξ1 of S and the result follows.
Suppose E is a locally free coherent sheaf of OY -modules on Y of rank n. We denote by
χ¯(Y, E) the stable Euler characteristic of E in Pic(R) ∼= CH1A(S). We also denote by ωY/S
the (invertible) dualizing sheaf of the morphism f : Y → S.
Theorem 10.3. (Adelic-Riemann-Roch theorem) Under the above assumptions,
(10.7) 2 · (χ¯(Y, E)− n · χ¯(Y,OY )) = f∗(det(E) ∩ det(E)− 2c2(E) + det(E) ∩ ω
−1
Y/S)
in Pic(R) ∼= CH1A(S).
Proof. To ease notation, we will write χ¯(E) instead of χ¯(Y, E), etc. Notice that by our
definitions, if E = L has rank 1, then c2(E) = 0 since the extension (10.1) splits over A
∗. In
this case, (10.7) amounts to
(10.8) 2 · (χ¯(L)− χ¯(OY )) = f∗(L ∩ L+ L ∩ ω
−1
Y/S).
In view of Proposition 10.2, this follows directly from one of the forms of Deligne’s Riemann-
Roch theorem [15, (7.5.1)]. Another special case is when det(E) is trivial; then E has an
elementary structure (6.3 (d)) and we can argue as in the body of the paper. For clarity,
we explain the steps of the argument: We choose a finite flat morphism π : Y → P1S , set
V = π∗O
n
Y and denote by V
∨ the dual of V. Denote by h : P1S → S the structure morphism
so that f = h · π. We have
χ¯(Y, E − OnY ) = χ¯(P
1
S, π∗E − V)
Then the vector bundles π∗E⊕V
∨ and V⊕V∨ on P1S have elementary structure (cf. Proposi-
tion 8.3 (ii)). The adelic Riemann-Roch theorem for P1S (Theorem 9.2 for G = {1} extended
in the obvious manner to the base R) gives
χ¯(P1S, π∗E ⊕ V
∨) = −h∗c2(π∗E ⊕ V
∨), χ¯(P1S ,V ⊕ V
∨) = −h∗c2(V ⊕ V
∨).
Subtracting these gives
χ¯(Y, E − OnY ) = χ¯(P
1
S , π∗E − V) = −h∗(c2(π∗E ⊕ V
∨)− c2(V ⊕ V
∨)).
By Proposition 8.6 for G = {1},
c2(π∗E ⊕ V
∨)− c2(V ⊕ V
∨) = π∗c2(E).
Hence, the right hand side above is equal to −h∗π∗c2(E) and the equation
(10.9) χ¯(E)− n · χ¯(OY ) = −f∗(c2(E))
then follows from Lemma 8.5.
In general, for simplicity, set D = det(E) and E0 = D
−1 ⊕ E . The vector bundle E0 has
trivial determinant, hence, as above, we have
χ¯(E0)− (n+ 1) · χ¯(OY ) = −f∗(c2(E0)).
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Proposition 10.1 together with the definition of the second Chern class implies
c2(E0) = c2(E) + c2(D
−1 ⊕D) = c2(E)−D ∩ D
in CH2A(Y ). Since χ¯(E0) = χ¯(E) + χ¯(D
−1) these combine to give us the identity
(χ¯(E)− n · χ¯(OY )) + (χ¯(D
−1)− χ¯(OY )) = −f∗(c2(E)) + f∗(D ∩ D).
We can easily see that the result follows by combining the above with the identity
2 · (χ¯(D−1)− χ¯(OY )) = f∗(D
−1 ∩ D−1 +D−1 ∩ ω−1Y/S))
which is (10.8) for L = D−1.
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